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PUBLISHING

POR1LIAD

CO„

St., Portland.

At 109 Exchange

Tf.hms: Eight lb liars a Year in advance.
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in

To
ad-

vance.

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT. A- FOGG ,IVa.9l Middle Hired.
T. P. WtGOlVA.I.iiM Congress Hi._
Book Binders*
WM. A. QUINCY, Uoom tl, Printer’s
Exchange, No. Ilf Exchange Nt.
NMACI. A NHACKFOKD, No. 35 Plum

$2.50

a

Hates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.**
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75cents per week
after; three insertions, or less. $1.00; continuing

every other day after tirst week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions, or less, "Scents; one
week, 81 00 : 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third addi ionab
Under head of “Amusements,** and “Auction
Salks.” $2.00 per square per week; three inseitions
r less $1.50.
Advertisements insetted in the “Maine State
Press” (which lias a large circulation iu every part
of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square ior each subsequent nsertiou.
Addn bs all communications to

PORTLAND PUBLISHING Co.

BUSINESS

Confectionery.

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEY A MEANN, Pearl Ntreet, op.
pONit«* Park.__

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COKEY A CO., Arcade, No.
IN Free Ntreet.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 5tt Exettauge Nt.
I'plioUujriuK of all kinds
done to order.

Hair (roods and Toilet Articles.
a. F. NUEKKY, No. 9 Clapp’s Bloch
Cou^i'chm Ntreet, opposite Old City Hail*

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.

Residence Cor. Market & Congress St

J. A. MEKK1LL A CO., 139 Middle Nt.
J, A,

|yt7

tf

JT. I.

Pattern and Model Maker.
MAKBOCK, 350 Fore Ntreet, Cor.ot

Cions,

Cana Bank,)

PORTLAND,

a

a

Meriden National Bank Stocks.
New York City Bank Stocks.
New Britain, Cour., Bank Stocks.
New Haven, Conn., Bank Stocks.
Loans on First Mortgage, (Property worth

oc2<ltf__
BABCOCK,

P.

C.

W. CLARKE, President.

MANUFACTURER
U'nicli nuil Chronometer Maker**’ Tools,
Mathematical, Optical anil Philo-

Apparatus. Arc.,
56 MarketNtreel. Printers Exchange,

JOHN l!.

Roofers.
J.

d&wly

myl9

DUNCAN, SHERMAN & C0.
BANKERS,
No.,9& I* IVANMAIT NT., HEW YORK,
LETTERS OK
Issuo CIRCULAR NOTES anil
CREDIT for TRAVELERS IN EUROPE AND THE
EAST available in all the principal cities; also for
TELEuse in the United States, West Indies, Arc.
GRAPHIC TRANSFERS to LONDON, PARIS,
JAHAVANA.
CHINA,
MEXICO,
CALIFORNIA,
PAN, Arc. Accounts of Banks, Bankers and others
jaleodly
received.

CHARLES H. KIMBALL,
architect,
STREET,

MIDDLE

1*2

Plans, Details, Superintendence, etc., for every dedec28tf
scription of building.

S. C. ANDREWS.
Counsellor at Law,
88 MIDDLE STREET,
(in Canal Bank Building,)

MAINE.

PORTLAND.
in

practice
*

Androscoggin and Oxford Count-

_de9eodtf

UPHO LSTERER
MANUFACTUKEB OF

Suite, Lounges, Spring
Beds, Mattresses,
*nI'ouujjen,
HIcDonongh i'ntent
amcleU Chairs. Ac.
Purl or

r°ririllg

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

ANNUAL MEETINGS.
PORTLAND RAILROAD CO.
ANNUAL MEETING of the Stockholder*

legally

come

before them.

L. W. SHAW, Sec'y.
Jan. 9,1875.jalttd*

NOTICE.
ANNUAL MEETING ot the Maine Poultry
Association will be on TUESDAY, Jan. 19th.
The meeting will be at the State House, Augusta, in
Agricultural Room, at 1 o’clock P. M., and will act
on flic following matters viz.
1st. To choose officers lor the ensuing year.

MIDDLE ST.
my!)__dtf
80

^wTcTclark,
5 Moors East

of Temple St.,

WATER

AND

GAS

PIPING.

_FRED.

FOX, Sec’y.

Notice.
stockholders of the Portland Steam Packet
Co. are hereby notified that the annual meeting
of the Company will be held at their office on Franklin Wharf on TUESDAY. January 19th, 1875, at 3
o’clpck p. m., for the choice of officers for the ensuing year, and to act on any other business that may
legally come before them.
J. F. LISCOMB, Secretary.
Portland, Jan. f>, 1875.ja7ld

ANNUAL MEETING of the Stockholders ol
the Portland & Ogdensbnrg Railroad Company
will be held at the office of the Company, corner ot
Middle and Union streets, Portland, on Tuesday,
the 19th <lay of January, instant, as 10 o’clock
in tlie forenoon, to choose Directors for the ensuing
yea®- and to transact any other business that may
legally come before them,
CHAS. H. FOYE, Clerk.
Portland, January 4th, 1875.jaaeodSt

“Portland Lloyds.”
!
mUE Annual Meeting of the subscribers to the
1
“Portland Lloyds” will be held at their Office,
No. 42 Exchange Street, Portland. Maine, on
THURSDAY, the twenty-first day of January, 1875.
at half past three o’clock, p. m., in accordance *ith,
and for the purposes specified in the by-laws of the
CHARLES \V. FORD, Att’y.
Association.
January 7th, 1875.dtd

Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

Engineers,

Patent Boiler.
injectok
kee»s
fok

215 COMMERCIAL. STREET,
PORTLAND, JVlA-IdNrK.
FOR SALE—One New Portable Engine, 40 horse
power, built to order.
t
apll

William schumacher,
FRESCO PAINTER,
Sclinmaclier Brothers,
BLOCK.

I respeetlully inform the public that I have taken
the business ot Clias. J. Schumacher and will attend
promptly to all jobs entrusted to me. I shall endeavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
has held for so many years.
n II. SCHt MA4 IlEIt.
_

A. P,

FLLLER,

MANUFACTURER OF

VARNISHES
AND

JAPANS,
AND DEALER

IN

| MACHINERY,

SPERM,

LARD,

BUY

lacture for

Sleighs at Prices
Untrimmcd
Lower than the Lowest. Call and
examine.

RUSSELL,
Congress Street,

dtf

STAIRS.)

Whits Oak & Hard Wood Plank & Wedges
LOWEST CASH PRICES

TAYLOR,

ITS COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND. ME.

inhl2’74

dtf

VERMONT J30PPERAS.
BEST QUALITY GUARANTEED.

—

BY

PICTOU

Steam

or

D.
Wo.

NO. 137

FOB

OXFORD STREET.

SAVE THE ADVANCE ON jCE

THE PEERLESS.
It is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Knee of Ulan*
agemeut. Durability, Dryueuu and Parity
of Air ami EFONOJI1T of I€E.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers’ Prices.
Chea.,.er than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a better article by buying of manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buy-

lalesroom 953 Fore 8t.,

Manufactory,

Rear

J. F.MEBBILL,
of No. lO
PORTF.AND, IHAINE.

may26dtf____
Statement

of the financial condition
OF

THE

COAL

—

Bangor and

Machias

Capital Stock...8250,000
Amount paid in.$248,800
The Company is owing nothing.
WILLIAM ROSS, Treasurer.

by

Cumberland,

ss.

Subscribed and

W HIDDEN,
l'J Uuion Wharf.
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UU, 0/3 1-3, < in, 711.00 illlU <pi.3t>.

We invite especial attention to
this lot. as the patterns are all
new, and include some of the finest and hroadcsi ever ottered less
titan $3,00 per yard.

MOORE,

OWEN

CONGRESS ST., COR. BROWN.
dtf
jail

islm

ja!5d3t

before me.
WILLIAM W. MERRILL,
Notary Public.

sworn

to

great variety.

ss.

HUNDRED

Christmas is Coming !

of tbe Money and
County Treasurer’s

and before you purchase your presents drop into

DOLLARS

ATWOODS
and

TOWNSEND,}
)

JB

LB (LOCK'S AND SAKS

WHITE

see

tbe

elegant

suitable for

PAREIL

Holiday

SHIllTS,

Presents

Wedding

and

1

—

12th,

BUCK,

iu the market.

EVERYTHING

Gray’s Norwich Moulded Collars,
Elmwood aud Warwick Collars,

A. H.

ATWOOD,
Silver Plater,

Gold and

Dealer in all kinds of

Market,

decll

TTJ?

STAIRS.

Ja5d2w

Hou*e Furnitarc for .Sale.
furniture aud fixtures of the boarding house
recently kept by Ezekiel McKeen, No. 34 Center, near Congress Street, will be sold very low if applied for at once. The bouse is completely fitted out
with all the necessary conveniences, including Sebago, gas, &c., and being centrally located furnishes a
rare chance tor any one desiring to keep a boarding
house. The death of Mr. McKeen renders it necessary that this property be sold immediately. The
rent is very reasonable. Apply on the premises.
MARY F. McKEEN.
jal4<ltw*

THE

sale.
for
QUANTITY OTT
Piling, Spars and Hackmatac Knees, by

j

Commercial

»lyoke'*

It is

Call and examine the

NEW

HOLIDAY

have this day appointed Messrs. Cliadbomn
& Kemlall, Sole Agents for the sale ot ail our

lowest

prices.

EMERSON LELAND & CO.
ja7d3meod.
Boston, Jan. 1st, 1875.

Cheapest

Book Store in the World.

100,000
regard
Good Clock*, Watclic* and Jewelry cheap.
and
Cleaning well done and
Repairing
Books without

New No.

—

Physiology,

uwuwiwx*

Only

Private Lecture

Only,

Private

MANUFACTORY

Facilities equal to any in

England.

HALL L. DAVIS,

No. 53 Exchange St.,

BLANK

BOOKS

—

description.

to coni.

ALBERT COLBY’S SONS,
Publi*her* and Booknellera*
agStf

For Sale.
8 x 12 Portable Steam Engine, built bv
Hoadly ■» Co., Lawrence, Mass., rated 14
Horse Power, been used but little. All ready to
start up. Address.
DEARBORN & TEBBETS.
Lockes Mills, Maine.

GIFTS.

244 Middle

St.,

IPOKTL^JNTD.
dtf

¥urnhamts~
Christmas
I f you
call at

wish

a

line

Photographs.
Picture

in

a

6plendid

frame-

BURNHAM’S,
Ko. 12 MARKET SQUARE,
where

fine collection of samples, from Card to Life
Size may be eeen.
flpg^Extraord inary terms offered to Clubs. Ad
dress
a

J. U. P. BURNHAM,
12
declSeodly

MARKET

SQUARE,

purchases.

STATIONERY.

Counting

POPULAR PRICES

for

decs

Warranted.

jalldlw

STYLES

Especially adapted

COLLARS -iVISTD CXTFTI^S,
for the City ot Portland. They will supply the trade
our

now

deodtf

leading styles of
at

—

making

universally ncknowcdgcd that there is nothing more
appropriate, in better taste, or
which gives more pleasure, than a
finely executed Photographic Portrait prettirly trained, as a holiday
gilt to a dear friend or relative.

Wharf.

NOTICE.

WE

DR. HEBBARD,

advantage

Christmas Gifts.

LADD,

jal2

Only Grand Concert!

every

FOR

ANY

II

dtf

PHOTOGRAPHS

Pack-

Boarding

Hi.

21st,
Thursday Evening,
THEO. THOMAS’

nra

to

Goods delivered free ot charge in any part of the

&

Square,

JLANISOA’S

FREE STREET.

SinONTON

Distinguished Per-

—

Opposite head of Cotton street.

Spruce

60

—

MANUFACTURER

27 Market

Meats,Produce & Groceries,

city.

Organization

New

d3m

ISAAC FARRINGTON,

E^Parliculnr attention paid
ing Family Pork aud Lard.

EINE,

Prices.

Seasonable

GrENTS’ NECK WEAR.
EMERSON, LELAND & CO.

NO. 37

THE

IN

and will be sold at

Headquarter* for all the above goods,
manufacturer* of

Central

Guards,

—

_______

ALL THE NOVELTIES!

The Beit, Cheapest, ami the Beat Fitting

17 Ho Inion Street, IfoMton.

respects this re-importation is verygratifying, as the interest upon the bonds
will ptobably be invested in this country, and
as it indicates that capital is seeking thoroughly safe investments.
In many

Account Book

SILVER WARE

Collar Warehouse

Paper

„

dec8eod2m

for the arrest and conviction of the person or persons
who committed tbe robbery on the night of the 30ih
of December, 1874.
SMITH BARBER,
County
)
EDWIN C.
WILLIAM SMALL,
Commissioners,

jaltf

Tub re-importation of United States
bonds has reached the amount of $8,000,000.

roads m this state and stating the names of
the corporations whoso property was taxed
aud of those that have not paid, the Governor says “neither of the other companies
(the Atlantic and St. Lawrence, the Maine
Central, &c.,&c.J has paid any part of the
tax assessed upon them or gives any explanation for uou-payment. From unofficial sources
it has been ascertained tliat the Atlantic &

HALL.

—

7

42 & 44

38, 40,

over

UORTXaAJNTD.

Keward of

is hereby offered for the recovery
Bonds stolen from the Safe of the

first class

Exchange Street.

FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS,
Office, and
FIVE

a

No. 46, and

County Commissioners* Office, )
)
Portland, Dec. 31st, 1874.
A

fact every thing to be found in

In

GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO.

$1000 Rewarih
Cumberland,

—

Our stock is immense, as our Ware Rooms occupy
nearly three entire blocks, onr aim is not to sell the
cheapest Furniture, but to sell a good article and sell
as low as any other firm will sell the same quality ot
goods. Our motto is not to be undersold as our facilities for manufacturing and buying, are such that no
firm in Maine can undersell us unless they sell less
than cost. What Furniture we do not manutaciuro
And as we carry tbe largest stock
we buy for Cash.
li tbe State, we bay in large quantities and always
get bottom prices.
Upholstering, Painting and Cabinet Work ot all
kinds d< ne to order in the very best manner. We
have on hand a very large stock of Parlor Suits, and
Walnut Chamber Sets, which we will sell at great
bargains. Parties looking fir any kinds of Furniture
will do well to call on us before purchasing. We will
show our very large stock of Furniture with pleasure
whether parties want to buy or not.

1-2,
Ck S'

AN

Household Purposes,
For kale

3, 6, 10, 12, 16, 20, 25,

AS

FURNITURE STORE.

FOLI.OWIIVG PRICKS:

THE

AT

in

119 EXCHANGE STREET.

—

JANUARY 1M, 1875.

COAL.

SUPERIOR

N. S.

A,

ju30tf

Agent for Portland,

ly

from the Acadia Seam Drummond Colliery, Pictou,

ja5

Hole

Steamboat Company,

Wholesale Agents, Boston.

—

KIRS, STEPHEN B. SKIITK,

Portland,

oc25

TONS

with creasing, measuring or folding by
Doing
baud, thereby making a great saving of time and
lal>or. It wiil tuck any thickness of* goods, from
Lace to broadcloth. The Hemmer attached will
hem any desired width from one fourth to two and a
fourth inches. It needs only to be seen to be appreciated.
Reduced Prioe $2.60,
away

—

—

HOWE & GOODWIN,

lOOO

INSERTIONS

SEW!

ble Hemmer.

FOR SALE

ALWAYS

-AJSTD

optI8dCm

FARRAXD'S IMPROVED

SUCH

Wall Pockets, Slipper Backs and
Slipper Pockets. Fancy Towel
Backs, music Stands. Work
Tables and Desks, Folding and Reception
Chairs, Pedestals,
Gents’ Smoking Chairs, Patent
Rocking Chairs, Brackets.

Hamburg Edging's

The Largest and Best Assortment In the State,
combining all the latest Improvements, called

—ALSO—

L.

70B LOT

209 FORE STREET.

(n all Styles, Grades and Sizss.

Rift l.ornxt Trenail.,
be.I Snwcd White Oak do.
be,i quality Canada Knee.

100,000 best

AT

Geo. A. Whitney & Co.
—

Dry Air Refrigerators

Locust Treenails.
I.*0,000
20,0(10

morning anothlarge

U0l6

Thaonly one which liana Folding Hlide,
which keep* the tack or hem perfectly even,

A Plush Lined Single Sleigh with
Shifting Trimmings Silver Plated
Handles, and of our own Manu-

(UP

very

er

OILS.

SOMETHING

TRADE.

at

We shall open this

AND WOOL

BURNING

flie most useful attachment ever invented for Sewing Machines.

jaS

FOR THE

WHOLESALE

XX

511 1-2

FURNITURE
Parties looking for Holiday goods for Christmas
aud New Years Presents, can find a large assortment

—

ft.lPTl.l.l!_m_1__A J!_A. _
lutaw
anu
Dull 1 uiuiu^
aujuaia-

JOHN

ST.,

“HAMBIJRGS.” HOLIDAY_

KNIGHT,
Secretaiy.

CARD.
A
great pleasure in recommending Mr. Win.
Schumacher as one of the best house decorators ever
in Portland, and have no doubt that Mr. Wm. Schumacher will execute all work entrusted to him durably. lustily
J and satisfactorily.
CUAS. J. SCHUMACHER,
Ecclesiastical Ueeorator.
no21tf
I take

CAN

Changed from 6 Clapp’s Block.
<ltf
JaO__

decll

Breeders’ Association,
annual meeting of this Society will be held

OF

MARINE, STATIONARY ANI) PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
Alcott’s Turbine Water W'heel,
Elevators. Derricks. Hoisting
Engines, and Blanchard’s

DEEKING

preparation of our

attention to the

Nearly Opp, New Custom House
tf

Stock

j»14eodtd

MACHI NETWORKS

5

461 CONGRESS ST.,

seil at the lowest cash prices.

and will

60 COMMERCIAL

Jan. 28,1875, at 10
THEat Waterville THURSDAY,
ENOCH
o’clock A. M.

PORTLAND

Olliceat

give special

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indisiicnsahle, uot necessarily for publication
bat as a guaranty ot good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve comaiuuications that are not used.

Lecture.

Unequaled

Randall & McAllister

2nd. To select a time and place lor ihe third annual Exhibition.
3rd. To act on any other matters which may then
egally come before the association.
Per Order ol Directors.

^

agents

We

pas-

Theodore Thomas’

Lehigh Coal

THE

Maine

ap21

MANUFACTURERS

H. Talbot & Co.,

NEVER FAILS TO SUIT.
Coals,

even

Third Annual Ball

CITY

--

FEDERAL STREET,

103

Harleigh

be,

facts iu the case and that his recommendations if carried out will not be in violation of
his oath of office aud that of the legislature,
to support the constitution of the states and
of the United States. After reciting the proceedings of the last year in regard to taxing
the franchises and property of certain rail-

i

poses of the state. Now the exemption oX
property from taxation is a question of police
ami nut of power.”
Ami further the court
says: ‘‘This case shows that although a state
government may make a contract to exempt
property from taxation, yet the soveieigmy
cannot annul that contract” In fact, ihereis
no one principle of constitutional law that has
been established by so uniform and long con-

series of decisions of the supreme
the United States as the binding charcontracts both between individuals and
between the state and individuals, and the inof
state to impair their force and obliability
gation by after legislation.
What will there be said in regard to the
recommendation of the governor for an addi
tionul act to enforce the payment of these taxes assessed under a law plainly unconstitutioual and void? We can imagine that a grim
smile would come over the face of the learned
and venerable chief justice on the application
of our astute attorney general for an injunction
to restrain tbe departure of a mail train over
the Atlantic & St. Lawrence railroad. As if a
vigorous enforcement could mend a defective
law I
The Governor seems also to be surprised that
the railroad companies should refuse to pay so
light a tax “when it is unquestionably (be says)
in tbe power of the legislature to authorise municipalities to make the same assessment upon
the real estate of the corporation that is made
on other property."
If by this he means that
the state can authorize a tax to be levied by tbe
towDS and cities in which this road In s, that
the state itself could not do without impairing
the obligations of tbeir contract, he is again
wofully in error. Qui tacit per alium facit per
se, is a sound maxim iu law yet—and the same
troubles would he found in sucli a course as uu
tier the present law—or perhaps the Governor
has an idea that the language used in the 16th
sectiou of the charier warrants this suggestion.
It is as follows: “All real estate purchased by
said corporation, for the use of tbe same, under
tliu fifth section nt this act, shall be taxable to
said corporation by the several towns” Ac. Ac.
A little careful reading will satisfy any oue
even not a lawyer that tbe real estate purchased
under the fifth section is not the road way at
all. It is held hy a different tenure from the
latter (not exceeding six rods in width) to
be acquired under the first section for a road
way. This latter is exempt from taxation except iu the manner and to the extent provided
for by the 16th section of th# charter by a tax
upon tbe stock of tbe company and
by a tax
upon the bonds and notes of tbe company in
the hands of their owners.
Nor will the Governor’s suggestion for some
alteration of the constitution help tbe case. It
tinued

a

court of
acter of

oeing

a

between

contract

siaio

me

and the corporation, no alteration of tbe constitution will
tbe
enable
legislature to
impair its obligations. And it is surprising to
see

a

course

so

plainly unconstitutional

rec-

ommended and persisted in when there are
other courses within the reach of the legislature entirely in accordance with good faith and
their constitutional duties. Having extended
this communication too long already. I will
postpone to auother day their consideration.

Augusta Correspondence.

~~

Street*.

EDGAtt S. BROWN,
THE
Counsellor at Law.
collections promptly attended to by E. A.
LE1GUT0N, Constable and Bill Collector.

Portland.

our

We will warrant them to give Ratistactien: they are
durable and tree irom slates. For parlor Stoves and
Furnaces, the

J. W. A IB. 15. MC OUFFEE, Cor, Middl
Ac f! niou HtM.

to

To the Editor of the Press:
That portion of the message of the Governor
iu relation to the tax uu railroads is so reWhen
markable as to challenge criticism.
the chief magistrate of a state recommends a
course of action for the legislature, it is, or
ought to be, presumed that* be is master of the

The largest stock and
CITY HALL,
best assortment ever Wednesday E/ening.
20,
offered at retail in

use.

For Cooking Stoves and Rauges, try

LIBBY, l.o. ‘13-1 Fore Street, cor.
Ci-oaa St., in Deleno’* Mill.
O, L. HOOPER, Cor. York Ac Maple
B. F.

Portland <& Ogdcnsburg R. R. Co.

All

that are mined for Winter

Street.

THE

Nos. 31 and 33 Free SL,

j

VERY BEST COALS

John’s and Hickory Coals!

jafrltd

HOOPER,

J. R.

sc-

on

Stair Builder.

THE

(Boyd Block,)

Will

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNER LOWELL, 133 Middle

Association

—

JaMly

of the Portland Go., will be held in Reception
Roo.il (Cltv Hall) Portland, on MONDAY, Jan. 18th,
at
3 o’clock P. M., for the choice ot Directors
1875,
and the transaction of any other business that may

PORTLAND, MAINE.

es_

8. YOCNO. No. IO!l Fore Street.

tf

HVI.

Rev. C. W.

PHIL. F. TURNER.

great deal of care and expense,
baud a large stock oi the

Press, and we have no disposition
sively, a party to such frauds.

the Kail-

St. Lawrence and the Maine Central companies claim that a clause in their charters ex
empts them from all taxation, until the directors of the corporation shall report to the
legislature that the net income of the company
The other night the Welsh resident in is ten per cent on the cost of the road and its
and iucidental expenses (which
Liverpool resolved to take a census of their appendages
report has not been made and is uot likely to
nationality in that city. About a thousand be) aud even then that the only assessment on
The next lecture in this course will l>e deli /ered
to do the work,
canvassers volunteered
th*;corporation shall be a limited tax on the
iu the
net income of the road above said ten per
which was completed in tweuty-four hours.
cent.” Now it is well to examine right here
Library Room, cor. Congress & Caseo sts.,
and see what these companies, the Atlantic
The census shows 20,840 Welsh who are perON
and St. Lawrence, the Maine Central and
Of these
manent residents of Liverpool.
others do claim. Take the case of the A. & St.
Jan.
over 23,000 are regular attendants on chuich,
Lawrence—cow the Gran 1 Trunk road—the
best known in this city aud the acts incorthe Methodist denomination seeming to be
Commencing at 7 1-9 o’clock,
are
the
others
substantially
porating
one
them.
with
the favorite
The
BY
this.
same as
history of the
the
interestis
charter
this
granting of
Fotjk men, hitherto unknown, have risen
ing and it will do the Governor no harm to
into sudden notoriety. Their names are be iu formed of it. Iu 1844 leading citizens of
6LRJECT-God iu the Constitution.
Portland conceived the plan of connecting their
John
James C. Flood, W. S. O'Brien,
Jal4
developing
_5t
city with Montreal by railroad,thusbesides
conthe
are
the resources of a vast territory,
Mackay, and James G. Fair. They
and
the West
Canada
with
their
city
necting
owners of the great Nevada bonanza, and
by means of the railroads theu beiog built
their present wealth is estimated at fifteen milfrom Montreal, a grand scheme aud oue, the
vast
lions each. The mine turns out bullion at accomplishment of which has been of sebenefits to the people ot Maine, -mu 10
Portland
the rate of §600 a ton, and it is estimated
cure the capital wherewith to construct such
AT
that it contains fifteen hundred millions dol- a road was the difficult problem. No cautious
railman then would invest his money in a
lars’ worth of the precious metal. Californroad to be under the control of the legislature
the
over
ians have gone half crazy
prospect.
The old hostility to cornor will they now.
1875.
Jan.
porations had engrafted on the statute book
Tue New York Times publishes a remarkthe act of 1831 subjecting every corMaine
of
Tickets SI OO, admitting Gent and two Ladies.
to the conable letter from Mr. E. W. Stoughton, a poration created by the legislature
Single Lady Tickets to the hour 25 cents.
trol of that body, uuless especially exempted
well-known Democratic lawyer of that city.
acts
it.
Several
Music by Chaudler’s Quadrille Band*
incorporatin the act creating
It is an able review of the recent proceedings ing railroad companies bad been passed with
Tickets can be had of Committee of Arrangements
them from the operation
clauses
exempting
and sit he doer.
in the Louisiana legislature. Mr. Stoughton
of that act, but only one of the roads had been
Jf^JP’Grand March will move at 8£ o’clock sharp.
<»<>t
shows that the alleged legislature was not a
built under them.—the Portland. Saco aud
ja!4_
This simple exemption from the
legislature at all, but a revolutionary body Portsmouth.
of that act was not sufficient to inwhich had seized possession of the House by operations
duce cautious men with capital to invest it in
And yet if the
violent and illegal means, aud then by the building of railroads.
state were to maintain its position among the
fraud and force added to its numbers so as to
states and retaiu its population railroads must
become a majority.
be.built. The internal commerce of the s'ate
could not be carried oil without them, much
Concert
The German school system doesn’t seem to less could manufactures be introduced. These
OF
led by Judge Preble, John
be a model of perfection after all. The school- men of Portland A. Poor
aud others,—all now
John
Anderson,
session
masters w'ho have been abroad lately have
passed away—went to Augusta at thesuch
au
of the legislature of 184o to procure
come back with their admiration for it pretty
to
them
cuable
formers.
of incorporation as would
The system is not what we act
all gone.
corand
individuals
nearly
from
secure the money
The only organization which, when traveling, gives
that city
want, the only commendable point about it
porations to build a road connecting
their Concerts with the same number of Artists, and
with Montreal. They did not go there to “butin the same style ol perfection as in New York, Bosbeing the kindergarten and the university.
the
after
ton bole” or bribe the legislators
ton, Philadelphia, etc.
All the intermediate schools are unfitted to
fashion of the modern lobby but to convince
them by open argument and public discustho American character. They are separated
Jan.
sions that the old policy of the state or
into grades, not according to scholarship
rather of the then dominant party must be
but to station in life, and are undemocratic,
reversed iu the iuterestof the people of the stale.
That the legislative authority under our constisectarian and bigoted.
tution “to make and establish all reasonable
laws aud regulations for the defence aud benefit
TnE state of Illinois has In her treasury
of the people of the state” were ample to auFirst appearance of the youug American Prima
§430,000 which doesn’t belong there, and she thorize them togrant such an act of incorporaUonua
tion as they desired, anil that the legislature
is unable to find out where it does belong.
MISS EMMA CRANCH, The state auditor in 1873 added seven cents was convinced and passed tlis act iucorporat
eming this company and several others now
together with the
on the §100 to the regular tax levy, to make up
braced iu tbo charter of tbe Maine Central
Eminent
nud
olher
doubts
wbo
Orchestra
And
Unrivalled
Company is evident.
some supposed defic!ency in the state revenue.
Sol.i«ti.
a
grant
tire wisdom and policy of such
communities
This extra tax has been declared illegal and
througli
The
now.
even
PRICE OE ADMISSION ONE BOLextend, show about tbe
void, and the money of course belongs to the which these roads
LAB, including Reserved acmt.
increase in wealth, population and
individuals who paid it. But the amount only
The
The sale of reserved seats will commence on Thursin tbe state.
industries
manufacturing
Store, where
day, Jan. 14th, at Stockbridge’s Music
in each case is insignificant, aud the expense
manufacturing lowus of Lie wistou anu An bum
the Programme of the Concert can la obtained.
these
little else than open fields when
Doors open at 7^, to commence at 8.
attending restitution will exceed the sum re- were were made. And without the facilities
grants
Steinway & Sous’ celebrated Pianos exclusively
The money might be used in the
funded.
roads no such enterprise would now be
used.
these
of
_jalldtOt
circulation of hard-money tracts fo be sent fouud there and so of all tbe towns through
which the railroads extend.
into Indiana aud some other states.
It was the intention of Judge Preble and the
at
others
engaged iu procuring this act of incornow Lecturing each evening, except Tuesdays,
Current Notes.
and duporation to draw it so that the powers
ties and rights of this company should be clear
CONGRESS HALL
Now that the alleged “federal outrage” bus_i
.lisfinof witi'a th« Authority of the le«risUJN
iness is reduced to these small proportions,
lature over it should also be well defined aud
Health and Disease, the wisdom of those who preferred waiting understood.
While the power to secure aud
will deliver a
maintain the public safety was retained by the
IUl Llit; liUJld UCIUIU jmmuunciUj,
the
ions is apparent and it is also quite evident state, the power to alter, repeal or amend
to Gentlemen
charter or to alter or regulate the tolls, or tax
that the ‘‘hall cock” business did not pay.
Jan
or
surrendered
Friday Frcninj;,
the franchise or property was
The honest people of the country will judge
Admission 25 cents. (See small bills.)
agreed not to be exercised except iu the manthe matter in the light of tacts, and will reThe
ner and to the extent therein provided.
fuse to impute premeditated crime where
section containing these provisions is as folLecture to Ladies
was evidently only a sincere desire to
there
said
lows: “16th—All real estate purchased by
Saturday Afternoon at IS o’cl'U, Jan. 23.
promote peace and order.—Hartford Cour- corporation for the use of the same, under the
The whole subject will be thoroughly and approto said
ant.
fifth section of tins act shall be taxable
priately illustrated.
corporation by the several towns, citiesin and
This lecture has been delivered to large and intelliThe message furnishes conclusive evidence
the
lands
may lie,
plantations iu which said
gent audiences of Ladies, witli universal approbation
that the President honestly seeks a solution same
and commendation, in nearly all the principal cities
manner as lands owned by private perAdmission 25 cents.
(See small of the problem in harmony with the just
of tlii. country.
sons and shall in the valuation lists be estibills.)
mated the same as other real estate of the same
sentiment of the people and the true wellare
aud
It will prove that, from
quality in such tow n, city or plantation
of all concerned.
NOTICE.
not otherwise, and the shares owned by the
he
Louisiana
the
of
difficulty,
the
Falmouth
Hotel,
at
the
is
beginning
HEBBABD
DE.
respective stockholders shall be deemed perhas done what he has done only because he
where he may he consulted professionally on all Dissonal estate aud be taxable as suoh to the ownOieases requiring Medical or Surgical Treatment.
saw no other way of fulfilling the
honestly
ers thereof in the places where they may reside
fice hours, 10 to 4 o’ciock.
him.
Aud whenever the net
grave and delicate dut ies devolved upon
aDU have their home.
—Albany Journal.
The Doctor is one ot the most skillful Surgeons and
income of said corporation shall have amountin
this
Advisers
Medical
country.”—New
competent
ed to ten per centum per annum upon the cost
The tone of the message; its earnest exHaven, (Conn.) Palladium, Jan. 31,1868.
of the road and its appendages and incidental
use of Federal
the
that
of
regret
pressions
“So many of onr sex can be so highly benefited by
the directors shall make a special repower has been so often required in Louis expenses,
vonr advice.”—Mrs E» ff. C’obbf President Ladies
from and
port of the fact to the legislature;
iaua; its deterence to the inbred instincts of after
Physiological Institute, Boston.
which time oue moiety, or such other porthe American people in regard to the use of
to time
“Dr. Hebbard is a Boston Physician of high refrom
time
tion as the legislature may
the military in times of peace, and within
pute.”— Burlington, (Vt.) Free Press, Jan., 1872.
determine, of the net income from said railto
of
extended
science,
its
earnest
of
thorough
entreaty
“A Physician
the limits of a state;
road, accruing thereafter over and above ten
knowledge, and large practical experience.”—Hon.
Congress to assume responsibility and devise per centum per annum, first to be paid to the
)Ym. Edsatt, President of Young Men’s Christian
Fedol
avert
the
that
will
measures
necessity
stockholders, shall annually be paid over by
jal3tf
Association, Brooklyn, H. Y.
the treasurer of said corporation, as a tax, into
eral intervention—all will recommend it to
the treasury of the state, for the use of the state.
the peop'e and offset the effect of harangues
And the state may have aud maintain au acand unfair editorials.—N. Y. Mail.
tion against said corporation therefor to recovdecided
he
met
and
must
But the question
But no other tux than herein is
er the same.
and
constitutional
said
princilegal
upon strictly
provided, shall ever be levied or assessedoronfranview
strictest
in
and
the
anv of their privileges
aud
them,
or
upon
ples,
corporation,
chises.” Can any' thing be more distinct and
of them, the President has done that aud
to
plain? Every such act of incorporation is a
only that which the law commanded himaud
contract betweeu the state aud individuWs,
do. It is easy to quibble about the time
which the state is prohibited by the constitu•
the mode, and it is just as easy to answer all
tion both of the state and United States from
such real or fancied objections. But upon the
This principle has
“Was the President right in passing any act to impair
main question:
been too long and too often decided by the
the
Federal
to
instructions
his disposal of and
court of last resort in the country to be quesforces?” The answer of the Constitution tioned. Aud such contracts are in good taith
in
the
be
will
and of an enlightened posterity
binding alike upon tfce state and the individuaffirmative.—Providence Journal.
al. Iu the language of the court in a memorable case “a contract between the state and inand
candid
We believe it will impress every
dividuals is as obligatory as any other conthoughtlul citizen as that of a concientious tract. Until a state
is lost to all sense of jusand resolute magistrate, deeply impressed tice aud
she will sc(ppouslv abide by
propriety,
which
the
of
with a sense
high responsibilities
her contracts, more scrupulously than she will
he cannot evade or ignore, though that other
exact the fulfillment by the opposite contractbranch of the government, which ought to ing party.” Now the legislature of 1874 passed
share them with him, leaves him to bear
an act authorizing aud directing the Governor
and council to assess a tax upon the franchise
them alone, positive in his convictions ol duthe Atlantic & St. Lawrence
ty aud unflinching in his purpose to execute and properly of
Railroad Co. and other corporations of the
the law as he sees it, but more than ready to
of one aud oue-half per
like
of
state
character,
be guided by the will of the people caustituthe value of the franchise and propcent,
OF
tionally expressed. This message, more than erty. upon
This has been done aud the amount of
imany former utterance of President Grant,
tax against the Atlantic & St. Lawrence Co. is
the
man.—
of
the
greatness
presses us with
$30,078 84, and the Governor does not seem
Worcester Spy.
to understand why it has not been paid.
OF
Ke says that from “unofficial sources it has
President Grant’s message is so moderate
the
been ascertained that the companies claim that
in tone and so admirable in spirit that
exempts them from all
whole country will probably unite on its a clause in their charter
taxation" etc. This is very singular. These
nnltlil* lame wVliiMt PUCIT 111:1 II
platform. The loyal country, we believe,
would have been pleased with a little stronger much more the Governor, is presumed to kuow
Parties in want of the above slaucl ana some stronger wuius, urn,, as a and understand.
matter of statesmanship, perhaps the mesIn a case precisely like this of the Atlantic &
to sage as it stands is wisest.—Philadelphia St. Lawrence
It. R. and other companies, rewill find it to their
Press.
cently decided by tue Supreme Judicial Court
__________
of. the United States, the court says: “It has
call and examine his stock before
been so often decided by this court that a char
Garden Patches.—One of Boston’s best
ter of incorporation gianted by a state creates
their
known merchants noted tor his shrewdness
and the corpoa contract between the slate
and penetration, had a test case presented a
rations which tho state cannot violate, that it
short time since and came off victorious. As
of
a
work
would be
supererogation to repeat
it is an illustration of this millionaire’s penethe reasons on which the argument is founded.
tration in great business affairs, we give the It is true when a corporation claims an exemption from taxation it must show that the
story here.
It appears that the merchant wanted anpower to tax lias been clearly relinquished by
the
near
the state; if there lie a reasonable doubt about
for
his
estate,
needed
country
other gardener upon
Every article
been done, that doubt must be
Boston, and an individual presented himself this having
solved in favor of the stale. If however,the con
Room and all other pur- tor that office.
is plain and unambiguous, ami the meantract
“Understand the business?”
ing of the parties to it eau be clearly ascerat this store at
“Yes, been in it for years.”
tained; it is the duty of the court to give effect
poses can he found
Whom had he lived with last? The appli- to it, the same as If it were a eoutract between
cant mentioned a gentleman the merchant
private persons, without regard to its supposed
left
was well aquainted with, stated that he
injurious effects upon the public m(crests.”Aud
for no fault, but that bis former employer in that case the law of the state was declared
deco_
null and void violating that provision of the
was going to Europe, had sold his estate, and
constitution of the United States, which dehad no further use for him.
clares that “no state shall pass auy law im“What wages do you expect?”
pairing the obligation of contracts.” As if to
“Eighteen dollars a month.”
meet and answer the Governor s very singular
This was astonishing low for such a promisare prepared to furnish the very host quality
reason for uot regardii g the provisions of the
of Wedding Cake in small or large quantities
sober man, and the shrewd busilooking,
ing
act
notice.
incorporating this company, as of any force,
at the shortest possible
ness man rubbed his chin thoughtfully and
t be beat.
wherein he says, "first, because it is not in the
Also plain and lancy cakes that can
wara
but
“wasit
was
that
lot,
Boston
manufacture,
reflected
bargain
and
Candy of our own
power of one legislature to bind s uocessive legn’t there something wrong about it?” His islatures not to exercise in behalf of llie people
served at all hours of day and evening.
in
this
comcaution
business
even
so essential a sovereign power as the right to
habitual
notice.
Hot Biscuit furnished at two hours
etc. a judge distinguished in the
iu the City
paratively trifling negotiation did not forsake impose aoftax”
We supply the most ot the Druggists
this country in delivering the opinhistory
him.
with Chocolate Drops by
of
same
court as long ago as 1S53 in a
ions
the
“Call to-morrow at this time, andl will have
S. A. ULMER & SON.
case exactly similar to this said:
“l'he idea
former employer and
seen
your
Sirrct.
Mr.-,
063
Congress
al43m
that a state, by exempting from taxation cergive you an answer.”
tain property, parts with a portion of its sovThe gardener turned aud began to walk
ereignty is of modern growth; and su is the ar
slowly away; as he did so, he displayed two guiuent that if a state may part with this in
of
beneath
one instance it may in every other, so as to dipatches on the seat his pantaloons
the line of his roundabout jacket.
vest itself of the sovereign power of taxation.
the
come
back
10 Brls. New Orleans Molasses,
Such an argument would be as strong aud as
here!
called
“Hallo!
here,”
against the exercise qt the taxing
I
needn’t
Conclusive
FOR SALE BY
apply to-morrow;
merchant, “you
power. Uor if the legislature may levy a tax
see I shan’t want you”
&
on property, they may absorb the entire properCO.,
D. B. BICKER
The astonished applicant stammered out
ty of the tax payer. The same may be said of
INS FORE MTREET.
of
his
about
gardening
knowledge
something
every other {lower, where there is an exercise of
d»8
and good character, but was cut shnrt by this judgment.” “Tile assumption that a state, in
FOR SALE.
exempting certain property from taxation, repractical observation.
STEP
“Dont want you, sir, the patches on your
linquishes a part of its aoverign power, is unCJOUTHEllN PINE FLOORING and
s
low
sale
founded. The taxing power may scleot its obbreeches are on the wrong side, a gardener
BOARDS ,in lota to suit purchasers, for
the
kuees, jects of taxation; and this is generally regulato close a cousigumeut
breeches ought to be patched at
RYAN & KELSEY
ted by the arncunt necessary to answer the purme,”
do
for
not on the seat. You won’t
No. ltilCommercial Street
Matiuee Saturday at 9 o'clock.
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The Pressing Questions of the Hessiou
No
Investigation* Probable—Jubilaut
—

Bourbons-Democratic Malory

€1 rob-

bing, Etc., Etc._
Augusta, Jan. 15,1875.
The Legislature has got an excellent start in
the way of business. All of tbe committees
have promptly taken up tbe business assigned
to them, and where bearings are necessary,
have designated early days for that purpose. It
begins to look as if the session, however industrious tbe members may be, cannot be a short
one, if all the
sidered.

wcrkllaid

oat

is

carefully

con-

How much time tbe consideration of the
death penalty will consume, it is impossible
to state, as well as tbe result of the bearings
and deliberations. It would seem, however, as
if both branches have sufficiently able advocates on both sides of tbe question to give tbe
Legislature all tbe information required. Mr.
Talbot of East Machias is as able a champion
of tbe death penalty as can be found outside.
He will, on the other baud, find a feeman
worthy of bis steel in Rev. Dr. Tefft, who, it is
understood, will present an exhaustive argument

against capital punishment.

The Judiciary Committee is made up of
gentlemen wbo will keep their docket as nearly
clear as possible. Tbe question of forcing tbe
jailroads to pay tbe tax assessed nuder the act
of tbe last Legislature dues not promise to be
so easily disposed of as at first seemed possible.
Tbe Maine Central, for instance, will bold that
under sections 15 and 17 of tbe charter of tbe
Androscoggin & Kennebec Railroad Company,

under which tbe present organization exists,
tbe state cannot legally require a tax. Section
15 declares that the real estate ot the company
shall be taxable in the towns where such property lies, like other real estate, except when the
not income of the corporation shall amount to
ten per cent, of the cost of tbe road, appendages and incidental expenses, when one moiety
or such other portion as the Legislature may
determine shall be paid into the state treasury.
Section 17 provides that no liabilities, obligations, etc., except as otherwise staled, shall be
imposed,and that the charter shall not be revoked,altered or annulled without thecocsentof tbe
corporation, except by due process of law. The
railroad men do not say much about the threat-

injunction, but hint that they can stand
that sort of thing as long as those who order it.
They desire to have the question carried to the
Supreme Court of the state, and will abide its
ened

decision.
Tbe Committee on Towds already have a
number of hotly contested cases. There is
nothing which will stir up a town like one of
these secession movements. When the blood
is up, otherwise quiet men will become uuduly
excited aud waste their substance on attorneys
Tbe chairman of this Commitand hearings.
tee is Senator Cross,—a fair, praotical man who
will patiently hear a case and decide it upon its
merits. Tbe Senator ha3 lots of friends here,
he has everywhere, and is one ot those meu

as

whose

plain

common

sense, business

experi-

eoce^and knowledge of meu make a valuable
aud careful legislator. Wherever he happens
to be, he is the centre of a group which generally listens to his plain but often humorous
remarks. The Committee as a whole is a very
able one. The Montville case will afford the
hottest contest. The parties were early on the
ground, and if auy member of the Legislature
has not had the case fully set before him,
these persistent secessionists have not discovered his identity. A newspaper man es-

caped a setting forth of the
by declaring that he was in

case

the other

hurry

day

go to the
train, and must defer until another time. The
face of that “advocate” puts the kuight of the
quill in a cold sweat at sight.
The sinking funds of the state, which call for
§200,000 a year, are the subject of discussion
among the financial members. Tbe fund of
a

to

1363, which requires $33,000 annually, cannot
he abolished, it being 6xed by a constitutional
provision. That of 1865, which calls for
$123,000 each year, may bo abolished. Whether
or not It is best to do this, is the question. It is
quite probable that it will be coutiuued with a

provision authorizing

the Treasurer to invest
the fuud iu registered municipal bouds when
those of the state cannot be purchased at par.
Thus far the Democratic leaders have cot
made any move for investigations, aud it is not

probable that they w)|l do so. The leaders are
happy aud hopeful. Indeed, their spirits are of
the most elastic character. The most crushing
defeat only serves to keep them depressed a few
weeks. The other night I heard one of the
most venerable liourbons declare to another
that the reason the party had not succeeded
was because the young Democracy had acted
‘'When they can't have their own
so badly.
way,” said the orator,‘‘they kick in the harness,
won’t vote and keep others fromthe polls.” The
old Bourbon felt highly elated at the defeat o(
the young element at the senatorial caucus.
And these old Bourbons, these relics and remains of a party which suffered defeat twenty
years since because of their corruption and

stupidity,

the

respectable elderly geutlemen

who afterwards added the crime of semitreason to their blunders—it is surprising to
hear them lecture about economy and politieul
integrity in this year of grace 1875. Perhaps

they have

coma out

of the

purgatorial

fires of

twenty years purified politically. Nevertheless
iu their day they were no more honest than
they should be, aud Democratic papers have
called men whose offences have been much
less, salary grabbers and the like. That unsavory title has been

applied

to

the Executive

Council of last year, yet the last Democratic
Council charged the state for au aggregate
attendanoe of 1154 days, when the members
were actually present but 584 days.
The other
departments showed a worse state of things
A gentleman who was called upon by a Democratic Laud Agent ou the last day of tbeir
power to expend a sum of rnouey on the Canada
road in Somerset county had [ten per cent, of
the appropriation deducted and kept by that
otlicial on the pretext that he always kept such

No one be.mount* ai his part of the swag.
done in Maine
lieves that such a thing has been
under Republican rule.
House of
The ventilation of the hall of the
so notoriously
Representatives, which has been
made as
bad ever since it was bull*, has been
as possib’e by the apparatus
nearly perfect
& Co. of
applied by Messrs. W. L. Pennell
Portland, which was done under the direction
of Mr. Pennell. The change for the better is
of it.
so marked that all the old members speak
About half of the members board at the
Augusta and Mansion. Both were refitted and
refurnished the past season, and the boarders
find tbe reoms much more attractive than before.
Thirty-five members and some other
attaches of the legislature board at tbe Mansion House, where Mr. Thayer has fairly made
so enviable a reputation as a gentlemanly and
Sefficient host.

Magazines.
Advance sheets of St. Nicholas for February
have been received. The frontispiece is a well
executed wood engraving, from Sir Edwin
of “The Marmosets.” SevLandseer’s

picture

eral well-known writers are represented by
short stories. Rebecca Harding Davis has an
interesting story founded on the old fable of
The Fox and the Raven, and in which a Yankee trader and the sou of an Indian chief personate the respective characters. Some lively
incidents in the career of a certain Birch-Bark
Boy are narrated by Isabel Francis, and the
“boy” himself is shown in a picture by Eytinge.
Lucretia P. Hale gives another bit of delightful anecdote about the famous Peterkin fam-

ily; and Mary A. Hallock contributes a story,
and a large illustration drawn in that beautiful style in which she is surpassed by no artist
in the country.
The serials by Louisia M. Alcott a:id J. T.
Trowbridge progress favorably, and the forand
tunes of Rose among her Eight Cousins,
of Jack among the Western settlers, are likely
to prove equally interesting.
The number of The Living Age, for the week
ending January 16tb, contains a valuable article on Modern Scientific Materialism, from

Blackwood", Contrasts of Anciens ana luouern
History, part Ilf, by Francis W. Newman,
Fiaser; Early Eastern Travelers—Mandeville,
All the Year Round; On the Vatna Jokull,
Fraser; The Life of the Prince Consort, Spectator; Advice to Young Housewives, Saturday
Review; together with instalments of the
“Three Feathers,” by William Black, and
The Story of Valentine and his Brother, and
the usual choice poetry and miscellany. It is
the third number of the new volume.
Advaaco sheets of Scribner's for February indicate an excellent number. Among the most
notable contributions are Major Powell’s illustrated papers on Colorado, Steadman’s essay
on Morris, Rossetti and Buchanan, and J. R.
with portrait, of Theodoie
Hssard's sketch
Thomas and his art work. The number opens
with a poem by Louise Chandler Moulton, ilThree addilustrated by Mary A. Halleck,
tional chapters of Dr. Holland’s Story of Sevenoaks are given; Jules Verne’s Mysterious
Island is continued; and Saxe Holm’s My
Tourmaline is concluded. Noah Brooks tells
about Miss Patty Gibson’s Strange Adventure;
there is another installment of Some Old letters, through which we have glimpses of London society of forty years ago; and Mr. Fairfield concludes his essay on Spiritualism, with
some references to the phenomenon of “materialization;” the editorial departments have a
number of brief practical and critical papers,
and a marked feature of Etchings is the re"
production of several of Thackeray’s recently
sketches.
Peterson's Journal for February is the first of
It opens with a
the magazines in the field.
short and entertaining story by Florence Percy
Allen, entitled Katharine Maverick’s Chance.
Otbet entertaining stories and sketches follow.

published pencil

Helen Gilchrist furnishes an article on some
homes of distinguished people, and speaks
Thaxter.
among others of Whittier, and Celia
and Gail Hamilton. A curious speculation is
started by Henry Peterson on the growth of the
earth. He assumes thet it feeds upon the air
and the ocean, and that the quantity of water is

being diminished yearly. A paper by John
Smith, a man tolerably well known to most

people, treats of the cause and cure of hard
times. The writer does not believe that the
preseut currency is the cause of haid times,
and advances some rather crude ideas after the
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Augusta, Jan. 15.
The young Democracy are feeling rathersore
over their defeat in the senatorial caucus. They
The Bourbon
were outgeneraled and snubbed.

Anleaders would have agreed to Gen. S. J.
Hon.
derson of Portlan.’.but when the name of
war in
Bion Bradbury was presented there was
not
are
altogether
chieftains
The
the camp.
and words.
pleased wiili Mr. Bradbury’s record
in
In fact he has shown a disposition at times
the parly to declare the party dead. Perhaps
that
he is held responsible for the many shafts
his son, Col.lBradbury, has aimed so effectively
The special despatch
at the old war horses.
stating that nearly all the Independents parincorticipated In the Democratic caucus is
The only Independents participating in
rect.
the caucus were Messrs. Keegan and Kiff.
Messrs. Little of Brunswick, Hall of Ellsworth
Jnud of Presque Isle, Hoyt of Fort Fairfield,
in
Roberts of Westbrook did not take a hand
who is
the affair. Mr. Sbapleigh of Elliot, in
opclassed as a Republican, but was elected
candidate, assisted in
to the

regular

position

tho Emery-Rawsou triumph.
Hob. A. P. Gould has been compelled by the
pressure of unexpected professional business,
to
to decline the appointment of commissioner
revise the constitution, and Governor Dingley
has named Hon. Artemas Libby of Augusta to
This is

an

excellent

selec-

fill the vacancy.
tion.
A hearing on the Portland ichool bill has
been fixed for next Thursday before the Judi-

ciary Committee.
A bill will be presented next week for the increase of tbe capital stock of the Presumpscot
Park Association from $25,000 to $50,000.
President Morrill of the Maine Central Railroad, says that the directors of that corportion
idea of defying the au„
have not the

slightest

thority of the state by non-payment of the

tax

assessed under the act of the last Legislature,
They do not claim exemption by virture of their
charter,but if the Supreme Court decides otherwise the tax will be promptly paid. They have
been auxious to meet the issue in the courts
but have had no opportunity.
Mr. Morrill will appear before the Judiciary
Committee Wednesday next in opposition to
the enfo-cement of the tax act. Other roads
It is thought the law rewill be represented.
taxation will be made more definite

quiring
aud imperative.

Governor Dingley will send a special message
to the Legislature early next week, giving adetailed statement of state expenditures and
recommending a reduction.
The decision in the Gordon case is to be rendered by the council Wednesday next.
The gist of the bill to amend sec. 7 of the act
of 1873. conferring certain powers on the city of
Portland is to increase the amount of real estate which the the city may hold from $200,000
to $400,000, and is in accordance with the vote
of the city council with a view to the purchase
of the Galt wharf property.
The statement that Governor Dingley is looking up the accounts of ex-Councillor Dow or
any o'.her particular official for the purpose of

presenting the

same to

Legislature

the

is with-

Governor Dingley is scrutinizing expenditures of every kind with a view of
giving the Legislature such information in resect to retrenchment as may be necessary.
There will be no sessions to-morrow and

out foundation.

many members have gone home

on

the trains,
S.
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Philadelphia political economists,
subject. A poem by Christina Ros-
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SENATE.

Augusta, Jan. 15.

number.

Papers from the House

were

all

passed

in

save the resolve relating to the
office of Land Agent, which was referred to
the Committee on State Lands and State Hoads
concurrence

News and Other Items.
The President has nominated Robert W.
Shufeldt to be chief of the bureau of equipment
and recruiting department of the navy.
Ex-President Woolsey peremptorily declines
to be the Republican candidate for Governor of
Connecticut.
Bret Harte takes the trouble to deny the absurd report that he has through influential
friends obtained a $3,000 position in the New

m

uon-concurreuce.

very few petitions presented.
Mr. Haskell presented the petition of the Cumberland Bone Company for permission to extend a wbarf into tide waters at Boothbay.
A bill providing that the county ot Piscatabe authorized to commit prisoners to the
There were

a

quis
jails in

Penobscot and Somerset counties, was
read twice and passed to be eugrossed.
The Committee on Agriculture on the peti-

York custom house as a relief from pecuniary
embarrassments.
The other day Bishop Haven took an unfair
advantage of a gushing youth at Marysville, in
Murion county, Iowa. The bishop was dedicating a Methodist church and soliciting subscriptions for it, aud a certain young man whispered that if a certain young lady in the congregation would marry him be would give
$500 to the church. And the bishop blurted it
right out in meeting, and the young lady, like
Barkis, announced that she was willing—Bur-

such a measure was inexpedient.
A bill to enable Joseph Church et als., to extend a wharf into tide waters in the town of
Bristol was read twice and passed to be en-

lington Hawkeye.

grossed.

Wiltz of Louisiana has sent the following message to the President: Seeing from
the miliyour message that the interference by
tary on Monday, the 4th instant, with the
of the bouse of representatives of

Speaker

organization

Louisiana was unauthorized by you, I now, as
speaker of the said bouse, ask you to direct the
military to restore the stutu quo existing at the
time General De Trobriand ejected certain
members from the house, in order that those
representatives may proceed in the discharge
of its duties without molestation.

niKOB TELEUBADIS.
A letter from Hon. S. Dole, Pennsylvania,
states that a young woman named Crisey
Walker, the daughter of a wealthy farmer at
White Valley, Wednesday, under the influence
of religious fauaticism, built an altar and then
laid herself thereon and burned herself to
death.
A letter is published from E. R. Hoar stating
that he aud Dawes were wrougly reported in
the proceedings cf the Republican caucus.
The vessel ashore at Carason Point, Ireland,
is not the steamship City of London, but the
ship City of Loudon, from San Francisco.
A national salute was fired at Norwich, Ct,
yesterday, in honor of the President’s action on
the Louisiana question.
There were several small failures on Wall
street yesterday.
The Russian Baroness Olgerde Maluta Froloff has recovered $10,000 from the N. Y. Central Railroad for loss of lace through carelessness of defendants.
Four fruitless ballots for U. S. Senator from
Minnesota have been taken in the Republican
caucus.
Ramsay had 40 on the last ballot, Davis 20, Washburn 14, Austin 9.
King Alfonso arrived at Madrid Thursday
and was enthusiastically received.
General Martinez Campos has been created
Marquis of Saguiuto.
The Protestant journals of Madrid whieh
were suspended, have been permitted to resume
publication.
It is stated that the southern Republicans in
Congress have determined to demand the supin Louisiana
port of the Kellogg government
from the Republican party.
William Pease, a clerk in the New York custom house, and a captain in a Massachusetts
regiment during the rebellion, has been missing
since December 2d.
A Times’ Louisiana despatch announces that
the Democratic members of the Assembly are
making a determined effort to buy up Republican members.
A strike is in progress among the colliers of
Gloucestershire and the strikers are riotous.
The entire crew of the ship City of London
were

saved.

The trustee of Jay Cooke’s estate has been
temporarily enjoined from disposing of the
stock in the Northern Pacific Railway belonging to the estate.
Jackson and Davis, the negro murders of
Joues, were hung at Hampsted, Long Island,

yesterday.

The

rapearouud

Jarvis’ neck broke

and he fell to the ground. Another rope was
prepared and he was slowly drawn up five feet,
where be remained till dead.
The Southern Republicans in Congress demand that the government sustain Kellogg.
In the 10th Massachusetts Congressional district election yesterday for a successor to the
Hon. Alvah Crocker’s seat in Congress but a

small vote was thrown. The returns indicate
the election of Charles A. Stevens, the defeat
ed Republican candidate in the Seelye canvass,
by a small majority.
Mr. Gladstone has written to Earl Granville,
of
Haying that he retires from the leadership
the Liberal party because of persoual views regarding the method of spending his closing
Forster will probably
years. Rt. Hon. W. E.
succeed him.
The New York Democratic legislative caucus
last night nominated Frauds Kernan for Seua
tor.

didn’t want to see Mr. Tilton, that his presence was a standing rebuke to him aud also
unnerved him.

NEW YORK.

tion that sheep and cattle might be allowed to
in the town of Vinalhaven, rerun at large
ported that the petitioners have leave to withdraw; also, that eggs be sold by weight, that

incorporating the Cranberry Isle Fishing Company; a petition for a wharf at EllsA bill

worth; that wide-iimmed wheels be used on
certain roads in Ellsworth, were referred.
Adjourned till Monday at 2 p. m.
HOUSE.

exception of the
Wagner reprieve resolve, were disposed of in
Senate papers, with

concurrence.

the

The Wagner resolve was laid

on

the table.

Petitions, bills, etc., presented and referred:—
Of W. L. Prince et. als. for charter for farmers
club iu Cumberland; to incorporate the Elliotsville Slate Co.; of citizens of Talmage in
Washington county for incorporation as a
townpof A. J. Fisher and others of New Portlaud, for bounty on bears; of school committee
of Chester and Enfield, for a normal school in
northern Maine; for incorporation of the Mattawawlieag Boat Co.; for bill to incorporate
Calais Trotting Park Co.; of A. F. Wright
and others, for law for protection of baggage
on railroads; bill to extend time for completion
of the Peuobscot Bay & River railroad; bill to
make valid the doings of the assessor and collector of Naples; of S. W. Tinkham et. als.
for bear bounty; of W. S. Young et. als. for
amendment of act incorporating the Auburn
Aqueduct Co.; of several parties in Aroostook
for deeds of land; of H. A. Dewitt et. als. for
moose for five
a law prohibiting the killing of
years.
Orders

motion of Mr. Lyman),
directing the Committee on Legal Affairs to
inquire into the expediency of amending section 1, chapter 45, R. S relative to interest, so
as to better secure the rights of creditors;
(by
Mr. Wheeler of Winthrop), directing the Eduin
bill
for
uniforma
cation Committee to bring
ity of text books for public schools; (by Mr.
on Legal AfCommittee
tbe
Randall),directing
fairs to sec if further legislation is necessary to
war
debt; (by Mr. Marequalize the municipal
tin of Camden), directing the Committee on
Agriculture to inquire into the expediency of
amending the laws relative to pressed hay, so
manner
as to more effectually determine the
of branding.
Reports of Committees— Mr. Wilson of the
Judiciary, reported a bill for the protection of
Printed under the
owners of stolen bonds.

passed.—(On

Mt. Stevens, from the same committee,
a bill to revive the charter of Ticonic
Bank for certain purpose*. Mr. bnow of tne
Railroad Committee, reported a bill to incorporate tbe Steadman Railroad Co. of Piscataquis county. Tbe last two bills were read
rules.

reported

twice and assigned for Monday,
Three memorials were received from the National Board of Trade, and referred to the Judiciary Committee. One requests that an act
be passed requiring any firm doing business tO
register with the Clerk of Courts the individual names of the members of tbe firm, so that
creditors may not be deceived as to identity.
Auotber suggests that a law may be passed requiring railroad corporations to be responsible to
tbe power which gave them existence, and

thereby held in check in any attempts to exercise unjust aud arbitrary powers; {hat railroads
carryiug grain in bulk be made responsible for
the delivery of tbe same quantity of grain they
receive. The third suggests to authorize that
five persons may fotm themselves into an inlimited
corporate company, with or without
as may be expressive in the articles

locality;

of association, and that such publicity be pro
vided for as shall enable all those doing busilimited
ness with said corporations who adopt a
liability, to know that no liability exists be-

yond the amount stated.
Adjourned to Monday at 2 p.

m.
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War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal)"
The Faneuil Hall meeting was held yesterday
>
Officer. Washington, D. C.,
Hon.
noon and was attended by 3000 persons.
Jan. 16, (1 A. M.) I
Mr. Gray presided, and among the Vice PresiFsr New BnRiaatl,
dents were C. F. Adams, Gov. Gaston, Mayor
Cobb, F. W. Bird, Alexander R. Bullock, Rev. , rising, followed by falling barometer. Jpw but
slowly risiug temperature, winds shifting tp
James FreemaD Clark and many other pronnijeut citizens.
Speeches were made and resolu* northeast and southeast, increasing cloudiness,
aud
at night possibly snow.
hissed.
was
iions adopted. Sheridan

Continuation of Moultou’s Testimony.
New York, Jan. 15.—In the Tilton-Beecher
suit this niorniug Moulton again took his place
on tho witness stand.
Mr. Fullerton said they were somewhat embarrassed this morning by the absence of Judge
Moiris, who was confined to his bed, and they
would therefore have to ask the indulgence of
the court from time to time.
Witness continued:—Tiltou strongly objected
to the publication of the resiguatiou of Beecher.
I told Beecher that Tiltou was greatly indigI told
naut and had threatened to shoot him.
Tilton not to publish the card which he threatbut
preened, and be refrained from doing so,
pared a card for publication, which was
submitted to Beecher.
A letter was here identified by Moulton as
writteu to him by Beecher, stating that the
publication of Tilton’s card would greatly injure him, aud expressing his belief that he was
spending his last Sunday and was preaching
his last sermon.
Witness continued:—I received that lett“r in
It was enclosed in a letter to my
the morning
wife, which I also saw.
witness a card of which he
showed
Counsel
had spoken, which he-also identified. This
card was published with a few alterations. This
card was prepared and published after the proposed resignation on June 2d. There was
another card from Beecher on the day following, with reference to the visit of Boweu to
Mrs. Woodbul). There was an account of a
visit of Bowen and Carpenter to Mrs. Woodhull for the purpose of getting information
agaiust Beecher. I told Beecher that he better
publish a card calling on anyperson who had any
evidence to produce it. He did so, and we went
together to the Eagle oflice, where Mr. Kinsella made a few alterations and the card was

The court then adjourned lo Monday.
miscellnneoits.
The counsel for Tilton are still considering
the right of Tilton te be a witness in a case
affecting his wife's loyalty. Mrs. iffoultou will
be a witness, not exactly a voluntary, but a
consenting one. The subject was not very
agreeable to her, but she has made up her mind
to obey the summons and take the stand.
Moulton may be kept before the audience
until Tuesday. His counsel have taken pains
to ask him very few questions outside of the
documents, so as not to be subjected in turn to
of mere personality
a re-examination on things
Hr Beecher at the Prayer Meeting.
The lecture room of Plymouth church,Brooklyn, was thronged by Mr. Beecher’s friends
this evening, on the occasion of the weekly
looked unusually
prayer meeting. Mr. Beecher
well and addressed the assemblage iu clear,
the
after
customary
religious
rin»ing tones,
exercises. He wished be could say what he
wanted, but supposed it would not be proper.
He was debarred iu a time like this-tlie very
crises of his life—from saying what he desired
He defined the poto thechurch as a family.
sition in which he was placed before the public
told
his hearers to
and
ordination
as a new
Instead of
look more to Christ than fo him.
being a poor suffering creature every day of liis
the
was
he
said
happiest man in
the nation.
This statement was followed by applause
against which the speaker remonstrated, saying, “I am speakibg from the depths of my
heart to night, and such expressions take too
much hold on me. I have rolled off all burdens and now I trust in God and I hope for
salvation.
.,
thanking his
Mr. Beecher concluded by
friends for tbeir sympathy and kindness, aud
hoping that all these fires would burn the dross
out of them aud make the church pure.

life,"Beecher

Counsel then read the charges which Mr.
West averred that Theodore Tilton had made
against Mr. Beecher, among them being the
statement that Henry Ward Beecher preached
misevery Sunday to seven or eight of his;
tresses. The witness’ attention was called to
in
which
occurred
October,
1873,
something
York
growing out of a publication in theof New
Mr. Tilton
Sun with regard to the expulsion
I
said
he, a
had,
from Plymouth churoli.
conversation with Mr. Beecher then, in which
I said it would be best to have no investigation
into Mr. Tilton’s actioo, but simply to drop his
name from the rolls of the church. I did uot
attend the meeting, but was told by Mr. Beecher what occurred. Sir. Beecher said that Tilton
came to the church, and, said Mr. Beecher, "I
made to him as full and generous apology as
I could.” This was a few days after the meeting of the church council. I saw Mr. Beecher
and he said if I saw Mr. Tilton to get him to
couiq oo
promise not to go there, as everytmng
bridged over for Che present. A letter from
denouncMr. Beecher was identified and read,
ing Dr. Storrs’s address before the church
council, and expressing the belief that he had
acted against Theodore Tilton and was threatening to destroy him. “No one can tell what
the effect of such a speech will be,” said the
letter,” “It ought to damn Storrs.” Another
letter was identified by the witness to be in the
hand-wiitiug of Beecher address'd to witness.
The letter was read. It began by asking if
there was to be no end to the trouble, referred
to the publication of an article in the Union,
said his innermost soul longed for peace, and
if that could not be, then death. He was sick
at heart, head and body.
Witness continued:—I saw this paragraph in
the Union. (The paragraph was read by counsel which set forth that a reporter had approached Mr. Beecher to get bis views of the
church council, which he declined to give. Mr.
Shearman declared to the reporter that Tilton
Tilton’s statewas out of his mind, and that
ments were made under spiritualistic mediums)
after l got
saw
Beecher
on:—I
Witness went
this letter and told him I was not surprised to
see his statement, as I never believed he was
above that sort of thing. Beecher admitted to
me that he also thought Shearman was a misctref maker. (Laughter.) I got a letter from
Mr. Shearman and delivered it to Mr. Tilton,
dated April 2d, 1872, and I thiuk Beecher
was present when I delivered it. My impression
is that I showed it to Beecher before it was delivered. (The letter of apology from Shearman
I know what is called the
to Tilton was read.)
Bacon letter. It was written in June, 1874. I
received it from Tilton a few days before it was
published. It was written by Tilton to Dr.
Bacon. Shearman, Beecher, Tilton and myself had an interview. Tilton said to Beecher
he could not rest under the imputation that he
was the creature of Beechers magnanimity,
and if Beecher didn’t set him right, he would
do it himself. This was in reference to an
article by Dr. Bacon in the Independent.
Mr. Beecher said he felt the embarrassment
and he didn’t see what be could do. In a subsequent interview I told Beecher that Mr.
Tilton told me if he replied to Dr. Bacon, he
should tell the whole truth as to Beecher’s relations with his family, and 1 said to Beecher
I thought this would be an outrage on Tilton’s
family, and that I would untertake to prevent
its being written or published, and he said he
hoped I would. I afterwards told Beecher that
1 had told Tilton Dr. Bacon’s letter would Dot
injure him in New England as much as be expected, and Beecher agreed with me and said
Bacon had not so great an iutlueuce in New
England as Theodore supposed. After the letter was published I informed Mr. Beecher that
all I could succeed in doing was to have the
words “He has committed a revolting outrage
against my family” altered to "offence,” and
that I thought if the original words were pub1:-U
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cape but with “offence,” aud an apology as a
basis of reconciliation.
Here Tilton’s letter to Dr. Bacon was read
by Judge Fullerton. The reading occupied
over half an hour, after which the court took a
recess.

Moulton resumed the stand and continued: I
tried to preletter, as I
and
told him
had promised Beecher. Saw him
I went to the Golden Age office after the letter
had been written, and found the paper had
gone to press. I told Beecher that I procured
the word “offence” to be inserted in the letter
in place of the words “a revolting crime,”
which were first in the letter. I do not remember if any other alterations were made in the
Beecher said the Bacon letter was “a
letter.
dead shot.” This was on the occasion when
Beecher asked me what was to he done. I recomineded the same course as was pursued in
Beecher
the Woodhull publication—silence.
asked me for a copy of it, which I gave him.
He said he would make a copy of it and submit it to his friends. I met Beecher June 25,
and I said, “Mr. Beecher, you did not make it
public,” and he said, “You advised silence,
which course I observed.” I had a subsequent
conversation with Beecher about it, and told
him I told Gen. Tracy about it, and asked him
if be had submitted it to Tracy and he said
Beecher had. Counsel read the card published
by Beecher after the publication of the Bacon
letter, saying be had committed no crime against
Tilton, but would resign if the church thought
it necessary.
Witness continued: Mr. Tracy’s connection
with the case began after the Woodhull publication in the autumn of 1872.
My partner,
Mr. Woodruff, came to me, aud sayiug that as
I was criticised for the part 1 had taken in the
controversy, 1 should make some statement explaining my position in the matter. 1 said this
to Beecher, aud told him they also criticised
the firm beside; I told him the firm recommended I should engage counsel, and asked
him which was best. He recommened Tracy
man. I told Beecher I had
as a cool, shrewd
told my partner I was willing to employ Gen.
Tracy, and the result of the interview between
Woodruff, Tracy and myself was that the
criminal intercourse between Beecher aud Mis.
Tilton was told of, and Tracy said this should
he hushed. He said he would not advise lying,
but this was a case in which it might he used.
I told Beecher I had laid before Tracy the letter of contrition and told him the whole truth
known to him, but uo conclusion
was made
1 told Beecher that Tilton was
was arrived at.
angry with me for disclosing the truth to Tracy
did not want the story of Elizabeth’s
as he
shame made known. I told Beecher Tracy had
told Tilton that the interests of all concerned
demanded a denial of that story.
In July, 1874, Mr. Beecher, in the presence
of Jeremiah P. Robinson, put his hand on my
shoulder and said to him, “This is the best
friend that God ever raised up to me.” I told
Mr. Robinson the facts of the relatiou between
Beecher and Mrs. Tilton. 1 also told the same
story to Mr. Woodruff. (Identified letter produced, in Beecher’s handwriting.) Up to the
receipt oftthis letter Beecher never said I had
acted unfairly by him.
Counsel read the letter asking Moulton to
He recome up to Peekskill for consultation.
ferred in the letter to the card in the Brooklyn
Eagle in July 1873. The card was produced by
Theodore Tilton. It came into my possession
and I showed it to Beecher. He said it would
went to the Golden Age office and
vent the publishing of the Bacou

Irill liim if

nnhliahorl

Ahnnt. this

timir nnnfhpr

card was published relating to Bowen’s visit to
Victoria Woodhull. I received another letter
Beecher.
on July 9th, 1873, from
(Produced
and identified.) Counsel read] a letter asking
Moulton to come up and spend Sunday at
Peekskill. Another letter of July Jltb, in
Beecher’s hand writing, addressed to Mr.
Moulton, reproving him for not coming up the
week before.
(These letters referred to the
troubled mind Beecher was iu and wanting a
Auother letter
consultation with Moulton.)
from Beecher to Moulton was read, iu which
he says he has sent Cleveland to New Yora to
who has been telling
hunt up Carpenter,
stories, and that Moulton ought to put Carpenter on his guard against telling them as comiug
from headquarters. Another letter dated Oct.
1873, was handed witness. He said it was in
Morris’hand writing and was handed to him
by Beecher about the time it was written, with
It
the remark that it was a dangerous letter.
was a letter asking for help and promised that
would
nevlife
Tilton’s
the secret of Elizabeth
A letter of Beecher's, dated
er be mentioned.
Jan. 1872, written to Maultou, was uext identified, expressing reluctance to the acceptance of
Woodhull’s invitation to preside at her lecturo.
Witness testified that in conversation with
Halliday, assistant pastor, he told him Beecher
was guiltless and remarked that the deacons
might be better occupied than in digging up
as
between
scandals which were settled,
Beecher and Mr. Tilton, that he repeated this
he
to
oonversatiou
thought
Beecher, saying
Hallidav should be told the facts, and Beecher
thanked him. In a subsequent interview in
July, Mr. Beecher said he intended to follow
the policy of silence. That was after the BowBeecher said the matter would have
en letter.
to come before an investigating committee, and
witness said that was a mistake, that there
should be further consultation and that Gen.
Jleecher said he
Butler might be consulted.
had the naming of the committee, and as to
much
of Ids moral
didn’t
think
he
Gen. Butler
sense but it would be a good tbiug to cousult
him as he was a wise man. Witness read to
Tilton and Beecher separately the statemeat
which he (Moulton) afterwards read to the
committee, and asked him if it was honorable
for him to make it, and Beecher said “yes.”
Beecher did not see Tilton, though they were in
witness's lionse at the time. Beecher said he

of about 1100 strokes per hour.

Union Telegraph Co-ex div.72}
Pacific Mail.... ;••••.•«*?,
N Y Central and Hudson River consolidated.101$

Erie..29$
Erie preferred.50
Central.101$

by

the chair-

Witness—The committee has nothing to do
with my private affairs, but under protest I
will answer that I do not know through whom
payment was made, but I do know where I got
the money. Under the same protest I will state
that it came from William Neeley Thompson,
part of it being earned aud part a loan to me.
Mr. Thompson had no connection whatever
with the Pacific Mail Company or subsidy. As
a matter of fact he was not in favor of it.
The committee asked what was Thompson's
business in Washington, but Piatt declined to
answer.

He read from the stuhbs of his check book
various little sums paid, when Mr. Roberts suggested it was unnecessary.
Witness—“Oh, yes; 1 would rather give you
all ray transactions with butchers, bakers and
tailors. I have had them with every one except Congressmen, and that is all that has sav
ed me from utter disgrace.” Witness also offered to produce bis account with the First National Bank, which he said was at home, but at
this point the question was asked:
Do you kuow of any member or officers of
Congress being paid anything in counectiou
with the subsidy matter?
He refused to expli
Piatt said he did not.
citly state how much money he received from
Thompsou as a loan, and declined to inform the
committee when or how he paid it, saying he
was out of patience and the committee was
going into transactions outside of this inquiry.
Piatt was then asked if Thompson was connected with the New Idea Quicksilver Company, but refused to aswer, telliug the committee
the question was an insult, aud they were beyond their legitimate powers. He was then
excused.
nail* ra. Express.
E. D. Sanford, of the Adams Express Company, was heard by the House Committee on
Post Office to-day, with reference to the law
allowing packages weighing less than four
pounds to pass through the mails at the rate of
half a cent an ounce. Sanford claimed the express company pays railroad companies more
than double this rate, aud have notified the
railroad companies that if the express business
continues to be put into the mails the company
cannot continue to pay the railroad companies
the rates now charged for express packages
The present post office law while injuring the
express company, involves heavy loss to the
government, and the express compauy asks
There will be a
that the evil be remedied.
further hearing.
Treasury Balances.
The following are the Treasury balances for

to-day:—Currency, $10,714,081; special deposit

of legal tenders for redemption of certificates of

deposit, $44,033,000;coin, $71,(504,007, including
coin certificates, $28,047,100; outstanding legal
tenders, $382,000,000.

Fortj

Congress—Second

-Third

Session.

Washington, Jan. 15.

Several memorials and bills were presented
and referred.
Mr. Dawes from the Committee on Appropriations, reported back tbe appropriation bill
with a single amendment and gave notice that
he would call it up for consideration at an early

day.

On motion Mr. Pratt the House bill to amend
the act granting pensions to certain soldiers
and sailors of the war of 1812 and widows of
deceased soldiers, and to restore to the pension
rolls those whose names were stricken therefrom in consevuence of disloyalty, was recommitted to tbe Committee on Pensions.
Mr. Kelley of Oregon, called up and advocated the bill for the construct ion of the Portland. Dalles and Saltt Lake Kailroad and telegraph, and for the performance of all government service free of charge.
The morning hour having expired the bill
was laid over.
Several bills for the relief of persons were
then introduced.
Mr. Tipton concluded his argument on Mr.
Schurz’s resolution commenced yesterday.
No quorum beiDg present at the evening ses
sion tbe Senate adjourned.
HOUSE
This being the private bill day, the Speaker
proceeded to call the committees for bills of
private character.
Bill to pay tbe Japanese indemnity fund to
the officers arid crew of tbe U. S. ships
Wyoming ond Tokiang was defeated in Committee of the Whole and subsequently in the
House.
The report of the Louisiana sub-committee
was presented, and it was announced that the
whole committee would go to New Orleans.
The Sergeant at-Arms was directed to make
return iu Irwin’s case that the l itter was held
by order of the House, and to take the body of
Irwin before the court when making such return. Adjourned.

oo*C lor suite
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Rutland, Vt.-Lon 8200,000.

11.30 last night a fire
broke out in Chester Kingsley’s grocery store,
to
tbe
Central
House adjoining.
communicating
Thirty minutes after a second fire broke out on
Central street, in the stock store of Ryan &
Brtchelor and the grocery and provision store
of J. Hayward. The fire was raging at 1 a.
in., and it was not known where it would stop,

In KJtica. N. V.

Utica, Jan. 15.—A fire in this city this
morning destroyed property to the amount of
875,000.
_

FOREIGN.

Lost.

I1.

I_

M.

1

OK

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
From
Date.
Name.
For
Atlas.New York. .Kingston, &c .Jan 18
Celtic. New York .Liverpool.Jan 19
Parthia.New York. .Liverpool.... Jan 20
Canima.New York. .Bermuda.Jan 21
Crescent City.New York.. Havana.Jan 21
Pommerauia.New York. .Hamburg.Jau 21
Etna.New York .Hayti, &c. ...Jan 22
Moravian ..Portland.
Liverpool.Jan 23

China.Boston.Liverpool.... Jan
Elysia.New York. Glasgow.Jan
Merrimack.-New York.. Rio Janeiro... Jan
America.New York.. Bremen.Jan
Jan
City ot New York. .New York. .Liverpool.
City of Merida.... New York. .Hav &VCruz.Jan

London. Jan. 15.—The steamship Alice,
from Card ff for Constantinople, has been lost
at sea and twenty persons drowned,
A caucus of Republican Senators was held
last evening, and it was decided to sustain the
President’s Louisiana policy.

Peruvian.Portland—Liverpool.Jau

23
23
23
23
23
26
30

I

Moon sets..

MARINE

^JEWST

PORT OF PORTLAND,
Wholesale Markets,
15.- Tlio general markets show

change. There is a good feeliug in the grain
market, and sales are quite active, but there is no
change to note. The grocery market remains unchanged. Potatoes are still in active demand.
no

Foreign Export*.
MONTEVIDEO. Bark Nonpareil—-241,420 feet of
lumber.
CARDENAS, Brig Eva N. Johnson—2500 shooks
and heads, 888 box shooks, 180 empty oasis.

By

l>a;.ly DotueMtic Receipt*.
conveyance—1000 busn cornmeal to 3 W

water

True & Co.
_

Steamship

Miiima.

Geo

FridayjJan. 15.
ARRIVED.
New York—J N
Bacon,
Cromwell,

U S steamer Dallas, Chase, iroxi wreck of steamer
at Tenant’s Harbor.
Sell Abbie Dunn, Fountain, Boston, to load for
North side Cuba.
Sch Boxer. Young, Thomaston.
Sch Com Tucker, Jones, Bristol for Weymouth.

Georgia

CLEARED.

Barque Nonpareil, Flinn, Montevideo—Sheppard,
Hall & Co.
Brig Eva N Johuson, Johnson, Cardenas—A L
Hobsop, and Geo S Hunt & Co.
Sch D D Geyer, of Orleans, has been purchased by
parties at Swau’s Island, at $2600.
|FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.]
Sid fm Gibraltar —, brig Tubal Cain, Stone, New

Boston Stock Lin,

[Sales at the Brokers’ Board. Jan. 15.
Boston & Maine Railroad.1191
Eastern Railroad.

53$

York.
Ar at

Baltimore 14th, ecb E H Furber, Atkins,

Portland.

are bat few cases of Consumption bat wbat
preceded by “Catarrh,” as the air which is

There
are

the infected surface, becomes “I mthe “taint,” aud deposit* It
upon the “Tbraat”and<T.ungs,>' laying a foundation for that fearful disease. And the only way of
reaching and removing it is through the medium of
Inhalation.
breathed

over

pregaated” with

wbo bas used Dr. Morris’ Syrup of Tar
Cherry and Horehound, will be without it. A#
remedy for all throat and lung diseases, cure for
croup, and preventive of consumption it has no equal.
In whooping cough it acts like a charm. Coutalus up
one

a

opium and is pleasant to take. Trial bottles 10 cents.
For sale by A. S. Hinds, Preble House; T. G. Loring,
Exchange and Federal St.; C. L. Holt, 653 Congress
St.; C. B. Woodman, Saccarappa: A. T. Keen, Gor-

C. MORSE, M. D.
73 FREE STREET,
PORTLAND, HR.

ham; E. P. Weston, Fryeburg; W.F. Phillips <& Co.,

smlt&wGm

no7

Morris & Heritage. Philadelphia

$500.00

proprietors._ociueoatr
For Concha, Colda aad Coninnplloa.
the most approved aod reliable remedy is the wellknown VEGETABLE PULMONARY BALSAM.
Price, large bottles
Be careful to get the genuine.
$1; small (old style) 50 cents. CUTLER BROS. <&
CO., Wholesale Drugg sts. Proprietors, Boston.
snWdcS&lamw48
uo25

THE

NATIONAL

BOARD

a reward of Five Hundred dollars for
detection, conviction and punishment of* ho par
ty or parties charged wilh the crime "f arson, in
tiring the premises situate at No. 8 Bradford street,
Portland. Me., being the frame dwelling of Geo. I>.
J out, on November 10th, and again on Dec. 9th. 1874 ;
said reward will be paid only on due proof being

Hereby otters

State Temperance Convention.
people of Maine, of every religious denomination, political party, an 1 temperance association, are
The

CLOAKS!
CLOAKS I
CLOAKS
Elegant Beaver Cloth Cloaks
$7.30, 98.00 aad *10.00, wartfc,
910.00,913.00 aa* 918.00.

4

5

&

STREET

FREE

invited to meet in Mass Convention at
Hernia* Hall, in Augusta, ou Thursday
9mm. 91, 1875,
at eleven o'clock, forenoon, for the purpose of reviewing our work of the past, ol rejoicing in present
success, and to devise means for the future that will
enable U9 to advance our cause to its final triumph.
The usual reduction of fare on the several railroads

expected.

may be

\
Joshua Nye,
D. B. Randall,
State
|
I Temj*erance
G. O. Paybon,
F. E. Shaw,
Executive
Henry Tallman, Committee.
L. P. Call,
1875.
jalldtf

34 FLOOR,

[

DWIGHT C. GOLDER, Agt.
January 4th,

NOT

ICE.-All officers, sailors
and soldiers, wounded, ruptured
PER8QNAL
injured in
the late
however
Rebelliou,

If such individuals

or
ran

slightly,

obtain

a

Pension by addressing Dr. E. B. JACKSON, Late

Surgeon
St..

bers

in United States Navy, No. 4 New ChamNew York City. Communications prompt-

ly answered.

oc29snly

STATE OF MAINE.
In House of Representatives, Jan* 13,1875.
Ordered. That the Senate concurring, all petitions tor legisldtiou, except those for redress of
wrongs and grievances, which may be presented to
this Legislature after Wednesday, the 27th inst be
referrea to thfe next Legislature, and that this order
be published in the Daily Kennebec Journal, Eastern Argus, Portland Press, Bangor Dally Whig, and
Bangor Daily Commercial, until that date.
Read, amended by adding Lewiston Evening Journal, and passed.

»

Sent up for

concurrence.

CHADBOURNE, Clerk.

S. J.

Senate, Jan. 13, 1875.
Read, House amendment adop ed, and ttassed in
SAMUEL W.LANE, Sec’y.

concurrence.

A true copy.

All Kinds Dress and Cloak Making

—

CUTTING
Oa

were

to

use

instead

Hoetetter’s Stomach Bitters, they would speedily appreciate the difference between a medicine which palliates, and oDe which entirely removes physical disability. That prime regulator of bodily disturbances
restores the derelict organs to an uninterrupted and
healthy performance of their various duties, whereby

OB

Attest:

SAMUEL W. LANE, Soc’y.
snltd

Jal5

GOING OUT

DONE TO ORDER,

themselves merely to the symptoms, without affectcause.

FIRE

In

strength upon a sure basis, these irregularities
must be permanently overcome. Many peisons endeavor to reform them by remedies which address
the

OF

UNDERWRITERS

furnished the executive committee of the conviction
and actual punishment of said criminals, and expires
by limitation in one year from this date unless otherwise ordered.
By order of the Executive Committee,
STEPHEN C BO WELL, Chairman
New York. Dec. 17th, 1874.
Ucc23antf

East Pas-

and

ing

REWARD.

the

Regularity brings Vigor.

AND BASTING

AND

FANCY
to be

4

&

5

FREE

BUSINESS.

—or—

DRY

Natice at

Smartest

OF

S30.000-WORTH

—

STREET.

GOODS

sold

INNEDIATELV
—

3d Floor.

AT

—

Come and gret your Winter's Supply !

system can recover its lost tone and vigor,
Bitters are a tonic medicine, but they are
tonic which regulates ere they strengthen the sys-

alone the

Come aad bay your wife or daughter a
Pauley Shairl or Dress at half price

Hostetter’s

■ice

a

for

a

Christmas Present.

tem.

Dyspepsia.
discouraging and

Best Stand in Portland for Parties Wishing to Engage in this Business.

distress-

Dyspepsia
ing disease man is heir to. Americans are particularly subject to this disease and its effects; such as
sour stomach, sick headache, habitual costiveness,
is the most

Entire stock will be sold at a discount to such
desired.

GO WELL

sntf

COAL.-REMOVAL.-WOOD.

W.

E.

CLOAKS !

FAIL

TO

ADAMS OtV

TRY

S

—

4,

&

n

AT

STREET.

D. C. GOLDEB, Agent.
sneodfrn

net

HONEY. BROOK,

—

HARD

Lawyer

NUTTEK
Respeclful^^urs.
and Counselors-

[Finn Nutter & Squire. Attorney
at-I-aw, 27 Tremont St ]

u Alonzo S. Weed, publisher of Zion’s Herald,
35 Bromfield St., Boston.]
Several bottles of Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam have been used ill my trmily with tbs most gratifying results. We esteem it as one of tho host of
medicines.

[Fro

$5000_GOLD.
Special Notice,
BEWARE

OF

COUNTERFEITS

AND

IMITATIONS
high reputation gained by A DAMSON’S BOTANIC COUGH BALSAM for tho cure ot Coughs.
Colds, Asthma, Bleeding of the Lungs and Consumption, has given ri>e to spurious comp mnds. The
genuine ADAMSON’S BOTANIC COUGH BALSAM is prepared only by FRANK W. KINSMAN,
Sole Proprietor. To protoct yourselves from imposition, examine the bottle and see that the words “r.
W. Kinsman, Druggist, Augusta. Maine,,’ are blown
$5000 for a better article.
n the glass of the bottle.
The

DON’T

FAIL

TO

TRY IT.

The following are a few of the names of those who
have used this remedy: Mra.Gov. Cony, Mrs. Hon.
James W. Bradbury, Anson P. Morrill, ex-Governor
of Maine, Mrs. Col. Thomas Lauiba-d, Mrs. Col.
Thomas Lang, Hon. J. J. Eveletli, Mavorof Augusta; Rev. Dr. Ricker. Rev. E. E. Martin, Rey. C. F.
Penny, Rev. Wm A. Drew, Rev. H. F. Wood, Col.
F. M. Drew, Secretary of btate; Hon. J. T. Wood*
ward, State Librarian; Col. Geo. W. Stanley, President First National Bank: lion. B. H. Cushman,
President Granite National Bank; S. W. Lane, SecCharles
retary oi Senate; Warren L Alden, Bangor;
C. Nutter, Esq., 27 Tremont St., Boston; Wm. H.
and
many
Taj lor, Beacon St., Boston; Emory Cook
others in Providence; W. F. Morrell, Esq., Portland,
and fifty thousand others too numerous to mention.

dec4

Hold by all DruggisU.
sueodneowCm

WOOD.

for handling Coal cheap,
or

Car load

will do well to call on me Wore
where. Remember the number,

of Ronton.

remedv, and,

success.

—

_SOFT

I now have every facility
and parties wanting

CASE

Mr. Frank Kinsman : Dear Sir—I dosire to say a
word in behalf o*' your Adamson’s Cough Balsam. 1
have been a sulterer from a very severe cough from
the ILrst of last November, trying a great many prewithout any considerable or permanent
scriptions
im.mv.ni.Hi until the middle ot March, when a
friend brought this balsam to my notice. I tried the
small sample bottle whicti Mr. Goodwin gave me,
and 1 had no occasion to try any more, for within
twelve hours from taking the first dose the cough
entirely left me. Toe result-seemed little less than
miraculous. I have sent more than a score of sufferers to Mr. Goodwin’s, No. 38 Hanover St., lor the
so far as 1 learn, in every instance with

mack*!

AND

ALSO

Coal bjr the Cargo

INCURABLE

and

LYKEN8.VALLEY FRANKLIN COAL
CUMBERLAND COAL,
far Blacksmith or Steam purposes,
CANNEL,
CARBONITE and
ACADIA <;OAL*
far open Grates.

tion.

Distinguished

MINED,

as

LOBERRY,

(2nd Floor,)

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness
of the Throat, Chest and
Lungs, and all diseases
leading to Consump-

n

COAL

SPRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
WHITE AND RED ANH,

—

FREE

WHARF,

found some of the

HAZLETON,

Far 916.00, Warih 908.00,

An unfailing Remedy for

FOR AN

be

such

CLOAKS,

BALSAM I

BOTANIC

can

BEST

Elegant Beaver Cloth, Jet Embroidered

STREET,

BROWN’S

CLOAKS

SUFFERERS,
DON’T

where

CLOAKS 1

Yard to

COMMERCIAL

■ BAD OF

I. O. O. F.

j

DENNISON

has removed his Coal

236

The Annual meeting of the Odd Fellows’ Mutual
Relief Association will be held at Odd Fellows’
Hall, TUESDAY EVENING, Jan. 19th, at 71 o’clock.
Per order.
JOSHUA DAVIS, Sec.
ja!6sn4t

~GRE ENOUGH.

&

dec2

Two doses of Green’s August Flower will relieve
you at once, and there positively is not a case in the
United States it will not cure. If you doubt this go
to your Druggist, and get a sample bottle for 10 cents
Sold by W. F.
and try it. Regular size 75 cents.
PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agents.
TT&S&weow
oc2

SPECIAL NOTICES.

WAIT !

DON’T

heartburn, water-brash, gnawing and burning pains
in the pit ot the stomach, coming up of the food
coated tongue, disagreeable taste in the mouth, impure blood and all diseases of the Stomach and Liver.

2.10 AM

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

JOS. H. POOR & BRO.
Ja9sndtf

Wkr Will Vm Cm|M

Local irregularities pioduce weakness of the entire
system. In order, therefore, to re-establish health

miniature Alumnae.January 16.
Sunrises......7.27 I High water. 6.00 PM
Sun seta.4.53

Killing

LOW PRICE

5 FREE STREET, PORTLAND,
ja!3

6, lat 3 37 N, Ion 28 48 W, ship Matilda, from
Cardiff for Singapore.
Jan 7, off Alligator Lighthouse, sch Pride of the
East, Irom Frontera for New York.

Only 35 cents*

X’-

$1.39 yard.

Dec

$5000

C'

to

E. T. ELDEN & CO.

Whnlpfuxip stPi'iifs.

CALL,

is still quite ample far a
We respectfully call tbr
very large trade.
atleatiau #f the PUHI.IU aud PATRONTO
THIT
PUHUHAHKH*
of
ARE
PACT. Our facillities far the deliver, uad
iu af COAI. are camplele an ,-aa
aud complaints caused by faulty Usal
ar from isattealiou or carele-ars. afour
trusty and faithpui. tka.iiNTKKS ARK EXCEPTION*, AND NOT
■IE RULE.

HPOKEIV.

npaudsat 14}c.

years 7 months.
In Gardiner. Jan. 23, Mrs. Nancy H., wife of S. W.
Tamer, aged 60 years.
In Waldoboro, Jan. 9, Lucy K. Creamer, aged 90
years 1 month.

and Cashmeres

of Sixty Nine Cents yard.

No
Wild

A.

OUR STOCK

New York.

Savannah, Jan. 15.—Cotton is easier; Middling
uplands 143c.
Mobile, Jan. 15.—Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands 14| @ 141c.
New urikans, Jan. 15.—Cotton quiet; Middling

Eben Hill, aged 77 years 8 months.
In Freeport, Jan. 11, Mrs. Zoa Morse, aged 82 yrs.
In Springvale, Jan. 9, {Mrs. Mary, widow of Enoch
Lord, aged 86 years.

—

Thibets

$1.14

US

162 COMMERCIAL STREET.
ja!2 ___sntl

do.

aVLiverpool 28th, Garibaldi, Hoyt,

15.-Cotton steady; Middling

In this city, Jan. 15th, Abby.wife of George Trefethen, aged 42 years and 7 months.
In Buxtou. Dec. 19, Mrs. Lydia, wife of the late

ALSO

Ent for ldg 28tli, Andaman, Potter, for Caleutta.
Ar at Deal 28th, Ocean L’elle, Jarvis, Loudon for
Cape Town CGH.
Passed do 28tb, Sarah A Staples, Shute, from Rangoon lor London.
Cld at Cardiff 24th, Halcyon, Dunham, Caibarieu.
Ent tor ldg 24th, Moravia. Morse, tor Mollendo.
Ar at Valencia 2d ult, Au.ia & Lily, Pray, from

bush corn, 1154 bush oats.
Shipments-3200 bbls flour, 396 bush wheat, 200
bush core, 000 bush oats.
Milwaukee, Jan. 15.—Wheat is quiet; No 1 Milwaukee 92Jc; No 2 Milwaukee at 88fe for cash; 89c for
seller Feb; 90c seller March. Corn is firm; high
Mixed at 651c. Oats are Arm; No 2 at 51c. Rye is
steady; No l at 96c. Barley is steady; No 2 Spring
at 1 30.
Receipts—4000 bbls flour, 27,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—3,600 bbls flour, 1,400 bush wheat.

DIED.

Children’s Underware.

ALL AT THE

WOOD

promptly attended to.

GIVE

and

cagoula.

ping inquiry. Wheat dull; No 1 Amber Michigan at
1 09. Corn quiet; No 1 Mixed at 70c bid.
Oats—No
1 Mixed 561c.
Receipts—4i>0 bbls flour, 1,755 bush wheat, 2900

F. Littlefield.
In Rockland. Jan. 3. Edward T. Foster of Bristol
and Miss Hannah H. Annis of North Haveu.
In Rockland, Jan. 9, Geo. A. Moore of Rockland
and Miss Lizzie T. Burton of Warren.

Ladies

Housekeeping Goods and

Worth from

OF

found in the city.

All Orders

[Latest by European steamers.!
Cld

ship-

In Augusta, Jan. 11, Freeman Hutchinson and Sarah E. Hutchinson.
In Phipsburg. Jau. 10, Nelson Sprague of Phipsburg aud Mrs. Martha Mitchell of Bath.
In Lyman, Jan. 6, Orrin S. Walker and Miss Susan

BLEACH AND BBOWN COTTONS.

361-2 Pieces

LOT

BEST

—

from Philadelphia,
Ar at Havana 14lh inst, brig Rabboni, Coombs,
New York.
Ar at Sagua 13th Inst, schs Alex Harding,McBride,
Cardenas; Annie Murchie, Gibbs. Havana.
Ar at Little Gut of Canso 2d inst, sch Flora Condon, Boone Bay NF lor Boston.

Shipments—4200 bush Wheat, 5,600 bush Corn,

European Markets.
London, Jan. 15—12 30 P M.—American securities
United States 5-20s, new, 1021. Erie Railway 261.
Liverpool, Jan. 15—12.30 P. M. —Cotton market
quieter; Middling uplands 7| @ 7Jd; do Orleans at7f;
sales 15,000 bales, including 30^0 bales ior speculation and export.

OF

inst, brigs Sarah Harris, Crowley,
disg; S J Strout, Fickett. from do,

disg; Edith, Malilnian,

ALSO—

SALE

2d

600 bush Oats.

Charleston,

ACADIA COAL,

unc.

At Mayaguez
Irom New York,

6396

...

Portland

Bertha, Pote,

Cincinnati, Jan. 15.—Pork nominal at 19 00. Bacon steady; shoulders at 81c; clear rib sides at 10|c;
clear sides at 113c. Sugar cured hams at 131 @ HeCut Meats quiet and steady; shoulders at 61c; clear
Lard is in
rib sides at tty @ 98c; clear sides at 9|c.
moderate demand; steam tendered at!3@13$c;
kettle rendered at 14 @ 141. Live Hogs very dull at
6 60 (eg 6 90 for medium fair; good 7 00 @ 7 20, about
13,000 od sale ^receipts 5985 head. Whiskey—sales at
94c,
Toledo, Jan. 15.—Wheat is dull and little doing;
No 1 Amber Michigan 1 084. Corn is dull; high Mixed at 70c cash; 751c seller May; low Mixed at 69ic,
Oats active and tirmer. Clover seed at 6 10. Dressed
Hogs at 7 65 @ 8 00.
Receipts—3,200 bush Wheat, 21,400 bush Corn, 2,-

uplands 143c.

FURNACE COAL.

to be

ship

bush of barley.
Shipment*—4405 bbls flour, 6,167 bush wheat 27,-

Jan.

CUMBERLAND COAL,

—

heavy

more

ship Susan Gilmore,Carver, Liv-

—,

EGG COAL,

THE
—

—

of the best varieties of Coals

some

9TOVE COAL,
NUT COAL,

At About 2-8 the

SPECIAL

Ar at Gibraltar
inst, barque Waldo, Estes, from
Loudon lor Boston.
fm
13tb
Sid
inst, barque American Eagle,
Liverpool
L L Sturges, LiuneHarding. Pensacola; 14th,
kin, United States; barque Nellie May, Blair, do.
At Rio Janeiro 17th ult, brigs Sullivan, Perry, and
Mary Rice. Tucker, for Uuited States; sch Hattie N
Gove, Marchant, lor Hampton Roads.
At do 17th ult, ships Loretta Fish, Carney, and

prices nominally unchanged; shipping extra at 4 00
® 4 50. Wheat is irregular and easier at 88} @ 89c for
cash and seller January; 89c seller Feb; 90c Keller
March; No 3 at 8}c. Corn is steady and moderately
active at 66}c cash and seller for Jan; 66} @ 66} for
seller February; 71} @ 71}c seller May; rejected 61}.
Oats are quiet at 52|c cash and seller January; 52}
® 53c seller for February; nominally at 53}c seller
for March. Rye is firm and offerings light: sales at
97c—two cents storage. Barley is dull and irregular;
offered at 1 26cash; 127 seller February; No3 at
1 15 @ 1 20. Whiskey firm with fair demand at 94c.
at 18 50 cash; 18 60 seller
Provisions—Pork is
for February; 18 85 for seller March. Lard is heavy;
ottered at 13 35 cash aud seller Jan; 13 45 seller for
February; 13 00ft seller March. Cut Meats steady;
Green Hams sola at 9}c for 161bs av;dry salted shoulders at 6}c loose; short ribs at 9}c loose. Dressed
Hogs are dull and offered at 7 40 for light; heavy sold
at 7 90.
Freights are unchanged at 40 for grain, 45 for
meats, 75 dressed hogs to New York.
On the call of the board in the afternoon—Wheat
Wheat weak at 88}c seller February: 89} @ 89} for
March. Corn quiet at 66} @ 66fc seller February ;71}
@ 71}c seller May; nominally at 66}c cash. Oats are
quiet and nominally at 52 52} @ 52}c cash and seller
for January; 53| @ 53c do Feb.
Receipts—7622 bbls flour, 53,370 bush wheat, 18.796 bush com, 11,230 bush oats, 350 bush rye, 6280

..

Twenty Persons Drowned

Friday, January

Ar at Calcutta

erpool.

From

Tbe fire here last uigbt was the most disastrous that has occurred in this town for many
years. A large number of families were burnt
out, in many cases losing everything. It was
bitter cold at tbe time of the fire and the wind
blew hard striking terror to the hearts of every
Tbe fire department worked nobly. The
one.
underwriters are busy making up a list of tbe
losses. Tbe insurance companies will probably
lose about 8100,000. Tbe uet loss of property
will probably reach 8200,000.

Singapore 4th inst, ship Wm Woodbury, Cur-

tis, Cardiff.

Chicago, Jan. 15.—Flour is dull and neglected;

liulcr.

Steamship

FOREIGN FORTH.
Ar at

15}c.

0,000 bush Oats.
Detroit. Jan. 15.—Flour steady with

t!.

McDonald, McDonald, Jacksonville.
Sid 14tb, ship J B Brown. San Francisco,
Cld 15th, barque Olustee, Nickerson, New York.
MARBLEHEAD—Ar 12th, sch Alexandria, Falk
ingbam. Machias.
PORTSMOUTH—Below 13tb, schs Minetta, Stewart, Winterport for Boston; Mary Farrow, Foss, fm
Belfast tor do; Pennsylvania, Savage, from Rockland
for do.

Gold opened at 112 and closed at 112.
The Cotton market is quiet; Middling uplands at

rve.

A

Cld 13th, barque Elba, Giover, Havana; sch Mary
13 Harris, Mitchell. Antigua.
Cld 14th, schs Mercy T Trundy, Crowley. Ponce,
.J W Sawyer. Orchard, Baltimore, lor orders; .Ju.ia
R Floyd, Wiley, Georgetown SO.
Passed through Hell Gate 13th, schs Jos Farwell, 1
Gregory, Port Johnson tor Rockland; Howard Macomber. Williams, New York for Boston.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 14th. brig Josie A Devereux,
Curtis, St John, NB.
NEWPORT—Ar 13th, sch Freddie Walter, Allen, !
Por- land for Tauger.
Ar 14th. sch Ned Sumpter, Pinkham, Newcastle
for Belfast.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 13th, schs Ned
Sumpter, Pinkham, Newcastle for Belfast; Seguin,
Rogers. Portland tor New York.
BOSTON—Cld 14tb, banjue T L Sweat, Griffin, lor
Melbourne and Sydney NSW; sebs Levi Hart. Giles,
Cadiz; O D Wetherell. Berry, Liverpool; Flora E

pressed.

oats. 1403 bush

nn|.

*_._.

iraciij ooj

FIRES.
In

l5Ln,ssbip

69c for No 2 Chicago Mixed; 66 @ 67c for inferior
the market closod quiet and buyers generally holding off. Barley—receipts 6500 bush; no exports; sales
3000 bush Canada at 1 60; State and Western nominal. Rye—no receipts, exports or sales: Canada in
bond held at 1 00; State and Pennsylvania 93 @ 96c;
Western at 90 @ 93c; the demand is limited to local
and milling wants. Corn Meal—receipts none; exports; sales 1000 bbls at 4 75 for brandy wine; 4 25
@ 4 65 for Western Yellow; 4 20 @ 4 30 for Western
White; 4 15 @ 4 35 for Jersey aud Pennsylvania Yellow per bbl; 1 45 for Yellow Baltimore eoarse Yellow
in sacks; city sackedjquoted 1 55 @1 57; fine Kitted
1 60; bolted Yellow at 1 65 @ l 67; bolted
at 1 58
White 1 70 ($ 1 75. Barley Malt—receipts 6,000 bush;
the market is dull and prices nominal. Seeds—re
ceipts 363 bags; exptorts 1622 bags;Penn aud Indiana
Clover is held at 10} @ 10c}: State 11} @ 11};Timothy
and domestic flax seed inactive and nominal. Oatmeal is quoted at 7 75 @ 7 87} for city; 7 62} @ 7 75
Whisfor Western; 8 00 @ 8 25 for Ontario & bbl.
key—receipts 710 bbls; sales 200 bbls at 98c. Pork is
nominal at 20 0o. Lard quiet and steady; seller FebTallow Is quiet and
ruary 14; 14} for seller March.
steady at 8 15-16 @ 9c. Coffee in fair demand; fair
to good 18} @ 19|c; prime to choice 19} <& 20}; Java
Coffee 26 @ 30c. Raw Sugar—demand better, with
slightly a better feeling; sales yesterday 2000 hhds,
300 boxes aud 300 bags; refined Sugar steady with a
fair demand; standard crushed 104c; powdered 10jc;
granulated 10}c. Petroleum is dull, crude in bulk at
6}c; It S W nominally at 12}c; cases at 17 @ 17}c:
Naval Stores—Rosin quiet; strained at 2 05 @ 2 10.
Tar nominal and nothing doing; Wilmington at 2 30
Turpentine is firm; Spirits at 37c.
@ 2 37}.
Ocean Freights—Toe Engagements have been as
to
Liverpool by steam quiet at 10} @ lid;
follows;
by sail 9 @ 9jd; 100 bales cotton by sail at 3-l(kl com-

MARRIED.

Rutland, Jan. 15.—At

phia;

limited business in Spring Wheat: Winter especially
dull and uot wanted at over l 25 for Red, Corn—receipts 105.000 bush; exports 10,058 bush; sales 65,000
bush at 87$@88$cfor Western Mixed,, chiefly at
88c, and closed firmer at 88$ @ 88$c for new Western
White; nominal at 94 @ 95c in store for old Western
Mixed; Southern Yel <ow new brought 88c. Oats—receipts 32,275 bush; exports none; sales 22,800 bush at

428 bush corn. 11.504 busu
oust of barley.

SENATE.

Langdon, Collins. Portsmouth for PhiladelKate M Hilton, Fisk, Boston; Clara G Loud,
Welt, and Laura E Meser, Gregory, from do for Baltimore.
Ar 14th, barques Devonshire. Walker, for Buenos
Avres; John Williams, Nichols. Rio Janeiro; Mary
M* Bird, Packard, Calcutta; sch Frank Atwood, Bryant Mava»uez.
Ar
Whittier, Swap, from Callao; barque
Grenada, Hodgdon.Progresso; brig Rebecca J Paige,
Nettie

hand

viz:

—

Baltimore.
Sid 9th, seb David

Talbot, Amesbury, Boston.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 14th. sch Lizzie Lane,
West, Searsport.
Cld 7th, sch Hattie Buck, Woodbury, Baltimore.
Cld 11th, sch Ridgewood, Johnson, New York.
PORT ROYAL. SC—Cld 13th, sell Abraham Richardson, Pray, Havana.
NEWBERN, NC—Ar 9lh, tch Dick Williams, Corson, Rockport. Me.
BALTIMORE—Cld 13th, brig Romance, Duncan,
Navassa.
Sid 10th, sch Ethan Allen. Blake, tor Matanzas.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 13th inst, sch Allen Green,
Nickerson, Newburyport.
Below 14th, schs Carrie Bonnell, from Baracoa;
Farragut. from-.
At Delaware Breakwater 13th, sch Bagadbce, Cox,
Old Harbor, Ja, for New York, (in distress.)
Sid 14tb, schs R S Thomas, for Boston; Ella Piessey. for Providence; Island Belle, and Mary J Fisher, for-.
NEW YORK—Ar 13tb,scls Hattie A Butler, Reed,
Jacksonville via Somers’ PointNJ; Daybreak, Blako
Fernandina; Winnie Lawrey, Spear, Rockland; E
Arcularius, Gregory, and J C Crafts, Kennedy, do;
Paul Seavey, French. New Loudon; L Holway, Bryant. Newport; Nellie Eaton. Grier?on, Newport;

ou

WHARF.

UNION

OP

Production,

Cost of

Willey,

Western

$2.75 pair

for

We have

mined,

Wannlaclnrers Price 93.49.

11 Pairs Assorted

Oakes, for Jamaica.
PASCAGOULA—Cld 7th, sch Abbot Devereux,
Boston.
Rich,
Ar 8th, schs Inez Houston, Moore, from Galveston;
Rockie E Yates, Yates, do.
Cld 8th, brig Shannon Sawyer. Havana.
CHARLESTON—Sid I3tli, sch Melissa A Willey,

162 COMMERCIAL STREET,

47 Pairs Holland Blankets for *4.40 pair
Agents Price 93.30.

Squanticook

WOOD,

AND

HEAD

Matanzas.
Cld 14th, seb Jos

Investigation.

what he did with the money.
The question was then repeated

COAL
At One Price, No Variation.

29 Pairs

CO.,

ft

DEALER* IN

MILL BLANKETS

GI

GALVESTON—Cld 8tb, sch Sophia Kranz, Dyer,
Liverpool.
C«d 13th. sch H M Crowell. Crowell, Boston.
NEW ORLEANS-Below 14th, brig Flora Goodale,
Gcodale, trom Boston.
Ar up 9th, sch Fred Dunbar, Connors, Ruatan.
Cld 9th. brig Charlotte Buck, Hunter, Cam peachy;
sch Wm Fisher, McLean, Utilla.
MOBILE—Cld 13th, barque Continental, Johnson,

Chicago <fc Northwestern.44$
Chicago & Northwestern preferred.61
Chicago & Rock Island.- 102$
Pacific Mail
The following were the quotations tor Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.94
Don Piatt Before the Committee.
Union Pacific.91}
Washington, Jan. 15.—The Ways and Uuion Pacific land grants.90$
Funds.81$
the
PacificSinking
continued
Means Committee to-day
Mail investigation.
Hon Piatt was re-called, and the chairman
Domestic Market*.
put to him again the question, “Through whom
N*w York.Jan. 15— Evening.—Breadstufts—Flour
of
note
a
of
85000
did you make payment
your
—receipts2364 bb's; exports 7,125 bbls; sales 11,395
to Richard B. Irwin?
bbls; the general market is dull; Rye flour easier
at 5 75—an outside price; extreme dullness for local
Mr. Ward interposed an objection that it apnear the close there was a fair business in
peared to him the committee weie now going wants butextra
at 5 00 @ 5 10 to 5 15;Buckwbeat flour
shipping
outside the line of question, but after some disSouthern
slow; superfine and No 2 slack; Mindull;
cussion withdrew his objection.
nesota Spring quiet; Winter Wheat flour generally
Piatt then said he had already testified that
dull and business limited to retail wants. Grainthe 85000 transaction had nothing to do with
Wheat— receipts 8820 bush; exports 22.860 bush;<ales
tho so called corruption fraud which they were
24,L00 bush at 107} for No 3; 1 10 @ 1 11 for No 2
Milwaukee Sprin in store; 1 08 bid in store for No 2
investigating to see if any of it had gone from
He was satisfied
Chicago Sprint;; Red Winter 1 28; White at 1 25 bid;
the lobby to Congressmen.
Amber Winter 1 28 @ 1 30; White Winter dull at l 25
be had mistaken the other day in appealing to
@ l 30; there was a general holding oft of buyers and
before the
this committee for

public,
justice
and wished now to appear simply as a witness,
and with bis bank book and vouchers, show

SHURTLEFF

MEMORANDA.

DOMESTIC PORTS.

WOOD!

COAIt!

Insured in the Mu-

Laura E Messer, Gregory, from Boston for
Baltimore, went ashore ou Sandy Point, Block Island,
of
tee 5th lust, where she remains, well up out
night
of water.
Sch Bagaduce, Cox, from Old Haibor, Ja. for New
York, put into Delaware Breakwator 13th inst will*
loss of head of foremast ami topmast, having had
very rough weather. Sixty miles east of Assoleague
Light, passed a schooner ol 100 tons, bottom up. copper new.
Sch Flora Condon. Condon, Newfou dlaud for Boston. put into Little Gut of Canso 2*1 inst ana reports
having experience*! very severe weather, lost boat
and galley, and one man (Chas Thompson of Stockton) was washed overboard from the wheel.
Sch Grantl Island, ot Camden, from Newcastle Del
for Hyaunis, with corn, grounded on the flats below
Newport, 7cli inst, where she remained. Was in an
easy position aud would come oft without damage.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

sale.

closing

Sch

Stocks!

Illinois

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Estimated damage §500.

tual of Gloucester.

Union Pacific Btock......37
80
Michigan Central....
74$
Lake Shore.

WASHINGTON.

published.

Ar at Havana 15th inst, sch Olive Crosby, from St
John, NB.
SKI 15th, sch Rebecca Sheppard, for Sagua and
North of Hatteras.
Sch Wm H Raymond, of and from Gloucester for
East port, slruck ou Horse Ledge, Mt Desert, 3d inst,
and started keel, damage*] rudder, and sprung aleak

New York Ntock anil Money Market.
New York. Jan. 15—Eveniua.—The day in Wall
street lias been one of excitement and depression in
speculative markets. At the opening the President’s
scheme for the resumption of specie payments added
to the distrust previously prevailing and caused renewed depression on the Stock Exchange and in the
gold room. This depression so far as the Stock Exby local events
change was concerned was assisted
and the lowest prices ol the year for speculative securities made Money was < a<y at 2 @ 3 per cent, on
call. Sterling Exchange tirui at 486 fa> 486} ior 60
days an l 489} @ 489} tor demand. The customs receipts to-day wore $294,909. Gold opened and ulosed
at 112 with sales in the interior at 114} @112}; the
rates paid for carrying were 2}, 2, 3, 4, 3} and 1 per
The Assistant, Treasurer paid to-day $240,000
cent.
in interest and $143,000 in redemption ol bonds.
Clearing House statoment; currency exchanges $82,463.561; currency balances $3,483,090; gold exchanges
$9,049,428; gold balances $1,133,422. Governments
quiet. Stale bonds dull. Railroad mortgages quiet
and steady. The stock market most ol toe day was
heavy and lower; Western Union led the market,
declining almost steadily from 74 @ 70J. The dealings were very animated and so large and ranid that
some disputes arose as to dlflerent blocks of stocks
that was sold. The total transactions at the Stock
Exchange aggregated 335,000 shares, including dew
York Central 8841 shares, Erie 13,400 shares, Lake
Shore 76,700 shares. North Western 50,900 shares,
Rock Island 2000 shares, Pacific Mail 21,100 shares,
St Paul 0200 shares. Ohio & Mississippi 8000 shares,
Western Union 109,700 shares, Wabash 3700 shares.
Union Pacific 23,900.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States coupon 6's, 1881, ex-div. 118}
United States 5-20’s, 1862.114}
United States 5-20’s 1864...116
United States 5-20’s, 1865, old.118
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new, ex-div.117}
United States 5 20’s, 1867, ex-dlv.118
Uuited States 5-20’s, 1868, ex-div..118
United States new 5’s..113}
United States 10-40 coupon.115
Currency 6's ex in.117}
The following were -ne closing quotations of

purchasing else-

236 Commercial St.,head Brown’s Wharf,
sntf
Jal
PORTLAND.
ban

mist) ANNIE LATHAM
her Hiadia ia Ream (I, Na. 8 Clapp's
Black,

and will receive pupils in Drawing and Painting on
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and fialsrsutt
nol3
day Afteraaans.

Messrs C. Way it Co:—
I hod
.,^1.1
o

To Be Let*

Consumptives, Take Notice.
Every moment of delay makes your cure more
hopeless, and much depends on the judicious choice
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of
Dr. Scbenck's Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for consumption, tar exceeds all that can be brought to support the pretensions of any other medicine. See Dr.
Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates of
many persons of the highest respectability, who have
been restored to health, after being pronounced iocurable by physicians of acknowledged ability.
Sehenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured many,

as

these evidences will show; but the cure is often promoted bv the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Scheuck provides for the purpose. These
additioual remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills. By the timely use of these
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Scheuck certifies that most any case of Consumption may be
cured.
Dr. Scheuck will be at the Quincy House, Boston,
on the following Wednesdays, from 9 to 3 o’clock:
Jan. 13th and 27ih, Feb. 10th and 24th, and March
10th and 24th. Consultation free; but for a thorough
examination of the lungs, with the Respirometor, the
price is $5.
Dr. Scheuck is professionally at his principal office, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
every Monday, where all letters of advice must be

addressed.

cures

Rheumatism and Neuralgia
all tlieir forms. It is sure, safe And cheap. The
worst cases of twenty years standing cured for
VIVE DOLLAR* OR LESS.

For sale by Druggist and Medicine dealers generally.
Wholesale by
Price $1 per bottle, six for #5.

B. H. Hay, and John W. Perkins & Co.
Portland, Maine.
emleod&weowtfSl
declQ

fn.,nd

to relieve it

•1

cough

1873.

Jan.
wni.r

can

at once

want of

medicine.

N. J. PRINCE,
At Mr. S. Bell’s Shoe Store.
C. WAY & CO.,
Corner Cumberland & Myrtle Street. de22sn3m

•

DR. MARAH W. DEVOLL,
Regular Practitioner of Medicine,
formerly of Newton, Mass., oilers her services to
A

Women and

Children.

Residence, 32 1-2 Higli Street.
OFFICE HOURS, SloOA. M. llo4P.lt.

cc21_sntf
MILAN STEAM MILL CO.
meeting of the Stockholders

of the
Co., held at their office on the 13th
Inst., C. W. Richardson, was elected Treasurer. No
jtber change.
HOWARD WINSLOW, Clerk.
ja15sn3t*
At the Annual

Milan Steam Mill

€• R. GRANT
Will receive a limited number of pupil9 in Oil Paint*
»g, Charcoal Drawing, «&c., from life and objects.
Apply at Studio, room 8, Cusco Bank Building, 81
Middle Street.

octlsneodtf

Awnings, Tents, Flags, Boat Sails,
Covers, Canvass Letterings,
Decorations, Ac.,

eod&wlysnll

mhl2

CLARKE’S RHEUMATIC ELIXIR

Portland,
nn.l

l<unxwori
My rup
round
cordially recomend it to any person in
a

On and after Jan. 1, 1875, the chamber in second
story now occupied by F. M. Kaler & Co., on the
corner of Cross and Middle Sts.
Apply to
HENRY DEERING,
de28sntf
No. 65 Exchange St*

iu

READ, BEY AND TRY.

49 1-2

EXCHANGE STREET.,

F. A.
mc3

LEAVITT.
eoiU&

TUCKER’S

PRINTING

1IOISE

The Book, Card and Job Printing Business of the

'Wicker,

will be

continued,

us

heretofore,

*
Stand,
115 EXCHANGE STREET.
All orders, eithe personul or by
3 mail, will receive
prompt attention,
ty2idueu

it the

P BESS.

THE!

Tlie

At

At

Biddelonl, ot Pillebury.

Sn/>Anf r.

Hndviinn.

^CITY

VICINITYr

SPECIAL NOTICES
F.— Annual Meeting.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Just Recelveil—Vickery & Leighton.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Colored Shirting—Fisk, Clark & Flagg.
1 ost—Pocket Book.
I. 0. O.

Copartnership

The Poultry Exhibition.']

Wm. Ballou.
CLONINQ DAY,

The staid officials at their desks,
Encli at his several mission.
Found task enough to bold, alack!
His figures in condition.

Wanted—Girl.
Lost—Pin.

The attendance yesterday was large and the
interest in the exhibition seemed unabated.
The ball wras well filled all the forenoon, aud
in the afternoon it was difficult to get around

Religion* Notice*.
First Lutheran Congregation.—Y. M. C. A.
Rooms, Mechanics Block. N. Ellestad, pastor.
Services at 10-30 a, m. and 3 p. m.
West Cong. Church.—Sabbath School at 11 a. I the hall.
ni. preaching at 3 p. m. by Rev. J. F. Morgan. EvenAt ten o’clock the auction sale took place,
ngservice at 7.
and the bidding was quite spirited. About 85
Bay Side PARisn (Union).—Rev. B. F. Pritchard
Pastor. Sabbath School at 1 p. m.; Preaching at 2 aud
coops were sold, at prices rauging from $55 to
<; p. m.
Preaching at Knigbtville at 10J a. m.
in.
87\ cents, and the sales footed up about $308.
m.
a.
Social
at
p.
School
meeting
7$
11$
Sabbath
Last eveuiug the exhibition came to a close.
Williston Church.—Preaching services at 10$ a.
Sabbath School at 1$ p. in.; Social
in. aud 3 p. n>.
The attendance was good and the music was

Worship at

7 p. in.
St. Luke’s Cathedral, State St.—Rt. Rev. H
A. Neely, Bishopol the Diocese ot Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. in., 3 and 7. p. m. Daily services at
y a. in. aud 5 p. m. Seats free to all.

The refreshment room was well
patronized and every one appeared happy. At
ten o’clock the doors were ^closed, aud exhibitors from out of town began to box up their
birds to take liome on the early trains this
morning. This .did not suit the hens, for they
rather appear to like to be exhibited. The exhibitors in the city will take their birds this
excellent.

Chorch—Services 10$ a. m., 3 and 7 p.m.
Prayer meetings ou Thursday evenings at 7$ p. m.
All irow sea aud laud are invited. Seats free.
St. Paul’s Church, corner ot Congress and LoServices on
cust street.—Rev. Dr. Pise, Rector.
Sunday 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m.
Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics’ Building, Conmorning, and theu the hall, which for the last
gress street, corner Casco.—Religious Meeting every
week has resounded with the cackle of the hens,
Wednesday and Saturday Evenings at 7} o’c’k P. M.
will become quiet again. It is needless to say
Second Parish Church.—Rev. Dr. Carruthers,
m.
Sunday that this exhibition has beeu a grand success,
pastor. Services at 10$ a. m and 7 p.
School at 3 p. in.
to all who have witnessed
as that is apparent
St. Stephen's Church.—Rev. Asa miton, Recit.
Persons who have visited it from Massator. Sunday Service* at 10$ a. m.; and 3 p. m. Sittings free tp all and all are welcomed.
chusetts, say that it never was excelled iu New
First Congregational Church Deering.—
1 England.
The following are the remainder of
a.
m.
at
vrill
Mr.
Sunday
Rev.
preach
10$
Morgan
School immediately after service.
the premiums awarded:
COCHIN.
jgp* The ladies of the Temperance Association
meet for prayer every Monday, Wednesday and
F. O. Bailev, buff, 3d prem, special, 2d prem, 1st
Friday, at 3 o'clo^K p. m. in the patlor of the Y. M. do, 1st do,
2d do, 4tli highly commended, special No
C. A. rooms. All ladies interested in Temperance
152, do 4, do 15, do 67, do 17, do 55, do 74, do 136, do
are earnestly invited.
139, do 104, do 114.
St. Lawrence St, Church.—Rev. A.H. Wright,
K. O. Conant, city, dark, 2d prem.
Pastor. Preacbiug services at 10$ and at 3. Sunday
W. B. Dalton. Deering,4ih prem.
School at 1$.
llaskell Poultry Company, lieht, 4th prem, do 3d
do, special Nos 110,12.
Advent Christian Church, Union Hall, 87 Free
F. G. Deadly 2d prem, dark 3d do.
St.
Preaching Sunday at 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m. by
F. O. Bailey, light, 1st prem, 3d do, 2d do, 1st do,2d
Elder E. A. Stoekman, pastor of the church. Prayer
4th do, and special Nos 1U9, 20, 53,16, 27, 52, 6,
do,
meeting it7 p. m.
83.
W.
Johnston.
J.
M.
E.
Church.—Rev.
Pine St.
C.
W. Coburn 1st prem.
Preaching at 10$ a. m and 3 p. in. SabC. W. Chamberlain, Arlington, light brahma, 1st
School 1$ p. m. Prayer meeting 7 p.m.
prem.
First Second Advent Church, 567 Congress
S. Cheney, dark brahma, 5th prem.
St.—Elder C. K. Parsons of East Concord, N. H., will
M. J. Ellis, white cochin, 1st prem, 2d do.
free.
Seats
hours.
preach Sunday at the usual
George B. Fletcher, Belmont, bull coebins, 4tli prm
h
c.
S.
E.
Church.—Rev.
A.
M.
Mountfort St.
John A. Lord, white cochin, 1st prem, 4th h c, 5th
V. Douglas, Pastor. Prayer and conference meeting
invited.
do
All
are
3
in.
c; buff cochin 2d do, society’s cup, specials 22, 49.
at
p.
10$ a. m. Preaching
Fred F. Harris, Portland, light cochin, 1st prem.
First Baptist Church, Congress st., corner of
2d
do, 3d dip, 4th c, 5th c, 1st prem, 6th c, 4th h c. id
Wilmot. Rev. W. H. Shailer, rastor.—Sabbath School
prem, 3d dip, 4th h c, 1st prem; dark cochin, 4th h c,
1.30 p. in. Preaching3 and 7$ p. m. Social Meeting
second, society cup; for collection, specials 122, 173,
7. p. m.. Seats Free.
108, 137: society special silver cup; specials65,13,
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
116, 35. 37, 5.
streets. Sunday School 2 p. m. Preaching 3 p. m.
A. E. Shurtleft,| South Paris, buff' cochin, fifth
Sunday School Concert at 7. Free to all.
prem, commended.
Andrew Winsfiip, Portland, blue cochin, third
Spiritual Fraternity, at Arcana Hall. Meetprem, diploma.
ing at 3 o’clock p. m. Subject—Are the evidences
Starks Whitton, Hingham, cochins, first prem.
satisfactory and conclusive that Spirits can materiaW. Bos worth, Skowhegau, cochins, fourth prem,
lize in the dark or light circle.
h. c.
anniver"
School
Street
CHURcn—Sabbath
High
A. Noyes, Bangor, cochin, third prem, diploma;
Exercises consist o1
sary in the church at 3 p.m.
fifth, commended; specials 8 and 144.
music, recitations and addresses.
\V. B. Spring, Portland, cochins, second prem.
Freest. Baptist Church.—Preaching at 10$ a.
lion son Dunham, cochins, fifth prem, commended.
m. and 7 p. m. by Rev. G. P. Matthews of Auburn.
E. N. Perry, first prem on native.
Sabbath School at close of morning service. Sermon
M. W. Clank, magpies, first prem; jochdan, do;
in the Evening to young men.
raven, do; partridges, do.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church, Rev. S. F. Jones
m.
a.
3
at
m.
and
Sunday
Pastor. Services
p.
10$
Ward’s Opera House.—There was a perSchool at 1$ p. m. Prayer Meeting at 6. Temperance meeting at 7 p m.
fect jam at Ward’s Opera House last evening
at
St.
10$
Newbury
Church.—Prayer meeting
on the occasion of the beuefit to Messrs. Ward
a. in. and 7 p. m.
Preaching at 3 o’clock by Mr. B,
and Cummings, Every seat was taken, ebairs
B. Dyer.
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Prayer
were placed along the sides of the ball, and the
meetings 9 a. m. aml2p. m. Sunday School at 3
lobby in the rear was filled with persons standSabbath School Praise Concert Evening.
m.
p.
Temperance Meeting Monday Evening. All are
ing. The programme was an excellent one,
cordially invited.
with the funny sketch of “Tragedy vs.
opening
a
be
will
TempeTemperance.—There
of
Sons
Song,” and concluding with the equally funny
rance Meeting at Sous of Temperance Hall, on Sun“A Manager’s Troubles,” in which
day Evening at 7 o’clock. All are invited.
one of
First UMVERSALiST.Congress Square—Rev. W.
nearly the whole strength of the company was
E. Gibbs, Pastor. Preaching at 10$ a. m. Sunday
School at 3 p. in. Sunday School Concert at 7 p. m.
given.
In addition to the regular member* of the
company Messrs. James A. Arnold and|James
Supreme Judicial Court.
J. Bartlett appeared. Mr. Arnold sang in his
BEFORE JUDGE WALTON.
Friday.—Enoch Talbot vs. Ocean Insurance Comusual admirable manner “Will-o’-the-Wisp,’»
9-16 of bark
pany. Plaintiti says you insured my
and in response to an importunate encore gave
Annie E. Sherwood for one year from September 1st,
the popular “Let All Obey.” Mr. Bartlett
at Santa1871, for $4000. She was driven on shore
gave his rendition, which called forth such
a
Anna, Tobasco, September 26tb, 1872, and became
total loss.
the “Charge of the Light Brigade,” and was
DefeEse—True, but the policy contained thi3 j
greeted with a storm of applause. The efforts
clause, ‘‘Prohibited from the Gulf of Campeacby ;and
im,
of these gentlemen added much to the value of
we say aauia auua, iuoaecu, »»us
Bethel

Kor.

n«ivi

Gulf of Campeachy.

Reply—We deny that the Gulf of Campeachy extends so far from the city aud harbor of Campeachy
as

to embrace

Santa Anna, Tabasco.

But

if it does

we say that your policy is ambiguous and provides that insured vessels may go to Mexico by paying £ per cent, in addition. And on this very voyage

then

received this and other extra premiums,$60, and
thereby waived the prohibition.
Rejoinder—True, we received an extra $60, but
not on this policy. It was on a previous policy which
expired before ibis policy attached, and before the

you

loss.
Plaintiff again—The second policy was but a conThe
tinuation of the first, a continuous contract.
action of the company puts a practical construction
upon your policy. Verdict for plaintiff for $4284.46.
A. A. Strout tor plaintiff.
Rand for defendants.
Superior Court.
JANUARY CRIMINAL TERM, 1875, SYMONDS, J.
PRESIDING.

Friday.—State vs. Anthony Bundy. Indicted
the person
an assault with a dangerous weapon upon
of Annie Maria St. John with intent te kill. Verdict
for

guilty.
Libby, County Attorney.

Mattocks & Fox for defendant.
State vs. George H. Dennison. Indicted for breaking and entering and larcenjt On trial.
Libby, County Attorney.
Purves for defendant.
Miry Jane Stafford appeared in the afternoon with
sureties to give bail in the indictment against her for
keeping a house of ill-fiime. The County Attorney
said that inasmuch as this indictment contained ten
counts setting out different offences under the nuisance act, and inasmuch as when she was arrested
she was found secreted, and stated that if the officers had been half an hou: later she would'have been
on her way to Canada, be felt justified in asking that
the bail be fixed at five thousand dollars. The counsel for Mrs. Stafford thought the bail exorbitant and
a3ked that it might be for a less sum. This the
and
court, under the circumstances, refused to do,
the bail was fixed at five thousand dollars. As Mrs.
Stafford couldn’t furnish satisfactory sureties to that
amount she was re-committed to jail. The case will
be

tried next week.
municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE MORRIS.

Friday.—Edward DennLon, Willis Bryant and
Charles L. Eastman. Arson. Order to recognize
with sureties in sum of $2000 each. Committed.
Vinton.
Michael II. Curlin. Intoxication. Fined $5 with
costs. Committed.
James Flynn and John Flynn. Assault and battery. John Flynn Fined $5 with costs; John Flynn

discharged.______
Brief
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8ubwill be delivered by Uev. C. W. Buck.
juct—'-God in tbe Constitution.” Tlie lecture
should draw a full house.
Next Wednesday evening the Montgomery
Guards will give their third annual ball in City
Hall. Chandler will furnish his best music for
the occasion. Secure your tickets of the Committee.
The City Hall will be a hen house no more
for a whole year.
Tbe sheriffs made two large seizures at the
New England House last evening.
Officer Crowell arrested a man last night for
stealing a coat from Ftffrington’s clothing
store on

Middle street.

of Saco, and
John W. Lane of this city, are erection a pubic house in Florida, at a town about 40 mileB
above Jacksonville.
Contribution for tbe Widows’ Wood Society

Bradbury Seavey, formerly

at State street church Sunday.
The annual contribution for the Widows*
Wood Society will be taken un at the First Parish church to-morrow.
Notwithstanding the cold of last evening the
attendance at the Allen Mission was large and
the interest is increasing. Numbers signed the
Similar meeting this
over by a reformed sailor.

total abstinence pledge.

evening, presided

Citj AfTnim.
A special meeting of the Board of Mayor and
A'dermen was held yesterday afternoon at 4J
o’clock.
Samuel S. Rich and Sumner Libby were
drawn to serve as grand jurors for the January
term of the United States District Court, and
William F. H aggett and David 15. Iticker as

petit jurors.
Orders passed—Directing tbe Mayor to attend
the annual meeting of the P. & O. R. R. to be
held on the l'Jtli in.-t., and represent the interest of the city; directing the Treasurer to issne
bonds of the city lor $50,000 to the P. & O.

Railroad.

the entertainment.
During the evening Mr. Cummings presented!
with a characteristic speech, a silver ringed
banjo to Mr. Ned Wambold.
This afternoou and evening the last entertainments of the season will be given. Let
there be crowded houses.
A Strange Case.—Last fall a man calling
himself Coleman went to Brownfield, accompanied by a woman and girl about six years
old.

He

engaged

stating that the

board at a Mr. Hanscomb’s
was his wife.
Shortly
The
gave birth to a child.

woman

after the woman
mother lived but eight days, and just before
she died she gave the babe to Mrs. Hanscomb.
Coleman had the body of the mother prepared
for burial, and, with the girl and remains, took
the cars for Amesbury Mills, Mass., bis alleged
home. Before reaching there he left the girl
in care of the conductor and left the train. The
child and corpse reached their destination,
where the authorities took them in charge. An
examination revealed such facts as raised a suspicion that there might have been foul play in
the woman’s death, and a detective was dis-

patched to Brownfield to look up the case. It
was ascertained that Coleman returned to Portland, stopped at the City Hotel and then went
east, where it is rumored he has a wife and several children. The public are
ing further developments.

anxiously

await-

The Thomas Concert.—With the well known
and increased attractions of Mr. Thomas’ Orchestra it is not strange that his concerts this
season have even eclipsed all former ones in
artistic
merit, popular attracpoint of
tion and intrinsic value. For it is a fact, that
in every place he visits with his unrivalled company this year, the demand for seats is only
limited by the seating capacity of the building
That this will be the
in which he appears.
case iu Portland, no ono can doubt who understands the widespread satisfaction with which
the announcement of his coming has been received in all parts of the county. Mr, Thomas’
achievements have been wonderful,butJit would
seem that he has been only preparing the way
for richer feasts, and leadiug us to still more
delightful fields of musical enjoyment and culture. The programme will be most attractive
and valuable.
Hotel Phofrietoks.—The
proprietors of several of our hotels met at the
Falmouth Hotel yesterday morning to take
measures for their protection from the prohibilaw, and to express their indignation at
Meeting

Jolting*.

iu

will be considered and discussed connected
with and affecting the Publishing and Priuting
interests of the state.
Hon. L A. Emery, of the Ellsworth American, will deliver an Essay, probably, afternoon
of the second day, subject: “The Newspaper
before thu Law.”
The Postal law; Pre-payment of postage on
newspapers by the Publishers; Advertising
Rates and Agencies will be considered.
Thursday evening the Members of the Association and their ladies will be tendered a
at the home of Rev. Dr, Qmnby, of

of the Falmouth; J. Lemieux, second engineer, and eight or ten of the crew.
Mr. W. H. Harrington of Halifax, who was
his daughter
on his way to this city to meet
neer

Notice.

Ten per cent Interest—George
For Sale—House.
Medical—Dr. G. A. Clark.
Si illation—Wanted.
Have you tried Jurubera.
Lost -Spectacles.
Bat gains—Maher & Co’s.

Augusta, Wednesday, January 20tb, beginning at seven o’clock P. M., and continue the
next day and evening.
This meeting is one for business and matters

of

tory

the indictments found against them as nuisances by the grand jury, while many of the
worst dens of the city and dealers in spirits,
UCVUjlCU

IflUOCVUUIUUi

At this meeting every hotel in the city was
represented with the exception of the United
States Hotel, whose proprietor, Mr. Walcott,

unavoidably

absent from Portland. Mr.
Leauder Stevens of the Falmouth Hotel, was
chosen chairmau, aud Mr. George E Ward of
the St. Julian Hotel, Secretary. Owing to the
absence of Mr. Walcott tho meeting was adwas

journed until to-day.
Fatal Accident —A laborer named John
Fitzgerald, who resided on Washington street,
was run over and fatally injured in the Gran d
Trunk yard yesterday afternoon. He was engaged in cutting ice in the yard between the
tracks, when a train 'came up behind him and
He was taken
ran over bis legs and shoulder.
and Dr. Brooks was
up aDd carried to his home
Coroner
but he lived but a short time.

called,

Hall will hold

an

inquest this morning.

a play
TnE Museum.—The Colleen Bawn is
and it
that people do not easily tire of seeing,
So much has
continues to draw large houses.

to
been said in its praise, that it is quite useless
add anything. This afternoon and] evening afford the last chance to see it, and there wilj
doubtless be crowded houses. It will be sucthe great sensational play of “The
ceeded

by

Streets of New York.” for which much fine
scenery is in

preparation.

House Sociable.—The Park
House, situated on the Presumpscot Park, in
The

Park

Deering, was formally opened on Thursday
evening. The party numbered about fifty, and
had a splendid supper. Dr. Tewksbury, President of the Association, presided, aud the festivities lasted until a late hour.

who was coming from Boston, gives a very
clear account of the affair. He says that Wednesday it was dark aud stormy nearly all day,
hut at noon it cleared up a little, aud the captain and'pilot began to right the com^giss,which
they found had got out of the way. They
called to their assistance Captains Stevens and
two old sea captains who are well

Reception
the Gospel Banner.

A full attendance of members is requested.
Publishers ar.d printers not members are invited to be present at tbe meeting and become
members of the Association. Papers in the
state please copy.
Geo. W. Drisko, President.
Joseph Wood, Secretary.

Anderson,

acquainted with the coast between here and
Halifax. The compass was at last considered
right and all went on smoothly. Mr. Harringon
ton knows nothing more of what was done

Religions Intelligence.
The new church building at South Hiram
was dedicated Jan. 2d.
The Unitarian Society of Bangor propose to
erect

the steamer until she struck.
Mr. Merrill, of the steamer Falmouth, says
that the night was dark and squally, aud it was
difficult to see the lights. From what he says
it appears that the version of the affair by
Fress
Capt. Coyle, which was published iu the
correct. The curwas
of

Bangor, Tuesday.

The Universalists of Lewiston have decided
to build a new church. Tbe church buildiug
fund is already about $45,000. An excellent
feeling prevails in the Parish, as is shown by
the subscription paper.
Including the lot the
subscription is at least $23,000. Tbe assets for
the new enterprise include $23,000 subscription
and the present ehurch edifice and lot, worth

in very strong
rent, Mr. Merrill says,was setting
of
at the time towards the mouth of the Bay
was
Fuady; aud wheu the ship struck she
twenty miles out of the way.
Engineer Merrill says that at about eight
o’clock in the evening it was snowing hard and
the steamer stopped to sound, aud found 70
calculated they sfiould see Marfathoms.

norlinnq ftRODO

The new Methodist church at Rockport was
dedicated ou the 13tii.
The Court street Free Baptists of Lewiston
have iuvited Rev. Mr. Mariner of Massachusetts to the pastorate of that church. Mr. Mariner is expected to enter on the pastorate in

They

Light at 10J o’clock. At precisely that
was
they saw Whitehead Light, hut it

ti uicus
time

May.

hard at the time that they thought
suowing
it was Martinicus. At about half-past eleven
was a red
they got near enough to see that it
liraht \i/Vi5pV» fhflv Vnp.w to be Whitehead
saw this he knew he
When the
so

captain

light.

Marti nicus has two lights. The
and
steamer was stopped and they souuded,
found 22 fathoms. The steamer was turned
the captain
to the southeast and
about
remarked that he would run off shore and lay
was

wrong,

vestry.

a

Tile semi-aunual meeting of the .Penobscot
county Congregational conference was held in

perfectly

yesterday,

as

to until morning. The sea was running high
at the time, and it was quite dark, although it
At about midnight the ship
was not snowing.
struck with a grinding noise and went about
half her length on the rock before she stopped.
The sea would lift her bows from the rock and
strike on
then, as the water left her, she would
force, breaking her bottom
the rock with

Monticello,
The house and outbuildings
owned by W. K. Folsoui, were destroyed by
tire recently. Loss $3500; no insurance.
FRANKLIN COUNTY.

The Little Blue school opened its winter session Jan. 12. Prof. Kelsey is assisted by A. B.
Herrick, A. B., a graduate of Bowdoia.
The Franklin Lodge of I. O. O. F. have completed their new hall in Farmington, and now
meet at the place. The hall is large and commodious and elegantly furnished.

ing oadly,
A short
engine rooms were filied with water.
time afterwards the water commenced pouring
into the cabin, driving all the passengers upon
the deck. The captain ordered the boats lowered. The captain took command of one, J.
McLean, the engineer, of the second, Z. W.
Talbot, the pilot, of the third, and J. B. Lessaide, the mate, of tho fourth. Able seamen
were appointed to each beat and all was ready.
The captain ordered the ladies and children
into his boat. Miss Armstrong, the stewardess,
made
procured a number of blankets, and they
themselves quite comfortable. About a dozen
and the boat pushed
men were then taken in
oft from the sinking ship. Just as the boat
men jumped from the ship
wa3 leaving two
into the boat, and nearly swamped it. The
four boats would just take off the 50 odd pertho pilot’s
sons on board, but in some way when
boat was being lowered it was capsized, thus
leaving a number of persons on the ship.
Among the number was the pilot, who hailed
the boats and begged them to take him off, but
his cries
as the boats were already over loaded
for help were not answered. The captain’s
boat and the one commanded by engineer McLean, made for Tennant’s harbor, which was
about seven miles dlstaut. Tho third boat,
commanded by Mr, Lessarde, made for Whitehead, about the same distance. This boat had

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Fairfield Chronicle says the Maine Central offices will probable be removed to Waterville after the annual meetings.
From the annual report of the county treasurer of Kennebec county,we have the following
principal items of expenditure the past year:—
Grand and traverse juries, $4222.27; sheriff and
his deputies attending court, $1415.22; services
of County Commissioners, $1110.10; support of
prisoners in jail, $3981.72; costs of criminal
prosecutions and mittimuses, $0849.80; repairs
of county buildings and furniture, and expense
of erecting workshops in jail, $3100 85; fuel
aud lights, $1201.15; reduction of county debt,
$1000; interest ou county debt, $2637. The toThe
tal expenditures have been $38,530.28.
permaneut debt of the county is $43,300.
Wednesday, as the 2 p. m. freight train from
Bangor, was near Hei moil Pond station, the
parallel rod on the left side and the crank pin
on the right side of the
engine broke at the
and
same time, smashing the cab to splinters
quite seriously injuring the engineer, W. H.
ltussell of Waterville.
Wednesday night, Miss Caroline Flagg attemptedgto commit suicide at her sister’s house
in YVaterville by cutting her throat, hut ouly
A doctor
succeeded in cutting a deep gash.
dressed the
was immediately summoned and
will
recover.
and
she
probably
wound,
KNOX COUNTY.

Wm. Simontou, son of George Simonton of
years ur age,
ltocKporr, a young mail auuui
cut his throat at Belfast a few days siuce.
Mr. Joseph Small of Uockport, has received
the appointment of light-keeper at Indian Island. Orders have been received to light up

lantern and compass, and with the assistance
of Capt. Stevens, who had taken the bearings
of the light, they arrived at Whitehead about
a

Friday night

The occupants, twelve in nurnDer,
were chilled through. On arrival there the
mate, Mr. Lessarde, and Mr. Sanders, one of
the passengers, notified the life-saving station
The life boat at once
near by of the accident.
started for the vessel and saved the six persons,
who were badly chilled. They had passed a
hard
Thinking that the fore part would
six o’clock.

PEN'OBSBOT

WALDO

accidental poisoning,
dose of morphine.

went out

the tug

Col.; Harrison Lowell
BiddeforJ, died
very suddenly Wednesday night.
George Osborn made himself generally disagreeable in William Osboru’s barber shop in
Saco, and Osborn pricked him with a penknife.
No arrests.

Go to TimmoDS & Hawes’ and get a can of
those nice oysters for your Sunday diuner.
JHSCKLLAIlfBOUS NOTICES.
Just received ten thousand yards remnants
bleached cottons, which will be sold cheap.
Vickery & Leighton.
janlG lw
F. O. Bailey & Co., will sell, at the Mart
Plum street, at 10 o’clock this morning, several horses, new and second hand sleighs, &3.
See auction column. At salesroom, 17G Fore
street, at same time, a lot of household furniture, by order of administrator.
on

Morgan & Dyer have

Mrs, Manchester is still at the U. S. Hotel.
_

Master your cough
with Hale’s
honey of horebound and tar. Every affection
of the lungs, chest, or throat tending to consumption, is not only relieved but absolutely
obliterated by this wonderful vegetable pulmonic. Crittenton’s 7 Gth Avenue. Sold by
all druggists.
Pike’s toothache drops cure io one minute.
at once

_

UTATFW17.VT.

balmy fragrance.

Weak, Nervous,
Are

or

Debilitated?

Languid

mo
more of an

you

that anv exertion rethan you feel capable of

effort

Then try JKJBUBEBA, the wonderful touic
and iuvigorator, which acts so beneficially on the
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all the vital
forces.
It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short lime, only to let the sufferer fall to a low t
depth of misery, but it is a vegetable tonic acting directly on the liver and spleen.
It regulate* the llowelti, quiets the nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system ae
to soon make the invalid feel like a new person.
It* operation i* not violent, bat is characterized by great gentleness; the patient experiences
no sudden change, no marked results, but gradually

his troubles

“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,
And silently steal away.”
I*
no new and untried discovery, but has
Thia
been long used with wonderful remedial results, and
is pronounced by the highest medical authorities,
“the most powerful tonic and alterative known”.
Ask your druggist tor it.
For sale by GEO. C. GOODWIN <Sf CO.,Boston. Mass.

Managers.

_

oclO-lyS

S, D. Howe’s Arabian Milk Care for
Consumption.
Those suffering from weak or ulcerated lungs
or tubercles, will realize great benefit in expectorating freely the tough phlegm or mucus from
the lunge, air cells, bronchi or windpipe, throat
the frequency of cough;
or head; diminishing
general increase of strength throughout the
system; stoppage of night sweats and paios,
and feelings of weakness around the ankles,
legs, shoulders, etc,, cessation of cold and
chills, seuce of suffocation, hard breathing and
paroxysms of cough on lying down or arising
in the morning. All these distressing symptoms
gradually and surely disappear by the use of
Sold at retail by all
the above medicine.
Druggists. W. F. Phillips & Co., wholesale
Dr.

supposed that they were perand pilot
in which
fectly safe as they were in the course
This fact
they had just entered the place.
shows that the rocks on which they foundered
were very near the course they had but a short
over. The captain says that
time before
passed

the pilot is a most trustworthy seaman and that
he is sure that the steamer was run according
to the compass. His statement of the disaster
after the ship struck accords with Mr. Merrill’s

particular.
Captain Angrove had a] large

in every

number of
valuables on board of the steamer, and when
he went back in the tug he attempted to get
but the waves were washing over the

Colored Shirtings
Fisk, Clark & Flagg,
690 BROADWAY, SEW YORK,

be

SAMPLES will
TRADE

on

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
Every Description of work promptly and carefully
xecuted, and at the lowest prices
ap22

Tuesday.
»

uf jt ffipArr?,

tion, which, when fastened on a
the grasp ot the
person, is like
hideous anaconda. There is no
eseape until death relieves them
ti om its tortnre and they arc laid
Friends may say
in the grave.
they died ol Consumption* ’TIS
"
FALSE.

Catarrh killed them.
And if yon doubt the fact, look
back and call to mind how it was
first a cold, then Catarrh, and last
Consumption. Why will people
suffer when by the use ot the

remedy,

OUT 1

thing and

people

mean

anoth-

er.

We will sell Brown and

Overcoats for $12,
former price $22.
Chinchilla Overcoats $6
Blue

10, former prices $13 to

to

20.
Pants from 50 cts. to $6.
Tests 50 cts. to

$3.50.

ADMINISTRATOR'S SALE
OF

New Styles in Braces, Gloves, Shirts and
Neck Wear, Beady Feb. 1st.
it

jalG

iBARGAINS

CAPS,

HATS,
AND

—

-AT-

this horrid complaint can be
cured. It may not be generally
known, but most ol our leading
Physicians are prescribing this
wonderful remedy, well knowing
that its results are so certain that
by its use the person will be
brought back to perfect health.
Au old Doctor says:

“GERMAN SNUFF

Blue

Overalls and Jumpers

shad sell on SATURDAY, dan. ICtb.at 10
o’clock A. M., at Salesrooms I7t> Fore St., by
order of tbe Administrator, a large lot of Household
Furniture, Clothing Sic., &c.
At 12 M., 40 boxes Malaga Lemons.

WE

BAUKRIJFTCYi—District Court of th
United States, Maine, ss.
In the matter ot
Fulton St Kicker, Bankrupts, Public notice is hereby given that tbe following described property belonging to said Bankrupt estate, unless previously
disposed of at private sale, will be sold at public
mo tion on tbe twenty-first day of danuary, A. D.
1S75, at 2 P. M., at the office of F. O. Bailrv A’ Co.,
Auctioneers, in Portland, In the County of Cumberland anil State of Maine, to the higuest bidder hereior. viz: an me right, title ami interest which oaiues
E. Fulton, one nf said bankrupts had on the nineteenth, day ol February. A. D. 1872, being the day
when the petitiou ror an adjudication of Bankruptcy
against the said Fnlton & Ricker was tiled in said
Court, in and to the south-westerly halt of lot No. 1
in the third range of lota in Raymond in said County
ot Cumberland.
A iso all the right, title and interest which the raid
Fulton had on the said littli day of February. A. D.
1875,on which the undersigned as assignee of said
Bankrupt estate has siuce acquired, in and to a cerot land in said Raymond, being a
tain other
pait of the homestead of Eunice Mur<*h,and bounded
as follows: commencing at the somberly end of a
stone wall on the easterly side of the county road
that leads from Portland to Brklgtoii, then running
by said road and wrall fence thirty-six rods
and eight links to a post, thence easterly on a
stiaight line to the end ot another wall on the south
side of a wood road, thence southerly on said wall to
the south end of said wall, thence on a straight line
to the tirst mentioned bounds, together with the

piece

northerly

buildings thereon, containing eight
less.

Assignee

jalodtd

cure, and I know of
nothing better for Catarrh.” Anotlie <• well-known M. D. writes as
follow s; “When one complains to
me of a bad Cold or a Heavy Head,
I at once advise them to procure a

500 Doz. Shirts and
Drawers

AND

—

Commission Merchants,
No. IS

Exchange St, Portland.
\
auldtl

A. M. MORGAN,
B. B. DYER.

)

Private Hale.

Last Auction Sales to Dealers

GERMAN SNUFF

OPP., POST OFFICE.

AT THE FOLLOWING PRICES.

Copartnership Notice.
A. M.

Smith retires this day from the Arm of
by mutual consent,
A. M. SMITH,

ME.Smith, Morgan & Butler

The business will be continued

A. P. MORGAN,
J. P. BUl'LER.
under the Arm name
Wm. Nash and T.

of MORGAN, BUTLER & CO.,
W. Stan wood being admitted partners.
A. P. MORGAN,
Jan. 2,1875.
J. P. BUlLER,

Shirts and Drawers 20 cts.
“
««
“
25 “
«

“

«
(t

“

“

50

44

**

»

7Q

«

in

913,000. COOK COUNTY ILLINOIS. 10 per
cent. School District Bonds. Coupons payable Jan.l,
in New York, or at our office-$500 each; also other
seveu, eight and ten per cent, municipal securities.
These represent the Arstclaim on the eulire property
and the combined wealth of Cities, Towns, Counties
and School Districts; well selected; no loss; security
absolute. Bought and sold by GEORGE WM. BALLOU, Banker, 72 Devonshire Street, Boston. Write

particulars.jal6eod3m

For Sale.
BOARDING and Lodging House, containing it

A

good location and full of good pay"
rooms, In
lug boarders. Proprietor is going West and will seP
at a bargain. Enquire at No. 4 Oak Place, Boston,
lw
jalti
a

Medical.
G. A. CLARK would respectfully inform his
Iriends and patrons that he lias returned home
and may be consulted professionally at his office, Cor.
Park and Congress Streets.Office hours from 2 to 4 p.m.
Pori land, Jan. 15,1875,Jal6tf

cts.

Lost.
this city. Jail. 14th a CALF SKIN POCKETBOOK containing a small sum of money. The
finder will he rewarded by leaving it at the Press
jalfidlw
Office.

IN

Wanted.
GIRL to do general housework.
references

required-

jal6dtf

200 doz. Gloves,
and prices, from 25 cts. to

$2.00.
very large
stock of all other Kinds of
We have also

a

_3t_

A

Large

GERMAN

The

best of

Apply at
DR. BURR’S,
633 Congress St.

as

it

were

BY Address,

R. L.

S., 19 Mayo St.

jal6*lw

SPEOIALi_ NOTICE I

J. M, PECK S
New Photograph Gallery,
518 1-2 CONGRESS STREET.
Directly Opposite

Mechanics*

Iluilding,

purchased of Mr. Geo. E. Collins all of his
interest in the Photograph Rooms which he has occupied for the past live years, including bis Negatives. 1 hav3 made a great addition to the light,
which gives me the linear light irr the city. 1 now

so

usual.

JOHN, HI. PECK.
eodlm*

jalo

FLOUR

tisement

ROWE

aar

well

111 Federal Street.
2w

—

ka.wu Sale. Bo.m.

l>e offered at Public Auction, Sale* commencing on TUESDAY, Jan. 19th, at II
o’clock, and continuing each day at the same hour,
untill all is sold.

WILL

The attention of Ladies and Gentlemen is requested
at these sales, as the Stock is extensive and valuable.
MORGAN A DYEK, Auctioneer*
*16t
jail

To Loan on First Class mortgages
in Portland nnd Vicinity
in Sums to Suit.
Real Estate Securities, paving 8 to 16 per
cent, iutereet free ot Taxes. Investments in Real
Estate in Portland and Vicinity, if judiciously
made, are the best and safest modes of employing
capital. First class securities always on band. Interest and principal collected without charge. Guarantees perfect title and ample security in all iis
P.eal Estate InvestReal Estate Loans.
on commission
ments and Improvements made
and on shares. Bankable paper bought and sold.

G. R.
Real Estate

DAVIS,

and

Loan

Ageney,

BROWN’S BLOCK-

zpeodly

—

when they suddenly take cold

SPECIAL

IN

—

WALL STREET.
Puts, Calls and double Prix-

invested in

ile.es has paid from 50 to 150 per cent profit
MONEY
amouuts pay propormonth. Small
the

a

or

past

large

tionately. The Welthiest Operators protect themselves with these contracts, and also use them as
Capital to buy and sell stocks against. Pamphlet
Gold
full information sent on application.
and Stock bought on three per cent margin.

SALE,

giving

Address

DAWAttH, BRIDGEXAN £ CO.,

and

we

shall sell

BANKERS & BROKERS,
I'l Si US Broadway Sc 7 Exchange ('.art,

THAN

LESS

LIQUID
POISON

therefore

IN THE

HEAD,
and passing to the lungs nnd stomach, simply adds that which time
may never remove, for the system
has become poisoned, and all because the individual did not take
proper care at the commencement.
How often do we hear peeple say,
“jly head is thick and I cannot
think.” Don’t yon know what is
You have Catarrh ;
the trouble i
it has just commenced to take possession of your body. Now, if you
lake a tew
are wise, you will

pinches

we

of the

Gash

on

COST,

shall sell all

Delivery

Until Feb. 1st.
We shall mark
of

ples
plain
100

For sale by all Druggists.

(I3mi(i

DR.

our

SKIN
per

CORE OF

Ac.
Office Hours, 10 to 12 A. M., 2 to 3 P. M.

No. 3, Entrance
gress Street.

on

Cond3w

Valuable Property on Commercial
Street to be Let.

sam-

ONE

KID and

THE

Rheumatism, Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Bronchial ami Pulmonary Complaints, Seminal and Female Weakness, Nervous Debility, Diseases of the Stomach, Bowels,

jail

stock in

Figures,

Doz.

HUNTINGTON.

U. S. Hotel, Four Weeks.

Room

SNUFF

and rid your nose acd head of that
Do
which in lime will kill you.
you doubt it! Well, suffer away.
Use up three or lour hnudkerchiels
a day ; go round a walking mass
of rottenness, with HEAVY HEAD,
DULL EYES, BAD BREATH, and
DEPRESSION OF SPIRITS, a
curse to yourself and a nuisance to
all who come in contact with you,
if you must be so obstinate as to
not purchase one box of

O. Box 3»'JS,IVEW l ORK.

FOR

PRICE.

GERMAN

P.

del

for

goods

DOG

GLOVES 50 cents

pair.

the first of

desir-

very
January next,
able lot at the bead of ‘‘Merrill's Wharf.”
AFTER
of wbicb if*
W. K.

portion
will

the

now

occupied by

(a

Dennison,

l»e offered on a lease ot one or more yean.
The lot in 75 by, say 350 feet, ot solid earth work. The
property being located near the center of Commercial
street, and conveniently reached by rail anti navigation, otters special inducements to parties engagedin
If dethe coal, lumber or auy extensive Widow.
sired. lots facing on Commercial Street can be obtained tor meieantile or mechanical business.
For inhumation, please apply at either the office ol
DANA <& CO.
the Wharfinger, or
distf
decl

Esq.)

HARRIS

&LITTLEFIELD.~~
Grocers

Wholesale
-AND-

Now is the time to

FLOUK DEALERS,
143 COMMERCIAL ST.

buy cheap!
J.

Price 35 Cents.]

&” DODGE,

Diamonds,
AND

IS EXCHANGE STREET,

oc2T

As this is

AND

PRICES.

—

FINE REAL GOLD JEWELRY,

IS NO HUMBUG !

GERMAN SNUFF.

AT

OF

ROAD TO FORTUNE

and feel all flu; organs of the nose
and head stopped up. they can
promptly take a remedy to at ouce
loosen the mucous, which if allowed to stay becomes

I have

have facilities lor doing Photography in all its various branches.
My rooms will be open MONDAY,
January 18th. I now invite my filends and customers, also those who have patronized Mr. Collins, to
call and see for themselves what l can do in the line
of Photography. Pictures made from Carte de Visiles
All negato Hfo size and linislied in Ink and colors.
tives neatly retouched, by which all imperfections
skin
in
the
are
removed
picture. Copying of
of the
all descriptions done with neatness and despatch.
I shall keep in
ottered
to
clubs.
inducements
Extra
stock a goood assortment ot Frames, Matts and
receive
will
my attention as
Cases.
Ferrcotyping

aud Valuable Stock

Watches,

Yon

will find that this adver-

GERMAN SNUFF

Lost.
PAIR OF SPECTACLES. The Ander will be
rewarded by leaving them at this office.
ja!6d3t

Situation Wanted.
EsperiencedNurse. Good references given.

all of which will he sold

correspondingly low.

from the grave,
are living witnesses of it* great virtue. At this season of the year,
when people, by undue exposure
and the sudden changes in the
weather, are liable to catch cold,
we advise them to carry in the
pocket a box of
saved

GN

an

SNUFF

DVKK,

3c

$20,000

Goods,

rewarded by leaving it at this office.ja!6d3t

Ja8

IS Exchange Hire*!.
alt

At

ord is enough, and the thousands
ot people who have been by the
use of

Lost.
Thursday in this city, a bosom pin—a carbunThe Ander shall be liberally
cle sot in gold.

A

publishers.

MORGAN At DYER, Auctioneers.

all kinds

Gents’ Furnishing

DR.

A

turned to the

—

market

the

Cardigan Jackets 75
to $2.50.

forward hundreds of testimonials,
but of what avail i Its proud rec-

W. STAN WOOD.

TEN PER CENT. INTEREST.

for

attention of dealers and other purchasers in
invited to this final sale of a valuable collection
| ot Miscellaneous Books. All will Im* *•!«! witbom reserve.
Any remaining unsold will be re-

MORGAN

“

best

The

30

WM. NASH,

ialodlwT.

—

TIIE

blessing to mankind, for its low
price of 35 cents places it within
the reach ol all.” We might bring

a

—

Saturday. Jan. 10th, at 11 o'clock.

dlw

jal6

OF

ON

—

—

for in a practice of near twenty
years I have dally been pleased
A Doctor whose
w ith its results.”
w ord is authority on all medical
questions, says: “I call ihe compound known to the world as

—

A VALUABLE STOCK OF BOOKS

9t.AU.

GERMAN SNUFF.

or

MORGAN 3c DYEB.

perfect

supply of

more

M. «& D. are agents for the sale of “Herring & Farrel’s champion Safes. “Wiegands” Patent Sectloual
Steam Boiler, “Haskins” Steam Engines, “Blake*
Patent Steam Pumps, and “Little Ulanl” Chennai
Fire Engine.

hand

now on

acres

AMOS 8. KINO,
of Fulton & Kicker.

MORGAN & DYER,

At

40 cents.

“

MAHER & CO’S.,

—

AUCTIOHEERS

Good Brown Duck Overalls and Jumpers 50 cents.

We have

GERMAN SNUFF,

is a

—

1 new traverse runner Grocery Pung.
1 second band traverss runner Grocery Pung.
3 second hand Sleighs.
5 new Harnesses.
Wolf and Buffalo Robes.
Two new single Horse Sleds.
F. O. BAILEY A €•., Auctioneer*
d3t
jal4

IN

We don’t tell tlie

the

TEA!

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

at auction.
British Consul Murray has ordered a court of
investigation in behalf of the British government. The investigation will probably take

to

furnished
application.

Book, Card & Job Printer REDUCED

steamer in Quebec that he had
her and would deliver her up to the
insurance company. She will probably be sold

of the

abandoned

DOOM !

Yes, the medical records show
plainly that In nine cases out of

Arc now ready witli tlieir new
SPRING STYLES OF FANCY
SHIRTINGS tor 1875.

WM. M. MARKS

to the

Iff-tnrS’

—

ageuts.

was

fW>m

*>»

F. O. BAILEY Ac CO., Auctioneer*.
03t

one

|jal6t4w

Dr. Huntington, noted for his wonderful
cures, is at the U. S. Hotel.
jaUdtf

both

next

YOU

ARE

Jan. Kill!,

13 Horses.

jal4

CLOSED

was

.1 1J P U R F R A

tr

oc20

Furniture, Clothing, &c.,

BE

ten the disease known as Catarrh
the forerunner of Consump-

HAVE YOU TRIED

jall-d&wlw

IMPORTANT TO TRAVELERS.
When you visit or leave the City of NEW
YORK, save annoyance and expense of cariage hire and stop at the GRAND UNION
HOTEL, opposite the GRAND CENTRAL
DEPOT. It lias over 350 elegantly furnished
rooms and is fitted up at an expense of $900,000. Elevator, steam and aii modern improvements. Eiiropeau,Plan. The RESTAURANTS,
Lunch Counter and Wine Rooms are supplied
with the best the market can furnish—prices
moderate. The cuisine is unsurpassed. Stages
and Cars pass the Hotel every minute for all
parts of the City. G. F. & W. D. HARRISON,

large slock of

BE

bottle.

jall-d&wlw

Marvelous beyond precedent is the effect of
SOZODONT upon the whole economy of the
mouth, keeping the gums rosy and healthy, the
teeth in perfect order, giving to the breath a

instead of outhe was inside of Matinicus light
and held a
side he at once stopped the steamer
with the pilot. The result
consultation
long
and go on exwas they decided to turn around
but iu
actly the same course they had come,
out of the
turning he thinks the steamer got
she
track iu which she had come, for before
had run ten minutes she struck. The captain

place

of

aud dealers aud others would do well to attend
it is the last chance to obtain valuable and
useful books without reserve as to price.

Capt. Angrove states that the steamer ran
all right and that his compasses were iu good
condition until Wednesday noon, when he noticed a slight variation. They were righted and
supposed to be correct. At ten o’clock at night
were wrong
hey were right, but at twelve they
steamer was a long way out of
the
as
again,
that
the track. He says that when he feared

owners

fine collection

as

Eastern Express Company, three packages
of sundries.
For the Grand Trunk Railway, 20 bundl es
bags, 1 case homespuus, 2 cases merchandise, 1
box, 1 half barrel, 16 bundles bags, 164 c asks
oil, 1 box merchandise.

The

a

elegant and useful books, remaining from the
holiday sales, aud call attentiou to their closing
auction sale, which takes place this morning
at 11 o’clock at salesroom, 18 Exchange street,

lost.

impossible.
captain yesterday telegraphed

Price of the Milk Cure and Tonic, each. $1.00 per
Sold by all druggists.
Pilis 25 cents per box
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO Wholesale Agts.
S4wn
ja$

very

MUST AND SHALL

«■

YOUR

Plum

BY AUCTION.

DEATH

of

Carriage Mart,
Street, Portland, Me.

Saturday,
a

which

WILL

Co.,

Horse and

—

Arabian Milk Cure,

of

The purser lost all the papers belonging to the
Grand Trunk Company, but the money was
saved.
The following is the freight of the steamer:
Dana & Co 10 quintal of fish.
C. H. Fling, 7 crates, 21 bundles skins.
G. W. True & Co.. 2 bundles bags.
Hart & Co., 4 crates, 4 casks aud lu bundles

that it

the ebb and tide.

Alfred.

of the
passengers speak in the highest terms
officers of the cutter, wh did their utmost to
make them comfortable.
The crew of the steamer went before British
Vice Consul Starr,who furnished them money
to return te their homes in Canada. The passen
and this
gers stopped in the city last night
they will go on their journey. All the

so

on

The wife of James E. Haley, Esq., of Dayton, died very suddenly Thursday morning.
She was affected by a cold ou Wednesday last,
which proved suddenly fatal.
Judge Derby of Saco, has completed a history of Fraternal Lodge No. oo of Masons, of

passengers

them,
wreck

over-

SNUFF !
OR

Hope.

shall

we

Winter Clothing

which strengthens and gives tone to the stomach,
and creates a desire tor food at stomach prepared by
the Pill to receive it, which can easily digest it and
prepare good blood and nutriment for ilie system.
Then the diseased lung of the consumptive needs the
healing and purifying effects of the

YORK COUNTY.

to Rockland and telegraphed the company.
The steam cutter Dallas arrived here last
evening, bringing thirty one persons from Tennant’s Harbor. Yesterday morning it took on
and started for this city. The
the

muTAINl’a

an

The ice caught across Belfast Harbor Sunday
morning, the first time this winter, but it all

boat had taken them off.
The party on Whitehead received the best of
treatment at the hands of the life-saving station men. At eleven o’clock they started to go
to Rockland but failed and landed at Spruce
Head, and then went to Seal Haibor, and
from there Mr. Loechler asd Mr. Sandall went

mni?

by takiug

cate

Fall River to go to the wreck.
harbor they came
got well under way in the
which was trying to
upon the captain’s boat,
assisted by the
get up to the wharf. They were
were
tug to the wharf, and from there they
The tug then started for
taken to the hotel.
the wreck. But when it arrived there the life

was

COUNTY.

George Young of Belfast, came to his death
Monday night, under circumstances that indi-

GERM AN

(lay

We have

take stock.

Arabian Tonic Blood Purifier,

—

the

that

as on

which strengthens at once the weak lungs and the
whole frame, and promotes expectoration by dissolving the phlegm and assisting nature to throw oft the
unhealthy matter causing the irritation. In cases of
consumption (when incurable) it not only prolongs
life, but renders it less burdensome to the afflicted.
-Jts healing principles act upon the irritated surface
of the lungs, penetrating to each diseased part, relieving pain and subduing in flam mai ion. It breaks up
night sweats, relieves the oppressive tightness across
the chest, and heals the lacerated and excoriated
surfaces which the venom ot the disease produces.

DAILEY A

Auction Sale Every Saturday at 10 A. M

Pills.

While Life lasts there is

!

Longer

no

RAEDER’S

and liver thoroughly, contain no calomel or injurious ingredient, and act upon these organs without producing any pain or weakness to the body.
Tlie next thiug is to create an appetite. This is effected by the

0.

F.

oc3«ltt

AUCTIONEERS,

And

stomach

county.

third—to be submitted to the decision of
society within the next six weeks.

but the ship soon
go down first they went aft,
blank
began to break up and they all took their
ets and went on the bridge, where they remained until they were rescued. The stern of
the vessel broke off and sank. The pilot had
his feet frozen, hut the other five escaped without being frost bitten.
The boat commanded by Mr. McLean arrived at Tennant’s Harbor at 7 o’clock, and at
the tug Emma, Capt. Poland, of
once

morning
baggage of the passengers

Arabian Liver

C. W. ALLEN.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise
every Saturday at salesroom, 176 Fore street, coin*
mencing at 9 o’clock a. M.
Consignments solicited.

ARABIAN LIVER PILLS.

They cleanse the

(Office 15 Exchange Street.)
F. 0. DAILEY.

WITH

Purifier,

Consumption is caused either by hereditary predisposition, the effects of damp or cold, or derangement
of the digestive organs and consequent want of nourishment to the system. It commences with small
hard tubercles being deposited in. the lungs from the
blood, which undergo a softening from HU. Inflammation of the parts, and ends in ulceration ai.J the
opening of a passage from the lungs to the bronchial
tubes, and the matter passes off by expectoration.
The spots thus left vacant unite and become cavities,
leaving large holeg in the lungs, and unless this is
stopped and the parts healed up, it will prove fatal.
With the lungs thus disordered, the stomach ami
liver are deranged, and cannot digest the food nor
prepare healthy blood to strengthen and nourish the
bony. These organs must first be put in an healthy
condition by the use of the

The Bangor Society for the Prevention of
Cruelly to Auimals, have offered three prizes
to the studcuts of the high school for the best
essays on the kind treatment of animals—®5
for the first; ®3 for the second and ®2 for the

night.

as

Tonic Blood

making?

in

great

Arabian

F. O. HAILEY & COM
Auctioneers and Commission Merchans

Until Feb. 1st,

CURE,

ARABIAN MILK

quire*

NEWS.

SPECIAL SALE

CATARRH

RS?_

Salesroom 176 Fore Street,

DR. S. D. HOWE S

$4200.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

her stern was
every stroke. All this time
would reafloat, and it was thought that she
main there until morning. The captain told
the passengers to make themselves comfortable
But
as they could remain there until morning.
it was soon discovered that the ship was leakand in a short time the baggage and

Just

This fact has been fullv and practically demonstrated by DU S. D. HOWE (of New York), in thousands of cases. It is only necessary to have the right
remedies, and the terrible malady can be conquered.
These remedies are

Consumptives should Use All Three
the Above Medicines..

__

THAT

CIJ{K

oTdT

c.

INCURABLE.

NOT

IS

Iiev. C. P. Nash has accepted the call to the
pastorate of the Universalist Society in Kockiand, and will begin his labors the first Sunday
in March.
The dedication of the new meeting house
The
took place Tuesday afternoon, Jan. 5th.
house was filled with an interested and atten
Iiev. Dr. Tenney of Ellswoith,
tive audience.
and Iiev. Messrs, lligley of Lamoine, Corthell
of Eden, and Iveese of Ellsworth, participated
in the services.
The dedicatory prayer was
offered by Dr. Tenuey and the sermon was
preached by Mr. Keese. The house was built
by the people in the vicinity, the largest part
of whom are Baptists, as a Union House. Its
dimensions are 40 by 50 feet, and it cjst about

STATE

at

procured

CONSUMPT10 N

at

the passengers who arrived were Mr. J. Scott
of Boston, who was on his way from Halifax*
where he had been to visit his friends; Mr. J.
Sandall of Nova Scotia; C. E. Laecker, the
purser, Thomas B. Merrill of this city, engi-

To-Day.

New Advertiwemeutii

Editors’ and Publishers’ Association.
The annual meeting of the Association of
Editors and Publishers of Maiuewill be held

spoke of their good fortune in escaping. The
tide was rising at the time and kept the vessel
up right, otherwise a large number of the perlost. Among
sons on board would have been

Lewiston, of French Bros, and Stevens & Co.

AND

74.
The Journal says that a large quantity of
corn is on its way to Belfast from the South,
50,000 bushels the dealers say.

Several of the crew and passengers of the
illfated steamship Georgia arrived here on the
afternoon train yesterday from Rockland. They
were
thoroughly chilled, and showed sigus of
exposure. In conversation with them they all

A UCTIOXSAL

MISCELLaN eous.

MEDICAL.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

a

estimate say that not more than
much timber will be cut this winter by Bangor
mill owners, as was cut in the winter ot 1873-

several of th*
OOicci-N and PaNNeuKcru-A Mistake in
the C'oiupaMN.

THE PRESS

At

Eons—Additional

Total

n

correct
two thirds as

Particular*—*tatem«‘ut of

MOKMXO. JAY. 16. 1S75

SATCUDAY

*lcumcr

Business Notes.
Gentlemen competent to form

GEORGIA.

1,0** OF THE

OUR NATIONAL BIRO.

PORTLAND,
BENJ. F. HAKKIS.

Janllsd3w

LITTLEFIELD

IcE

Bnrleigli,

Old No. 89 Middle

HENRY

CARGOES OF

PURE

I C E

St.,

FaraiaM aad Shipped hr

N. O CRAM.
If you

are

the city send 50 cents to the
box by return mail.
General

remote from

Agents and receive a
Agents lor the Uuited States, SMITH, DOOLITTLE
& SMITH, Wholesale Druggists, 26 Tremont street,
Boston.
oc?8

Owls

NEW

189 MIDDLE
)a9

de9dlstf

NUMBER

Bondu aud Moitgagi-s.

ST.
tf

selected Western Mau 1,1 psl Bonds
and Real Estate Mortgages and Truat Leeds.
Inquiries. Collections and Remittances promptly atCHARLES M. 11AWKLS,
tended to.
SKiMIddleSt.
augITTttThArSly'-'dp

CAREFULLY

v-—————■—p———————1
someone, stepping softly, liad tried the lock
of her room; but. the key was turned, and
the footsteps glided awnv down the hall. The
1
mem-fire was tire
flashing and spark">d the room
tin and nlaying
when He eu lilted her
was growing cold,

POETRY._
F« €npi<l Dead.
BYLOUisB

CHANDLIB MOULTON.

head, and.

as

strenclh

came

to

putting oil'the pretty
rites—
When Love is dead, what more out funeral
To lay his sweet corse lovingly to rest,
To cover him with rose and eglantine,
And all fair posies that he loved the,.best?
Wbat more, but kisses tor his c’ose-sbut eyes—
His cold, still lips that never more will speak—
llis hair, too bright for dustfot death to dim—
The tlusli scarce faded lrorn his frozen cheek?
What

more

but tears that will not warm
they burn the eyes from

Although
start?—
No bitter weeping
Can

to

rouse

or more

his brow.
which they

bitter words

throb that pulseless heart.

one more

alive!
In summer, when the ardent days were long,
He was as warm as June, as gay and glad
As any bird that swelled its throat with song.

So dead is he who

once was so

So dead!—yet all things were his ministers—
All birds and blossoms, and the Joyous June!
Would they had died, and kept sweet Love alive:
Since he is gonejhe world 1bj)uLw£ yine._

I—IN THE STREET.

black pin girl. You know—the
kind that tells lies about their mother being
sick, or dead, or sometimes, and most on ’em
a

bad no mother.

dozen; hut you better wait till
it comes night; then you can get ’em’most
we ain’t
any price, ’cause then we always say
made nothing a'.l day, and we’re ’most
starved lor lood. I don’t care, they don’t belong to me; it’s Dully does the buying, and
me does the selling.
They’re awful dull pins.
Ten

cents a

down to Jacob’s for

There’s a kind comes
twelve cents for an awlul sight on ’em;
them’s the kind she gets to sell; and there’s
she
a kind comes for two cents a dozen, and
mostly gets about a cent’s worth of thembefora
samples. I guess when ladies comes to ain t
little older than they was, and nobody
took and married ’em, they get skittish
about pins. That’s the sort that calls you
know if
“my good girl,” and they don’t
you’re {good, and says, “Let me see ’em.”
That’s why Duffy got samples. Different
I
people buys pins from us street children.
don’t think much on ’em any way. There’s
short lat old ladies that counts ’em theirJ
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mostly pleases ’em; but if I want a sight of
the whites of their eyes, I say “no.”
You
School-girls tabes a good many.
might think they eat’em, they do buy such
on
strings to
loads. They save ’em a sewing
hitch up their overskirts. They have ’em a
go
sticking all about, and shed ’em as they
look a
along. A lady stopped me. “Why,
Give
them
“ain’t
elegant!
here,” says she,
“How much apiece?”
me two,” says she.
“Two cents,” says I. I bet that woman
come from the country; she was dreadful

Sometimes I try “yes”

on

’em,

and

green any way.
Me and another girl lives with old Duffy;
at least, I don’t call it much living. I’d a
heap rather tile with her. Jinny (that’s the
other girl_) sassed her, and didn’t get nothing
to rat, and she went to a house and begged,
and the cook gave her cold cabbage. If a
cook
me cold cabbage, I’d fire it at her

head.

gave

Duffy says mother give me fo her. I
wished mother hadn’t a been so generous. I
stay with her ’cause I ain’t got no other
place. Sometimes 1 think I’ll take the pins,
samples and all, for wages, and sleep nights
to the station-house; but Duffy’s old man is
had up a good deal tor variance, I guess they
call it, and that’s where he mostly stops.

If so many goes into the pin business,
Duffy better shut up and go home. Why,
just on my blocks there’s two boys, with
their legs broke by drunken fathers, and a
till they do
cryer ("them fellers that winks
look like they was crying sure enough), and
two pardner boys (one on ’em’s always been
a-knocking of the other down, and took all
his money—it’s mostly fifteen cents that’s
took) and me and Jinny. Sometimes she’s
better than other times, and it’s when she’s

of her fits of goodness that Duffy
beats her. I ain’t never good. I just keep
along about the same, and Duffy’s give over
beating me. Jinny’s awful queer. She calls
me Sarah, and my name's Anne, ’cause she
knowed a woman that took care of her when
she was sick, and her name was Sarah. Nobody never look care of me, so I call Jinny

coming out

Jinny.

I suppose if I got sick I could go to a hospital. I did know a girl who went there and
died onst. Old man Duffy went when he
fell off the dock, and she thought she got
rid of him sure enough; but he came back
all right; I guess she called it all wrong.
Any way, he warn’t none the worse for it, if

she

was.

1 just have to laugh when I see the folks
in the streets scared to death of a little mud.
I declare I’m glad I ain’t fashionable, so’s I
don’t have to wear a tra'u. One time Jinny
and me put on style, with our hair fuzzed up,
_1
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If you get walking behind people, so’s to
hear what they’re a-saying of. it’s about the
best fuu out. All the mothers is so scared of
their ones getting hurted a crossing ot the
streets.
•‘Now, my darling, do be careful, my darling; catch a-hold of my hand, my dar ling, or
be run over.’’
Seems Is me there must be more danger of
every thing if any body’s somebody’s darling.
Good laudy! I ain’t been run over, and I
never took hold ot nobody’s hand, only onst
when Duffy’s old man riz an axe and run after her like he was a-going to chop her; then
I held on fast enough and hollered.
There’s a young lady I know that’s the
most beautiful thing I ever seen; I wouldn’t
ask her to buy a pin not to save Duffy’s neck.
I don’t know her to speak to, but she’s often
down my way going into the big houses.
The first time I see her she gave me such a
turn; she stepped out of her carriage; now it
was just like a star coming out of the sky.
Her face was shining, and there was a kind
of a look to her that made me cry, though
she was smiling. She didn’t see me then; I
don’t gue->s she ever see me but I follow her
round now, and I know the house she lives

you'll

in.

I was to a big reception one day at dark,
and I see her carriage down the line, so I just
waited till he drove up, and then I come
pretty close, and in a minute out she come.
Her face was shining just the same, and a
gentleman a-helping her down the steps. I
heard him speak to her while he was a-covcring her up warm with the things in the carriage. I heard him say, “Helen, ary darling,
my good angel,” says he. She didn’t say
nothing, but put out "her hand, and he gave
it a kiss. Then he slammed the carriage
door, and she drove off, and he went back in
the house, and in a minute he comes out with
a cigar lighted; I see him then, and I know
that man—I know him. Down to a place
I’ve went to letch Duffy’s old man home I’ve
seen him as drunk as a fool.
They call him
Sbady down there, and be can talk up as
lively as any feller I ever see, and swear with
the other men. Is my Star Lady that feller’s

darling? That’s what he called her, and
he’s a bad man.
There was one day there’d been a storm of
ice and snow, and I hadn’t much shoes on
me; one was a rubber I found, and the other
was a kind of a low shoe that was tied on
with a string. My feet kinder hurt that’s
true,but I suppose it warn’t so bad as if I’d
a-been somebody’s darling.
Any way, 1
didn’t think much about it, only they was
botherous to keep on, ’cause they was big;

along there come a young man with a
good warm coat on him, and when he see me
we was just in front of a cheap shoe store
the kind where poor folks gets cheated, unand
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and took me into that store and got me a
whole pair of shoes; and I knew he warn’t
poor, for they were good shoes, and wore me
iirst-rate; and I guess he warn’t a Jew neither.
When we come out of the store he stopped a
minute, and says, “Feel better, little girls?
aud be put his hand in his pocket, and out
comes a ten-cent silver; and I never thanked
him for nothing, but begun to cry. He was
going to put it in my hand, and there come
along a carriage, and in it I seen my Star
Lady, aud he see her too, and she knowed
him, smiling to him and bowing her head.
The si'ver diopped on to the ice in the street,
so’s I had to stoop down to get it. He got

very white-looking, and stood with his hat off,
so’s I’d thought he’d have catched bis death.
He didn’t say no more to me, but started off
to walk very fast. I never seen him agajn,
hut I think of them two, nights when Jinny’s
asleep, and I think if they was to come together, and I was to see ’em a-going into a
church, her all in white, with her face
a-shining, and him a-looking so proud of her
with theTook ou’em some folks do wear to
their weddings, I think I’d give ’em—I’d
give—Oh, granny, I ain’t got nothing to
give, but the ten-cent silver he gave me, and
Duffy’s old pins.
n—IN THE HOSPITAL.

She stood in the middle of her room quite
still, with her hands clasped tight together.
“Bear it, bear it,’’ she said aloud.
“You
shall not give way,” as though she were commanding her own spirit. Then the voice
broke, and with a sob she sank down to the
floor.
From the fire in the grate little flames shot
up gayly, tinging the wall with a ruddy glow,
aud bringing out quaint shadows from the
corners. A bust of Clytie that stood high
above some book-shelves seemed in the flick-

ering light to change her calm, sweet beauty,
and to laugh aud grin at the figure lying so

still before her.
Twelve strokes chimed from a neighboring
church. The Swiss clock on the mantel
piece took up the beat, and the cuckoo pop-

ped

out

of his

little window

she said, with sonicthing ot the same relief in hi- heart that
Juliet felt when she saw i'riar Law rct:c<
standing near by the tomb.
“X have never,” said Dr. Andrew Darned,
when he described the seen to a friend —“X
have never seen anything so beautiful as
Helen LeRoy, standing pale and staely, with
divine pity making tender tier pretty face,
and in her arms, held so gently, wrapped so
carefully, that beggar child.”
She followed him into the house, where, in
a little room, a low white bed was waiting for

“Oil, Dr. LamedP’

some

such burden.
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Girl Wanted.
A
GIRL to cook and do generalhonse work. Midwoman
preferred. Also second girl.
j\_ die aged
Apply in forenoon at
Best references required.
J. P. BAXTER’S,
jal3dlw71 Peering St.
A Situation Wanted.
a capable American woman to do general
housework. Satisfactory reference will be given.
Applv at No. 5 High Street.
Portland, Jan. 11th, 1875.jall»lw

BY

“wanted.

her down. She was
bit of lace I had lost,
briDg
running
Energetic Men, to sell the Patent
and she tell before my eyes, and I could not
Gas Burner, in Portland, and all
help her. Oh. it is so terrible I” said Helen, othe-Economic
in Maine, where Gas is used. This
places
with a little sob.
Burner will give more light, and save more gas, than
“She is not dead. Will you help me, Miss any other. Call at Room 5( Boyd’s Building, Corner
& Middle Streets, or address.
6
LeRoy?” He looked at her steadily. He Exchange
CALEFF & CO.,
knew that if he trusted her with some rePortland, Maine.
jalldlw*
emotion.
she
would
her
conquer
sponsibility,
1”
infernal rascal. Helen
“I will do what you tell me.”
She slipped from his protecting arm and
“You-h&Se only to kneel down here and
stood alone. Then she saw that There. were_
'bathe those stains lrom her face, aud here
tears in his eyes.
Lost.
cut over the temple is hidden in
“I don’t think I know what you mean. 1 where the
hair.”
her
evening, January 13, a LEATHabout
it
so.
Is
heard
have never
you speak
POCKET
BOOK, containing a sum of
ER
She obeyed him silently.
A liberal reward will
Henry? Is it my dear Henry ?”
money. Railroad tickets, etc.
“I must leave you alone for a few minutes,
to
J. B. Curtis, cor. Foie and
“He can never be anything to you again,
return
be paid for its
while I call the nurse and get some things
a
villain.
is
Deer
streets.
He
Oh,
my
pre_JaUitf
my daughter.
shali need. Do not be troubled; there
cious child, my little girl, try to be brave. that X
Found.
is nothing that you can do for her but this.”
Don’t break down.”
He watched her a minute and then left the
Middle Street, a WALLET coataining a small
He was walking wildly up and down the
Owner can have it. by calling
sum of money.
room.
She w-as standing perfectly still.
room.
Oxford
at
84
Street, proving property and paying for
deft
her
face
with
the
was
She
pale
bathing
what
understand
this
“X am trying so hard to
this? why and gentle hand, and all the time she shed
you say to me, father. Who says
she cried, except
Found.
without
why
knowing
tears,
do you believe it?”
heart had come a feeling of tenCity Hall a FUR CAPE which the owner can
“I know it. Money with which I trusted that in her
new
in
truth
was
have by calling at Press Office and paying
He is a derness and sympathy that
him has gone to the four winds.
jai4d3t
charges.
to her, that s’eemed to bring the unhidden
that.”
than
is
worse
He
gambler.
tears.
^
“What has he done ?” She sat down on a
As Helen watched she saw that the expreschair that was near.
sion of the child’s face had changed, and then
He has forged my name.”
the closed eyelids quivered and slowly opened,
“Where is he?”
Board.
and two gray eyes regarded her with amaze“He has left the country;he has run away.
or three boarders can he accommodated with
She spoke soltly thinking that the
ment.
I must have been terribly blind and foolish
in
a
board
private family. Rooms newly furchild might he frightened at fiudiug herself nished.
not to understand that man. Your mother
Inquire at 44 St. Lawrence street.
this
in
be
strange
place.
will
done,
would have known. Nothing
ja!3_,ly
“You are with friends, dear; we will be
nothing will be known of all this but that I
To Let with Board.
to
kind
life
you.”
If
very
the
my
have broken
engagement.
Front Room on lower floor at
not to hear or not to underseemed
She
V
I
would
from
saved
sorrow,
have
could
you
49 PLEASANT STREET.
stand, but kept her eyes fixed on Helen’s
have given it.”
Ja4tf___
with the same look of wonder, until suddenThe poor old father was perfectly unmanned
a beaming smile shone over her face—a
To Let.
by this blow that had fallen upon his child. ly
and pleasure—and with a
Board, large, pleasant Rooms, furnished
She was still calm, and had shed no tear, but smile of recognition
voice
she
62 Free Street.
unfurnished.
said,
and
faint, glad
the look of anguish ou her face seemed to
no30tf
“Oh, my beautiful lady 1 my Star Lady 1”
proclaim a broken heart.
died away, and she lost
She came aud leaned over her father where and then "the light
Boarding.
conscioususss agaiu.
he sat with his head bowed down upon his
TkOARDING at 2231 CUMBERLAND ST., comer
to the room,
back
Dr.
■ n
liriln.nt
Alan foKlo Kooril
00.5
coming
Lamed,
kissed
him.
and
face
his
hands. She raised
ut
ILL. it
found Miss Leroy still at her post.
sue
--J
X cl111Cl
OftlUj
for
To I<et.
“She has spoken. She was conscious
will not kill me.”
a moment, and she looked at me as though
BOARD, a suit of rooms at 37 corner ot
Then she had left him, and seeking her
HIGH
&
SPRING
see
me.
to
Oh,
she knew me, and was glad
ST.__
own room had locked herself in.
Dr. Larned, let me stay here and take care
ltooms To Let.
She was brave. She tried to let no one see
how
knew
It
little
of this poor
you only
girl.
that she suffered; but it was a tragedy in
Gentlemen anil their wives and two or throe
useful in some way!”
which she was cast for the heroins’s part. I have longed to be
single gentlemen can be accommodated t..ui
that
surfrankness
sudden
a
with
she
said,
pleasant rooms and board at 75 Free street. oc7tf
And her fathei, who watched her closely, saw
prised herself. “And perhaps you can tell
that she was glowing pale aud wan; and so
Board.
me—perhaps I can find some work here.”
at last he did the only thing he could think of
Gentlemen or a Gentleman and his Wite can
him with
before
stood
and
She
had
risen,
—he sent her to Europe.
with first class Board andstill upon her cheeks. All Roomsbeataccommodated
No. 20 Brown Street.myl9dtl
She was gone three months with her aunt the undried tears
seemed to be aroused within
impulses
good
and couEins.
with a living light
Julia and Jane, thinking that experience her, and her face glowed
TO LET.
of charity and hope.
must make her advice valuable, confided to
“There is work, plenty of work, among
her constantly their miserable little flirtaare
but
little
sure,
these poor
you
children;
tions. Two other cousins who were in the
To Let
Miss Le Roy—forgive me, but is this what
in love with
nice House to let, on Congress St., opparty, John and James, both fell
to
do
?”
want
her
H. A. LAMB, M. D.
you
Helen, and proposed each one to make
posite the Park.
It was almost cruel to question her so, in
jai3<llw
his wife. Then she wrote to her father:
his
before
but
of
her
flush
foolthe
and
I
am
a
weak
enthusiasm;
“Let me come home.
To Lease.
doubting speech had time to hurt her, a quiet
ish girl to let this trouble so change my nature;
LOT of land situated on Little Cheabeague Islittle brown figure came into the room and
but nothing that I used to care for gives me
land, consisting ot about 35 acies. Is a very
stood beside Helen. It was Miss Hetty Malpleasure now. I feel tired and old.”
desirable location for a hotel, cutB 1(1 tons »f hay and
When she was again in her own home, she
colm, who slipped her kind hand through i g wfell adapted to farming purposes. There are situated on saiil land three wooden buildings which
said, “I suppose you wanted to find what Helen’s arm.
Beetc.
“Of course, Andrew, she wants if, and we could easily be converted into restaurants,
they call distraction for me, and I was nearly
in
ing located on one of the most beautiful islands in
distracted”—trying to smile. “It’s of no need her very much indeed.”
seekers
for
a
resort
and
pleasure
Casco
great
Bay
old
dreadful
of
that
do.
The
words
waterto
a
as
found
facilities
had
So Helen
something
use, papa.
summer, the above oilers special
in my
further particulars apply to C. T. INsong are always singing themselves
Every day she was at the hospital, caring for ing place. For
GRAHAM, 18 Commercial
ears to their stupid old tune:
the children, soothing those who suffered
with her gentle touch and words, amusing
“From sport to sport they hurry me
To banish my regret,
the tired ones with little stories and songs,
Aud TOlien they win a smile from me,
ministering wherever she passed with cheerThey think that I ioiget.”
ful looks and kindly influence. The chilRoom In the Second Story of the
She began to sing it, but she broke down,
dren all learned to love her and to watch
Primers’ Exchange, with power it
and cried instead. Then her father knew
eagerly for her coming. Miss Hetty never required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
that his experiment had not succeeded.
made any comment, but took it all as a mator to B. TIllJKSTON dc CO., Ill
Helen was a girl who would have done well
ter of course, and treated Helen as though
Exchange Street.
any duty to which she directed her attention.
there forever.
she
had
been
ocl2
It had fallen to her lot to be a woman of the
As tor Audrew Lamed, he always half exworld, and she had devoted herself to gay
To Eet.
a
it
was
and
never-ending
yet
pected her,
society. Perhaps the trial through which sweet surprise to see at the end of the long
February first the Stores and Chambers
had passed shook some of the chaff out of
on Union St., now occupied by Caldwell &
sunny room a tall fair girl singing quaint old
Apply
her nature, leaving what was stronger and
Hodsdon, and Wldtney &
for the listening children; and he
songs
more useful; for when she came back to the
a moment silent in the door-way
stand
would
life which she hail left, she was no longer
waiting till the verse was ended and she
satisfied with it, and she became conlifted her eyes to his with a smile.
scious of a longing for some decided ocDown stairs in the darkened room lay the
a First-class
cupation, Until now her life had been per- little girl that Helen had carried in her arms. 3 Floors fitted up
bad
never
She
and
bright.
fectly smooth
She had never been quite conscious since the
or
or
known want
sorrow,
disappointment. first
night when she spoke. Sometimes she
OVER SHEPHERD A CO,
She had never been very angry ever, for her
had been wild with fever and delirium, and
and
her
father
Wholesale Fancy Goods,
was
sweet,
naturally
temper
then Helen alone had been able to quiet
had stood between her and whatever might
MIDDLE STREET,
her.
one else seemed to have any powNo
121-123
SOS.
harass her. He had also striven to shield
er.
Below the Boat Office.
her from a knowledge of the misery and the
It was in the afternoon. Without, the sun
& CO., where the keys may
suffering of the world. He loved her better was sparkling on the new-fallen snow, and tie inquire oforSHEPHERD
II. E. THOMPSON, Lcwell, Mass., Box
found,
than his life, and he was foolish and sentide22tf
the street was gay with sleigb.bells and cheermental about her. He thought he could
ful voices and bright colors; but in the sick
as
and
fair
To Let
keep her fair pure face always
child’s room all was silent and dim, and
Good Tenements to Let. One for *20, one
happy, that not even a shadow from the sor- Helen, who was watching, could only disfall
should
for
to
one
for *15,
*10 per
humanity
row that belongs
Apply
She
cern that pale face worn with fever.
had failed in
upon her brow; and now he
was lying so still that a strange anxiety came
dec21dtt197 Newbury St.
rhis. and liis daughter was outgrowing his
to the watcher, and when Dr. Larned just
To let.
wisdom, seeking tor paths beyond the beds ot
flowers wherein he would have her walk for- was
No. 142 Pine Street, Key at No. 144 Pine
He bent over the
see him.
to
glad
Lower tenement of house No. 114
Street.
ever, he looked on in amazement, with no
child, started, and then gazed more closely,
Spring Street, open from 9 to 12 and 2 to 5. Both
resource to offer but the amazement that he
I was
“She has not moved for an hour.
these rents have been recently repaired. Also one
had given her always.
Streets opeH in a few
growing anxious when you came in. How is house in Hull Block, Carroll
MATTOCKS & FOX.
“You want something to do, my dear?
days.
she?”
83 Middle St.
no28dtl
Well, suppose you take riding lessons; that
Dr. Lamed came beside her where she was
“The horses

trampled
me a

to

INTELLIGENT,

twelve

times,

and Jumped back suddenly, surprised to see
the lovely lady who wound him up every
The house
week prostrate on the ground.
was very still. Once a door had opened, and
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will be good exercise, I’m sure.”
She arranged for herself a course ot reading—a volume of Macaulay’s England to be
The task was soon actaken every week.
complished. She revived her drawing lessons and her singing lessons, and for a time

she practiced faithfully; but Helen was not
of a nature so essentially artistic that art of
Itself could form an aim for her. She loved
pictures, and she bad them about her; she
loved music—but all as adornmeuts to her
life, not as necessities. Thus there was no
real object in anything she did; she had to
create tor herself a forced interest in all that
she undertook, aud she felt that her time
was

wasted.

was one of the best
in the world. She was a little lady
with that sort ot peaceful, gentle beauty that
comes to all good women who have passed
their youth. She went about the city in her
quiet brown dress, and no heels on her boots,

Miss

Hetty Malcolm

women

every where—sometimes with
deeds, sometimes with money, sometimes ouly with kind words. She had known Helen’s
mother, and she loved Helen, and knew all
about the trouble that had come to her, and
she partly guessed, too at the unrest and
longing that the girl felt.
“Helen.” said she, “I wish that you loved
little children—that you liked to be with
them and to amuse them.”
“I don’t, Miss Hetty.
They bother me,
and make me cross.”
“Have I ever told you about the hospital
that my nephew has under his care? There
There is
are sometimes fifty little children.
a great deal of suffering and pain among
them, but they are so patient and sweet, it
to be near them. And then
does me

doing good

good

well and tenderly cared for! Will
they
you go there with me, Helen?”
“Oh. Miss Hetty, I can not; I don’t want
to do that. Hut,” she added. “I would like
to give yon some money, if you will let me,

standing.
“Miss Helen,” he said, very softly, “she is
dying.”
The quick tears came to Helen’s eyes. She
loved this poor child, as we love any being on
whom we expend care and sympathy; and
there was another feeling, almost of gratitude, that made Helen stoop down and kiss

her forehead.
“But for her I should never have come
here among the children,” she said, simply.”
Then there wa9 heard a faint voice, like
the voice of a spirit, saying.
“Is my Star Lady here?”
Helen, wondering, but remembering the
strange words that she had spoken before answsred, “Yes, I am here.”
“Open the window. I want once to see
you, near up. Oh, I wish, I wish—” Then,
as the mellow sunlight came into the room,
she saw Dr. Larued,and suddenly she seemed
to gather all her euergics, and cried aloud,
with a clear ringing tone, “It’s him! it’s him!
oh, glory 1” Her voice grew weak, but she
went ou. “1 know you too. You are that
good man. I ain’t never spent the silver you
give me; it’s here round my neck; it’s for you
again.” Her voice was failing. “I can’t
see; gi’ me you hands. I guess I am a dying;
and when I get up there, theie ain’t only one
thing l’U ask—Bless him and my Star Lady,
that’s come together at last! Amen.”
And so the strange little unknown friend
died, holding their hands in hers: but her
prayer lived after her, and was answered, for
these two have been blessed with perfect love
and faith, in sweet companionship.

COASTING IN THE STREETS.

are so

for the

hospital.”

“All,
When she was gone Helen sighed.
how happy and busy Miss Hetty is with all
there
I
knew
what
I
wish
her good works!
is for me to do. I do hate my life, it is so
useless and tiresome; and they all think I am
grieving for the past, and it is not that, tor 1
grieving more for the present. I wish 1 had
been bom to a scrubbing brush instead of a

silver spoon; then I should have been obliged
That would be an adto work fsr a living.
vantage. Well, at least I will not sit here

COIIipKLlUlIJg

LU

lUjacn.
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muon

vui-

designated
followiog
coast with sleds during the winwhich b^ys
THE
others. If detected In coasting
and
have been

other

on

on none

public streets, the penalty of the

law

will be

enforced:
On
on
On
On
On
'in
On
On
On
On
On

Boyd’street.

Fox, from Washington to Back Bay.
New High, below Cumberland street.
Mellen steret.

Pleasant to Centre street.
Atlantic to Fore street.
Fore, from Atlantic si rect.
Grove, trorn Congress to Portland street.
Clark, from Salem to Summer street.
Chestnut street*
Oxford, from Washington to Smith.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.
d4w
dec22
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air and take a walk; that may give me something to think about.”
It was a clear cold day. Winter had begun,
and here and there in the streets on the un-

pavement were treacherons little patches
waiting to trip up the unwary traveler.
Everthing looked deslolate and chilly. A
poor Italian woman, with big sad eyes, sat at
the corner. She held a sick baby with one
hand, while with the other she ground a
squalling hand-organ. Helen gave her some
money as she passed.
“That seems to be all that I can do,” she
said to herself; “but that is not work: what

COPARTNERSHIP.

does the money cost me?”
She had taken her way through some quiet
streets that she might avoid meeting many
people, and as she hurried along her eye was
attracted bv the sign on a house door—“Hos-

pital for children.”
"No, 1 have no sympathy with children,
I am not with sick
nor with sick people.
people. I am not kind like Miss Hetty.”
Just then from the other sided of the street
a little ragged girl came running toward her,
holding in her outstretched hand a bit oflace
that Helen had worn about her neck. She
was breathless with her baste, and smiling
with unmistakable delight; but as she gained
the corner, and before the driver had seen
her or reined in his horses she had fallen beneath their feet. With a horror she never
could forget, Helen saw the wheels go over
her
her. In an instant Helen had caught
tenfrom under the carriage and carried her
the
derly to the sidewaldk. She thought
child was dead, and held her with a soit of
over her pale
awe, while slowly from a cut
temple fell drops of blood on Helen s dress.
The coachman had got down from his box,
and was trying to explain the case to an
officer of the police, A crowd began to collect, rnanv voices talking at once.
“Who did it?”
“Is it her mother?”
“He must ha’ been druuk.”
“Oh, it’s only one of those poor little street
children.”
“She’s dead.”
“Where does she live ?”
Then Helen remembered the hospital, and.
followed by the curious crowd, she carried
the child towards She house. Her breath

STORE

REAL ESTATE.
Valuable Real Estate for Sale.
well-known Deane property op State street
containlm; about 12000 feet of land, with commodious dwelling house iu good repair, is ottered for
sale. The house can be seen every Thursday and
Friday from 3 to 5 P. M.
For terms, etc., inquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real
Estate Broker. 205 Middle Street, or WM. H. MORSE,
jal5dtf
corner of Pearl and Middle Sts.

The

_

Valuable Iron Works
Iron Works known as the Portland Machine
This property ocare ottered for sale.

THEWorks
about

cupies

subscribers have lormed a copartnership unname of SiMONToN & LADIl, for the
carrying on a general business in Haekpurpose
matac Ship Knees, Masts and Soars and ship TimW. H. SI MONTON,
ber generally.
C. R. LADD.
ja5d3w
Portland, Dec. 1st, 1875.

the west side
LOT of vacant land, situated
of High, between Pleasant and Danfortb, Sts.
is abjut 194
feet
and
This lot has a front of-about 61
feet deep, and plans have been drawn by How, for a
resiand
convenient
block of seven or nine genteel
dences, aud adapted for the same. Enquire ot
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
on

A

For Sale

to Let.
of the most desirable Lots in the vicinity of
Portland, containing about 11 acres situated in
Cape Elizabeth, within one mile from the city. Will
be sold at a Bargain, it not sold, will be Let. For
particulars inuuire of
JOHN C. PROCTER.
93 Exchange Street.
no4tr

Patterson’s

G.

Money

P. M.
Lot to be graded and all materials to be furnished
by contractor.
Plans and Specifications can be seen at the office of
B. C. Kenway, Architect, at Auburn, Maine, Jan.
14th, 15th and 16th, aud at this office Jan. 19th, 20th
and 21st next.
The Committee reserve the right to reject any and
all proposals.

Committee
of

J City Council.

jalldGt

A. Plaisted & Son.
MANUFACTURERS of Nlone Wore
have on hand lull assortment of Sujierior Stone Ware at their Store House, 21
Union Wharf, Portland, office 157 Commercial, corner Union St. Manufactory
at Gardiner.
Large or Small orders,
addressed as above or at Gardiner, will
at the lowest prices.
filled
be promptly
decld3m

PRINTING ol every
executed *»t thin Office.

Real

Estate

to Loan.

class Real Estate Secniity, In Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c., on
Com mission. H oases bought aud sola. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Office 13
Fluent Block.
oc5dtf
first

description neatly

pipe,

Wood,

28 75

’WM. A. GOODWIN, City

Civil Eng’r.

Canton Hireet Hewer.
Beginning at a point in the centre of Canton St.,
two hundred ninety-eight (298) leet from the northerly line if Putter’s lane, thence through the centre
of Canton street one nundred and eighty-eight and
five-tenths (188.5) feet, thence on a curve to right
fourteen and five-tenths (14.5) feet to east line of Canton street, thence easterly through land of W. W.
Thomas one hundred ninety-eight (198) feet, thence
of Heirs ofC. Q. Clapp
on a curve to left through land
of Brattle street
one hundred (100) feet to centre
said
point being thirty-six
where it enters old fewer,
The
P.
&
R. Track.
of
R.
centre
of
south
leet
(36)
first one hundred iifteeu (115) feet ot sewer is built of
ten (10) inch, and the remainder of twelve (12) inch
stone ware pipe. The sewer at point of beginning is
laid nine (9) feet deep belo » surface of street; at a
point one hundred fitteen (115) leet troin beginning is
eight and iour-tenths (» 4) feet deep, and six (6) leet

deep at terminus.
Cost of sewer,
City’s proportion,

27,778

Roger McGrath,

Sturgis,

Patrick Connors,
Clias. Brown.

Granville Miller,

Plaisted,

10
10
16
16
15
21

$560 85

186*95

City's portion,
Sum to be assessed,

373.90
0.681

Area. Rate. Amount.
Owners
Portland Beal Estate and
$44 45
6528 $0,681
Building Co.,
Portland Beal Estate and
44 45
6528
Building Co.,
161 21
23673
J. B. Brown,
Portland Beal Estate and
54 28
7972
Building Co.,
Portland Beal Estate and
11
00
1616
Building Co.,
58 56
8600
J. B. Brown,
WM. A. GOODWIN, City Civil Eng’r.
_

Spring Street Sewer.
at a point in the centre of Spring street
the east line of Neal street, thence
of
feet
28
east
through Spring street a distance of 313 feet, thence
in
on a curve to left a distaucent 37 feet to sewer
Thomas street. The sewer Is of cement j ipe,15 circle and laid 9 feet deep.
$393 59
Cost of Sewer,
131.17
City’s proportion,
Beginning

n.3™33

29,657
0.885
Area. Rate. Amount.
6407 $ 0,885
$56.70
51
47
53
53

5830
5400
6000
6000

1. C. Hersey,
WM. A, GOODWIN, City Civil Eng’r.

77
79
10
10

Washington Street Sewer.
in the centre of Washington
street twenry-one (21) feet northerly from southerly
side line of Cumberland street, thence southerly
through centre of Washington street, a distance of
two hundred (200) feet, thence in a curve to left
cortwenty-eight (28) feet to culvert pipe northeast
The sewer
ner of Washington and Congress street.
is of twelve (12) inch cement pipe laid nine (9) feet
deep to a point twenty-five (25) feet from terminus
and eight (8) feet at terminus.
$271 75
Cost of sewer.
90 58
City's proportion,
181 17
Sum to be assessed,
23,298
Area assessed,
$0,778
Bate per 109 square feet,
Area. Rate. Amount.
Names.
2073 $0,778
$16 12
Ratch, F. A. Tamer, agent,
28 42
3653
Ann Woodman,
42 01
5400
Omneilan 62 Scaulan,
17 10
2199
E. P. Nason,
37 05
4763
D. M. Philbrook,
40 53
5210
E. P,

poiut

Nason,

Congress Street Newer.
of Congress
Beginning at a point in the centre feet
easterly
street, four hundred aud fifty-nine (459)
from northeast line of Washington street, thence
hundred
through Congress street, a distance of lour
and fifty-nine (459) feet to old sewer. The sewer is
of fifteen (15) inch cement pipe laid nine (9) feet deep

throughout.
*** oo

Cost of sewer,

189 62
379 24

City’s proportion,
Sum to be assessed,
Area assessed,
Rate per 100 square feet,
Names.
J.J. Murphy,
Arthur Bradley,
Deering heirs,
Heirs of P. Bradley,
Ernesto Ponce,
Bernard Daly,
Ernesto.Ponee,
Williams,

Boyd,
Jas McGlinchy,
Margaret Musgrave,
Wm.

S. L. Carleton,
B. F. Noble,
Sarah J. Griffin,
Geo. Trefetben,
S. L. Carleton,

63,212

$0.60

Area.
3948
3104
4536
4407
4536
2778
4536
3348
3026
3217
2690
7224
5288
2100
3098
5376

Rate. Amount.
23 69
$0.60
U? 62
27 22
26 44
27 22
16 67
27 22
20 09
18 16
19 30
16 14
43 34
3 73
12 60
18 59
32 26

City oI Portland.
In Board of Mayor and aldermen l
January 4, 1875. J
Ordered, That the assessments contained in the
Civil
the
of
Engineer be made
City
foregoing report

de■pon the lots adjacent to the sewers therein
scribed, towards defraying the expenses of constructCity
ing and completing the same, and that the
Clerk give legal notice of such assessments, returnable at tne Aldermen’s room in City Build, ng on
1875.
Monday the first day of February next A. D.
at 74 o’clock P, M. and certify the same to the
for
collection.
Treasurer
City
And it is hereby determined that the lots assessed
as aforesaid are benefited by such sewers in proportion to the rate of such assessments, and that said
assessments do not exceed such benefit, nor do they
exceed In the whole, three fourths of the cost of said
sewers, and we deem them just and reasonable.
Read and passed.

H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.

Attest,
ue

copy:

H.

I. ROBIaSON, City Clerk.

City of Portland.
City Clerk’s Office, 1
January 5, 1875.)
is hereby given, that a hearing will be
hail by the Municipal officers of the city of
Portland upon the subject matter of the above described assessments, at the Aldermen’s room in City
Building on Monday the first day of February next,
A. D, 1875, at 74 o’clock P. M„ when and where
any person dissatisfied with the same, may appear
and object thereto.
Per order
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
16-23-30
jan9

NOTICE

Richardson’s New Method

128 and 130 MIDDLE

ST.,

the public will find New and Second Hand
Furniture,
Lounges, Spring Beds, Mattrasses,
Looking Glasses, Book Cases, &c.
all kinds neatly done.
of
Repairing

Baker & Co.
Removal.

WILLIAM

ROSS,

Treasurer of

the

Portland,

Bangor and Macliias Steamboat Co.,bus removed his Office from 179 Commercial Street to Railroad
Wharf at the landing of the Co’s Steamer.
mar‘23
dtf

CONSULATE OE SPAIN.
To merchants and Shipmasters.
hereby notified

and after the first
day of September, 1874. the new regulations
prescribed by the Government of the Republic of
Spam in regard to Consular fees will take effect.
The fees for clearance of vessels are as follows:
Per Vewiela wills Cargo*
Ceititving Manifest. $15.00
Bill of Health.
4.00—$19.0
For VeNaela withonf Cargo:
Certifying Manifest.$7.00
Bill of Health. 4.00—$11.0
THOMAS LOZANO,
Spanish Consul
se2dtf
are

that

on

TUB PRINTING of every description neatly
cl executed at this office.

WHY

give
Examination Free of Charge

Office
House.

12 Temple Street, opposite Adam

S. EDWARDS, HI. D.
MuccesHor lo Dr.

J. Ulnvvsou Kelley.
eodtf
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PRESCRIPTION

Sells 35,000 yearly,
It stands the test!
No
and is gaining friends everywhere.
piano instruction book ever issued approaches it for real merit and worth, and
uo teachers regret using it in their course
of instruction. This work is a power in
the musical advance of the day, and has
been n most important agent in the recent
edge «f the Pianoforte.
The Hiiecess of RICHARDSON’S NEW
METHOD is world-wide, and prompts
many competitors, bat its sale surpasses
that of all others COMBINED, and it
stands to-day iacoatestably superior to all
other Piano Methods.

$3.75.

All books sent, post-paid, for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y.
d&w2w
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CHICHSTEER

PATENT

DOLL S CRADLES.
Evjry little girl should have oue. Name “Chichester” on every cradle. Beautiful, Cheap and
Durable. Chichester Toy Chairs to match. This
Cradle cannot be equalled for a present to a little girl
for

Birthday

or

THE

Holiday Gift.

It win hold a doll 20 Inches long. For sale by all
toy and furniture dealers. If your dealer does not
have them, ask him to send for catalogue, aud take
none but the “Chichester.”

CHICHESTER PATENT.

SWING CRADLES.
Mothers you should have a Chichester Swing Cradle
Mothers who try them will have no other.
Mothers cave your time by using a Chichester.
Mothers buy no other till you see a Chichester.
THE CBADLE AMONG CRADLES
No rockers to wear out carpet.
No rockers to tumble over.
No rockers for child to fall upon.
No squeaking treadle to get out of order.
No cradle equal to Chichester Swing Cradle.
Dealers send for catalogue, to
OKOKUG T. COMINS,
154 North Street, Boston, and
393 Pearl Street, New York.
d3m
oct29

Fast River. New

3K

Pier

Tit

iii

.

...

The Eleanora is

for this

Just built

steamer,

a new

route, ami both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations for passengers, making this
the most convenient and comfortable route tor travellers between New York and Maine. These steamers

Vineyard

will touch at

during

Haven

the

summer

months on their passage to and from New York.
Passage in State Hoorn $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal. 6uel>ec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.

taken at the lowest rates.
requested to send their freight to the
4 P. M., on the days they leave
Steamers
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State rooms can also he obtained at 22

Bp-Freight
Shippers

are
as early as

Exchange Street.

—

TRAL RAILROAD.
COMMENCING

PHILADELPHIA.
Iron Line of Steamers

Running between Providence
Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
i_'direct communication to ana
rom Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Philadelphia and beyond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reacned oy the Penn.
Central and tfie Phil. & Reading R. R»s., and to all
tfre principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission for forwarding.
Full information given by J). D. C. MINK,
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO„ Gen’l Managers.
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.
anil lv
and

M.
Leave
mlnntnn

Wharfage.

No

GILES’

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
From Flue Street Wharf, Puila
at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate

Liniment Iodide of Am-

delpliia,

monia.

sailing vessels.

When a remedy is productive of such relief as to
excel all other remedies in its curative results, it is
a duty to make it known as general as possible. This
consideration has actuated the proprietor WM. M.
GILES, to bring before the public nis LINIMENT
The remarkable cures it has effected classes it as
of the most important and valuable remedies
discovered for the core and relief of pain in any
form. It cures Neuralgia' Face Ache. Rbeuiuati»ni. Gout, Fronted Feet. Chilblain**'
Bruise* and
Sore Throat' Krympelan,
Wounds of every nature, in which the effects of
extenal applications are almost magical, and in
which its internal administration is found to be most
efficacious. Physicians prescribe it for their patients
and accord it their unhesitating approval as an in-

Freight for the West by the Penn. B. R., and Sout
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Ft eight or Passage, apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
Jn23-lyTO 1 »n» Wharf. Bsdss.
MAIL.

one
ever

valuable discovery.
The LINIMENT IODIDE OF

AMMONIA is an
essential appointment in all well-regulated stables,
and where large numbers of horses are provided for,
and where there is a liability to the visitations of a
class of epidemic diseases for which this preparation
is a recognized remedy. No stable should be without it, for no stable can really be deemed safe that is
not supplied with it.
We append a few of the many testimonals bearing
testimony to the universal favor with which this
medicine has been received by the public.

TESTIMONIALS.
In stiffness and soreness of the muscles and joints,
rheumatic pains, I have experienced immediate relief
from Giles’ Liniment Iodide of Ammonia.
THOMAS BAKER, Wallaces Theatre.

Halifax Nora Scotia,
DIRECTi
With connections to Prince Edward Island, (tape Breton and ISl. Johns, N. P.
class
The first
Steamship
“GEORGIA” will leave Portland
every SATURDAY at 4 p. m. for
HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the intercolonial
Truro. New Glasgow and
for
Windsor,
Railway,
Ptctou. and steamers for Prince Edward Island;
also at New Glasgow, N.S..with Lindsey’s Stages
for Cape Breton, and at Halifax with steamers for St.
j

jg?“' RETURNING wll. leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4 P.M.
No freight received after 10 A. M. on day of sailFor farther information
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or

apply

to

Barnum’s

Hippodrome.—We have

the

Bruises,

wouuds

never

found

stithies*, lameness, pains in

muscles, swellings immediately"disappear.

just what

we

long wanted, and

we

now

use

It is

nothing

else. In thirty years* experience in Europe and
America I have never met anything like it.
L. B. WOODS,

Veterinary Surgeon, Bamum's Hippodrome.

New York, June 1st.
UILE9, unemisr. air—loun.ew uisof
Amvonia. surpasses
Liniment
Iodide
eovery,
anything for splints, strains, lameness iu the limbs or
hard
and
wind
bony swellings on
shoulders, &o.,
galls
the joints. It is truly marvelous.
RALPH OGLE,
Yours very truly,
Veterinary Surgeon, 330 West 25th St.
31R. YvM. 31.

Fare

Suffice it to say that I have used it very persistently
till the present time, and 1 now tind it nearly
removed, and think it will shortly disappear entirely.
From this trial of your remedy 1 cheerfully recommend its use to any one who has a horse or horses
afflicted m this way. I would further say that, while
using it for the above, the same horse started another bunch on the offleg; the Liniment was applied immediately, and tbe bunch has disappeared.
y
J. H. HATHORNE,
Proprietor of Citizens* Line C oaches.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO, Agents, Boston, Mass
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.. Agents, Portland, Me
eod<&w6m
del2

Something New and Important to Lad'es.
MRS. DR. PALFREY’S
Renowned Remedy for ail weakincident to Females.
This is the otily medicine known that will, without
a cure in all cases of Ulceraeflect
local treatment,
tion, Leucorrlicea, Dropsy, Enlargment, Prolapsis,
and Weakness. It has
Inflammation
Congestion,
saveil thousands to whom life was almost a burden.
have
been
suftering for years, with no
Many who
prospecls of relief, nave been cured by this wonderAlso
ful medicine.
Cancer, Humor and Piles cured.
OFFICE 13 TEMPLE STREET.
Hours 10 A. M:. to 5 P. M. Consultation tree.
lm*
ia6d3m
World

Will be pnid at

NO. 52 FREE STREET.
DR. N. I.

BY—

DONALDSON,

For any case of Catarrh, Asthma, Bronchitis, or
the incipient stage of Consumption that cannot be
cured by bis

Inhaler.
Vaporizing
CONS LTATION FREE
U

On all disease*. See circular*.
Office hour* from 8 A. HI. to 8 P. HI.
jroruauu

uuu.

The New York WEEKLY WITNESS, rivLive Ediing News, Markets, Stories, Pictures, and
torials at 91.£0?a year postage paid. Has reached
75.000 circulation in three years. Send for free

sample

copy.

«de22t4w

300 PIANOS and ORGANS

New anil Necond-Hnndo/ Eir*t-Cln**Maltor on
ern, will be sold at Lower Price* for cash,
In*tallmenl*, or for rent, in City or Country
during Ihc*e Wnrd Time and the HOLIliAYN, In/ HOR.LCG WATERS & SON.
4S1 Hrondwny, than ever before offered in
New York. Agent* wanted to sell Water*’
New Scale Piano*, and Concerto Organ*.
llluRtrnted Catalogue* Mailed. tSrcnt inducement* to the Trade. A large diaeonnt to

Teacher*, Miui*ter*, Churches, Lodge*,
School*, etc.
_de‘25t4w

EMPLOYMENT—At home
No
Male or Female, $30 a week warranted.
capital required. Particulars and valuable sample
C.
return
with
G
cent
Address
free.
stamp,
sent
ROSS, Williamsburg, N. Y.dec314w

CONSTANT

FOR

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,
USE

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,
PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
A TRIED A [MO MURE RK.HEDY.
Sold by Druggists general! v, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Mass.
wt

ja5<14

CHRISTIAN, a large live, family pa1 It I per, full ot stories and good reading.
NmiTTN sectarianism, politics. pills, plifts nor adX XXXi vertisements. Only 75 cts. a year! Send 10
cents for 3 specimens before youforoet it !
Splendid
Map Premium. Agents wanted everywhere. Big
Commissions paid! H. L. Hastings, 538 Washington St., Boston Mass., GU8 ArchSt.,Phila. Pa. ja7t4w
mo V

AXI AGENTS’ PROFITS per WEEK.
4
1)1/ Will prove it or forfeit $500. New
articles just patented. Samples sent free to all. Address W. II. CHID ESTER, 267 Broadway, New York.
dTjftT

ja8t4w

JVoticc.
appiv to
requiring work done pleaseSt.,
plain
“Home” of W. C. A., No. 16 Spring
and family sowing, dress-making, copying, cmY™?e
ocrJti
&c.
ery anil fancyMFTorL in wools, Ac.,

PERSONS

arrives in Boston in season to connect with trains
lor New York via Springfield at 9 P. M and 9.30 P.
M. train via Shore Line.
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Falls and
Conway Railroad.
The 8.00 A. M. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
p. & O. Railroad.
The 8.00 A. M. train from Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway lor Montreal, Quebec and
all parts of Canada East.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, FoxcToft, Rockland. &c.
A freight traiu will leave Portsmouth for Dover,
and Dover for Portsmouth, daily.
•Pullman sleeping car express tram. N. B. This
train on Saturday night ruas to Portland only.
t Accommodation train

iFast Express.

CHARLES F. HATCH,
General Manager.
GEO. BACHELDER,
Railroad.
Eastern
Portland, Me.
General Agent
dtf

Portland & Rochester R. R.
Shortest and Most Direct Route

50 Cents.

Only

No Transfer! No Change of Cars
—

BETWEEN

AND

—

WORCESTER.

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND ;

The Superior Sea Going Steamers
AND FAE.NIOUTH,
FOREST CITY
will, until farther notice, run alternately as follows:
Leaving

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
Daily, at 1 •’clock P. M., and INDIA
WHARF, BOSTON, daily at J P. M
(Sundays excepted).
iucj puassengers Dynms A*iirc&rc reuuiucu
comfoi table night’s rest ami avoid the exlate
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston
at night.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low iates.
Freight taken as usual.
oct!874
j. B. COYLE, JR.,General Agent,.
cure a

CKOMWELL STEAMSHIP LINE.

PORTLAND
—

AND

semi-weekly

Wednesday P. M.
merchants and manufacturers
will please remember that the
rates of freight by this line are the
same as by any other direct line,
whether special or regular.
For freight or passage apply to
J. N. MAGNA, Agent.

ALTERATION IN TRAINS.
WINTER

ARRANGEMENT.

On

and alter Monday, September 21st.

i-rii mimin

trains will

a. ra.

a. m.

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at. 8.50 a. ra.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal aud West, Lewiston
and Auburn at 2.35 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.45 p. m.
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.15 p. m.

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.
—

AND

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

OTHERS.

This is the only inside route Avoid*
ing Point Judith.
Steamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & I rovidence R. R. Deoot daily, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with the enSteamer Rhode Island, every
tirely new and
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant ana popular Steamer Stonington every
Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York alway* iu advance of all other line*. Baggag

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, .Tlilwaa
kee. Cincinnati, Mt. Eoaia, Omaha,
Saginaw, St. Paul, Malt Lake City,
Dearer, Man Francisco,
and all

points in the

Northwest, West and

Tuesday,

checked through.

Tickets procured at depots of Bcston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co., 49} Exchange St.
I>. S. BABCoCK.
FILK iNS.
L.
President.
Gen. Pasen^er Ag’t. New York.

w!

dly

& Washington

STEAM SHIP FINE
Four time,

_>

Firm

JOHNS HOPKTN3.
WM. LAWRENCE.

a

week.

Clan. Uteam.hip

WM. CRANE.
GEORGE APPOt.I).

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is wen equipped with first-class rolliug
stock, and is making the best connections aud quick-

est time of any route from Portland to the West.
BT*PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to tho trains
leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding #50 m value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of.
one passenger tor every #500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
se21dtt
Portland, September 19. 1874.

PORTLAND & OGDENSBL RG R.R

Bouton direct erery TUESDAY
aad SATURDAY.

BLACKSTONE.
WM. KENNEDY.
and McClellan.
WEDNESDAY
every
From Providence
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, ami Va. and Tenn. K. R. to all places in
the South, W. B. C’ark, Agent, basement Old State
House, Boston
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line.
G. H. Keitb, Agent, 76 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., C. A. Chlpley, Agent. 87 Wasnington street,
Boston. And Chesapeake & Ohio R. R., W. B. Clark,
Agent, basement Old State House, Boston.
Through bills ot lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $12.50.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, W asnington, or other lutormation apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence, K.
n02dti

A LL A N_ LJNE
Montreal

Ocean

Steamship

OF
UNDER CONTRACT FOB THE CABBYINO

WINTER

follows :
Iieave Portland for all stations at 7.30 a.
Leave Portland tor Upper Bartlett and
diate stations at 2 p. m.

Eastern Railroad.
SPECIA1L, “"NOTICE.
On

SATURDAY, January I6th,l§75>
after the arrival of the Train of the pro
vious dav from Moutreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations).#70 to #WO
Payable in Gold or its eouivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H & A ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage Inward and out waul, and for
on
Drafts
Sight
England for small amounts, a^ply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.
uo!7dtf
Portland, Noy. 15, 1874.

anc. Htier

July 22, 1874,

and

until

further Notice, the

THE

on

m.

interme-

Returning.
Leave Bemis for Portland and intermediate station*
EL/M
I BJiBB
MB
at 8.45 a. m.
Ix‘ave Upper Burrlett for Portland and intermedia*e stations at 7.15 a. m.
7.30 a. m. from Portland aud 9.15 a. m. from Bemis
will be mixed trains.
Stage connections with 2 00 p.m. from Portland for
Cornish, Porter, Kezar F4ffls, Freedom, Denmark,
Brklgton. Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.
Trains arrive at and depart from Eastern and
Maine Central Uailroad Passenger Station in Portland.
J. HAMILTON, Scpt.
nol4dtf
Portland, Nov. 13, 1874.

Red and the Yellow Tickets
TO AND FROM BOSTON,
—

GK TUB

—

BOSTON & iiaim:
Will be taken

HIBERNIAN, Capt. Archer,
Will leave this port for Liverpool

ARRANGEMENT.

as

Co

MaiU.
Canadian, and Called Slalr.
Passengers booked to Londonderry ami Liverpool.
Tickets
Pi e turn
granted at Reduced Rates.
The Steamship

Southwest

J C. FURNIVAL Agt.

superb

Norfolk, Baltimore

—

DEPOT 4T FOOT OF INDIA ST.

FOR NEW YORK,
ALL

follows:

Mail train at 1.20 p. m., for Auburn and Lewiston
and Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island
Pond,)* connecting with nigbt mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the Wesr.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston 5.45 p m.
Accommodation for South Paris at 5.55 p. in.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal aud West at 8.40

_86

OF

run as

Express train 7.00 a m. lor Montreal and Quebec,
Auburn, and Lewiston.
Passenger train for Auburn and Lewiston at 9.30

the Wharf,

STOMIMOTOM LIME
AHEAD

WM. H. TURNER, Supt.
dtf

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

CLARK & SEAMAN,
We>t street. New York.

or

jj28tf

on

Leave Portland for Gorham fi.20 p. m.
Exprem Train leaving Worcester at 8.00 a. in.
connecting with Norwich Steamboat train from New
York, arriving in Portland at 1.15 p. m.
ExpreiH Train leaves Worcester at 4.40 p.m.,
connecting with Express train* .eaving Albany at
10 a. m., and New York at 10.00 a. m. arriving in
Portland at 10.45 p. m.
Through tickets are sold In Portland, and baggage
checked through to Nashua, Manchester, Concord.
Lowell, Worcester, New York by Norwich line, and
Springfield Route, and to all important points South

lineAeav-

ing Boston & Maine R. R. Wharf
Portland, every Wednesday and Saturday at 6 P. M.
North River, New York, every
Pier
9
and leaving
Wednesday and Saturday at 4 P. M.
This line will connect at Portland with the princifor the interior and
pal Railroads and Steamboats
the east, and at New-York with Cromwel. Steamship
line for New Orleans and ither principal lines tot he
South and South-west.
Freight taken at low rates.
Passenger accommdations are unsurpassed. Cabin
passage, including state-room and meals, $7.50.
Steerage passage,(meals and births included),$3.50.
Until further notice the “GEORGE CROMWELL”
Leavwill be the only steamer sailing In this line.
ing Portland every Saturday and New York every

Office

York.

no23

class Steamships, “GEO.
WASHINGTON** and “GEO.
CROMWELL,” lf>00 tons each,
a

Norwich line Steamers for New Yora, ana wirn
Boston & Albany trains for Albany and New York.
1,45 P. m. For Rochester and way Stations.
3.15 P. JI. Express tor Rochester, Nashua ami
Worcester, connecting at Epping with trains for
Manchester and Concord, arriving in Worcester at
9.15 p. m., connecting with Night Train tor New

Depot

The first

•will form

7.50 A. 9K. For Rochester, Nashua and Worcester, connecting at. Rochester with Eastern, aDd
Boston & Maine Tra’ns lor Boston, also with trains
for Alton Bay and Woliboro, connecting at Nashua
with Express Train for Lowell and Boston, connecting a Ayer Junction with trains for Mason Village
and Fitchburg, arriving in Worcester at 2.10 p, m..
connecting with trains for Providence, Norwich, au«l

and West.
Tickets to all the above points for sale by ROLLINS & ADAMS, 22 Exchange Street, and at the

—

MEW YORK.

From

t,

P. M.

Leave Portland tor Bangor, via Augusta, and for
Lewiston, Bath, Rockland, Belfast and Dexter (Pullman Palace Sleeping Care,) at *5.00 a. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 18.00 P. M.
For Lewiston via Danville at 17.56 P. M.
Leave Biddeford tor Portland at f8.0© A. M., reurning at 5.00 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 2.00
P. M. in season to connect with the train for
New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
(steamboat) trains lor Now York via Fall River,
Stonington and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. M. train

PORTLAND

net a

1500 REWARD.

M.

Arrangement of Train** commencing Dee.
41, 1874.

Boston, July 13, 1874.
Mr. Wm. M. Giles:—In the match between the
Athletics of Philadelphia and the Boston club,
playid July 13th, 1874, at Boston, I fell and displaced
my left knee cap. Your agent fortunately happened
to be present. He instantly apptied your Liniment,
and with instant relief.
HARRY C. SHAFER, Boston Base Ball Club.
Boston, Sept. 14, 1874.
Mr. William M. Giles, Chemist: Dear Sir—
S.
Your Agent. Mr. Guy
Frazey, called on me early
in July last to introduce your Liniment Iodide of
a
Ammoni a. Being skeptic in legard to the great
variety of articles patent for the cure of all sorts of
diseases, I had no faith in your Iodide, but, after a
long discussion with your agent, it occurred to me
that l had a horse I was using for private that had a
1 told him if he
shoe bile on his near forward leg.
thought it would remove that bunch, I would try it.

at. 11 .05 P.

Portland to the South and West.

Giles Liniment Iodide of Ammonia is a sure
cure for ague in the breast, and rerffoves all swellings
A NURSING MOTHER.
and hard lumps.

nia.

il.to

J. B. COYLE,

FOR BOSTON.

Ammonia gave immediate relief.
I. HENRY MAGONIGLE.

anythingfequal toGiLEs’LiNiMENT Iodide of Ammo-

SbnwlHM'Mtl

—FBOM—

For headache, neuralgia, sore throat, inflamed
of the feet, Giles’ Liniment, Iodide of

New Haven, Aug. 7, 1874.
Dr. Giles:—While on duty as fireman on engine
47, about ten miles from this city, on Shore Line
Road, was accident illy thrown off against a rock,
train under full head, about tbiity-live miles an
hour. Was very badly bruised. Your agent was on
board. He furnished me with tw«> bottles of Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, from which I received
the greatest pos-ible benefit, in four days I was able
to sit up. and am now ready to commence work. My
aged mother also used the Liniment for rheumatism
JOHN GAFFNEY.
which it cured.

mill

Leave Portland for Bath, Lewistou, Rockland, Augusta. Skowliegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at

JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

oct28dtf

Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Far-

_

joints

Booth's Theatre.
Mr. Wm. M. Giles, Chemist, 45t Sixth Avenue:—
I suffered with rheumatic pains in my limbs and
joints, and found no relief until I tried your Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, with immediate relief.
ROBERT H. SMITH,
Am now cured.
Head Pantryman on board Steamer Jesse Hoyt.

TO

LNIE

5I3, 1*94.

—

■

—Ain>—

Leave each port every WedWy & Sat’d’y.

NOV.

Passenger trains leave Portland dally, for Portsmouth and Boston, (Sunlavs excepted) at *1.00 t9.l0 a. >1.,
43.15 P. M.
Leave Portland for Portsmouth and Dover daily,
ni.
(Sundays excepted),at 19.10 a. m. and 43.15 p.
Leave Baugor for Portland, Portsmouth and B<>#P.
M.
ton at48.00 A. >!., *5.45
Leave Bostou for Portsmouth and Portland a' 4*.00
A. M. t3.15, *12.10 midnight.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Poitland, Baugor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *12.00 midnight.
Leave Boston lor Portsmouth, Portland, i>mgor
and St. John J8.00 A. M.
Leave Dover for Portsmouth and Portland at 6.10,
7.50,10.50 a. m. and 5.00 p. m.
Leave Portsmouth tor Portland at 410227 A. M..
t5.45P. M., *2.25 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth lor Portland, Baugor, Houlton,
Calais and St. John at *2.25 A. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, and by Freight
Trains to Bath, Augusta, and Watervilie, at t7.uo A.

BOSTON

Stoumslilu Line.

Suffering.

EASTERN & MAINE CEN-

AND

PHILADELPHIA

A Message to the

in.,3.15 p. ni.
For t'ourord anil Vlaiat-hcMter (via New
Market Junction) 6.15 a. ni., 3.15 p, in., (via Lawrence at) 9.10 a. ni.
For <»r*-nt Falla at 6.15, 9.10 a. in,. 3.15, p. ni.
For Portsmouth (via Dover) at 6.15 a, or.
For Boehrstrr, au«l
Farmington, (via
Dover) at 6.15, 9 10, a. m., 3.15 p. ru.
Alton Bay. (via Dover) at 9.10 a. in., 3.15 p. in.
A train will also leave Portland for Hniur*
buult and Way Ntatious at 5.15 p. m. Returning, leave Kninrbnuk ut 7.30 a. in., arriving at
Portland at 8.35 a.m.
Passengers from any point ou thr Maine
Out ml Builroad will change care at. and have
their baggage checked via Hostoii A .flame
Transfer Miatiou.
Parlor Cars ou trains leaving Portland 3.15. Bostou 8.00,
JAS T. FURBER, Geu. Superintendent.
S. H. STEVENS, Geu. Agent, Portland.
tf
no21

a.

PORT LAND

Address, J. F. W1GOIIV,
('harlcNtown. Iflasn.

srvwc.

Passenger trains will leave PortInn<I for Bonioii, at 6.1 ». !'.10 a. ia.
*^7*3.15, |*. in., arriving at Bostou at 10 50
—■3..*.,
.eave
Illt> 2.00, s.l'O, p. m. Returuin r,
BomIoii at 8.00, a. in., 12, in. 3.15, p. in. arriving
at Portland at 12.45. 4.45* 7.45, p. m.
For l.owrll (via Lowell Junction) at 6.15,9. 10

ocl__

Clyde’s

from 9 a.m. to 9 p. m., and will administer the Kelley Medicines scientifically. These Medicines contain no minerals.

—

Used by thousands of Music Teachers and
sold by all Book and M nsic Dealers
in this Country and Canada,

Where

MEDICINES,

are you not cured of Scrofula. Consumption, Cancer. Bronchitis, Piles, Rheumatism,
Nervous Debility,"Heart, Liver and Kidney Diseases,
Female Complaints, and all that large class of diseases which the Allopathic and Homoeopathic MinerAsk your physial Doctors pronounce incurable?
cian why he keeps changing your medicine if he
Ask
knows what your disease is and how to cure it.
him if he is willing to come with yon to our office,
and attempt in your presence to teil us vour disease,
what causes it, ami what the effect of his medicines
will be when he administers them. We tell patients
what ail them without asking any question. Dr.
Wood is at our Portland Office every day and will

FOR THE PIANOFORTE.

PRICE

the Sick !

IODIDE AMMONIA.

54,917

Area assessed,
Bate per 100 sq ft,

ft,

tcT

THE KELLEY

35
55
25
73
18
07

15 21
19 95
12 46

Cost of sewer,

A tk

A Word

mi

York.everv MONDAY,WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P.M.
^

Amount.
§0.828 §72 20

Carroll Street Sewer.
Beginning at a point in the centre of Carroll street
of
the east line of Vaughan street, thence
east
feet
68
through the centre of Carroll street a distance of 418
The sewer at point of beginning is
old
sewer.
to
feet
6.7 feet deep, 7.7 feet deep at tbe east line of Neal
feet
7.1
and
deep where it enters old sewer.
street,
Cement pipe 15 circle.

Sum assessed,
A r ea assessed, sq
Bates per 100 £q ft,
Owners.
J. II. Fletcher.
George P. Wescott,
T. C. Hersey,
T. C. Hersey,

until further notice leave
Franklin Wharf. Portland every
and
MONDAY. THURSDAY
.SATURDAY, at 5 P. M., and
Will

Rate.

1837
230*
1595

Abner Paine,
.John McLaugh,

Attest,

Dr. Edward* lias removed lo bnutvlfiidid Parlors* at (he Union Houite, opposite the AdaiiiM
Temple Street.
DR. RD%VARDS will be at the Portland office on Dec. kiOth and £flst.

Chesapeake

and

Examination of t lie feet Free.

ja!2___dtf

On and after December 30, 1874,
___

Franconia

Eleauora,

Steamers

pain.

out

----

UCUIgCVmmmv.,

a

Visit.

ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER

YORK.

YEW

TO

Monthly

Office hour* from IO A. W., till 8 I*. HI*,
Saturday till 5 I*. M.
Operation on all diseases of the feet performed wiili-

oc20-3m

0.828
Area.
8121
1250
1275
1963
2021
1834
2545

This Week,

his regular

on

CO.

LINE

TRI-WEEKLY

V. S. HOTEL

& MAINE
RAILROAD.

BOSTON

STEAMSHIP

it tlie

Cure of Nervous Debility Free.

114.94
229.90

W. W. Thomas,
Alfred Dyer.

Beginning at

stopping

FOR

§344.84

Sum to be assessed,
Area assessed, (sq ft)
Rate per 100 sq It,
Owner.

having taken the stand of Har-

YOU

***{
3485

Hasty,
John Fisher,
John

& Hunt, will continue the business at
THElowundersigned

to

build and furnish a Brick Grammar Schoolhouse and outbuildings in this city will be received
at this office until Monday, Feb’y. 1,1875, at 3 o’clock

F.

or

ONE

ON

is

Street Hewer.

Beginu, in the centre of Prackett St. at a point
one hundred feet southerly from the southerly Bide
line of Danfnrth St., thence southerly through the
centre of Brackett St. a distance of four hundred
extenninety-four (494) leet to the sewer in York St.
laid nine
sion. The sewer is of 12 inch cement
terfrom
leet
a
northerly
feet deep to
point fifty (50)
minus and five and eight-tenths (5.8) feet at terminus.
§710.92
Cost of Sewer,
236.97
City's propori ion (one-third)
473.95
Sum to be assessed,
57,434
Area assessed (sq ft),
0.821
Bate per 100 sq It,
Area. Rate. Amount.
Owners.
8894 §0.825
§73 37
Rufus E. Wood,
44 31
5371
Wm. H. Hyde,
11 60
1406
Rufus E.
9 93
1204
Wm. H Hyde,
11 15
1352
Cornelius Casey,
4l*i
33
21
Sweetsir, F. O. Bailey, Ag’t,
19 45
2357
Mrs. Wm. Lindsey,
..
2015
16 64
Heirs of Mr. Palmer,Dr.Hutch2564
21 15
inson Agent,
Heirs of Mr. Palmer,Dr.Hutch2648
21 85
inson Agent.
2094
17 28
Mrs. John Dunlap,
2151
17 75
Petteugill,
1821
15 02
Hiiborn
2183
18 00
Timothy Stuart,
1823
15 0C
Hilboru
2146
17 70
Daniel Garland,
1610
13 28
Wm. H. Williams,
21-0
17
49
Wm. Hammoiid,
2039
16 82
Mrs. M. A. Johnson,

Mre. L. A.

MAINE

CHIROPODIST,

From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

mar59

an!2__

1

Mayor’8 Office,

City of Bangor, Maine, Jan. 6,1875- J
is hereby given that Sealed Proposals

CHAS. V. LORD,
6 1875,

Com-

SALE.

FOR

Notice to Contractors.

Jan.

on
a

REMOVALS.

THEderofthe

f

tide water

dtf

Copartnership Notice.

)

on

BULLETIN.

clothing business at the old stand, ll>5 Fore St.
SAM’L WATEltHOUSE,
CHAS. jS. WATERHOUSE,
WM. J. WATEltHOUSE.
1875.
Jan.
jal3*lw
Portland,
C,

NEWELL BLAKE.

of land

large and constantly increasing list of customers in
New England, and Canada, and is now running on
full time on orders. A more favorable ^opportunity
for investment is seldom ottered. For further particulars apply to the proprietor at the Works.
W. H. FESSENDEN, Proprietor.

F.

undersigned, have this day formed a coWE,partnership
under the firm name of SAM’L
WATEltHOUSE & SONS, and will continue the

ISAAC STRICKLAND,
B. A. BURR,

an acre

large
mercial St., in Portland, and comprises
Machine Shop, Foundry|and Pattern Shop. Boiler
Shop?aud Blacksmith Shop. There Is a full complement of Towls|for heavy work and general Machinery
and a large assortment of patterns.
The concern having been long established has a

the

NOTICE

SALE.

FOR

Copartnership Notice.

even

ot ice

To Let.
No. 33 Plum Street.
Apply to ST. JOHN SMITH.
No. 27 Widgery’s Wharf.
sel5dtf

on

can

ter,

ONE

jal2

City Marshal’s Office,)
Portland, Dec. 21, 1874. J

streets

To Let
half of a double Brick House, ten rooms
Pleasantly situated on Danfortb Street. No. 33.
Possession given October 1st. Enquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.
dtf
Portland, Sept., 30,1874

U, lukrti

KENISONT

DR

CI'J l OF PORTLAND.

an
or-

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS.

MEDICAL

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

Warned.

to meet her.

WEDNESDAY

Two Sketches.

never

uaments from her
neck and hair. The whole world seemed
changed to her, just as her room had changed
with the dying fire.
She t«ok off her bright dress, and all her
yellow- hair was falling about her shoulders,
when she sat down on the lloor agaiii before
the smouldering embers, and let the scene ot
that evening’s sorrow pass before her mind.
Let it! She could not cease to see her father's determined face, could not shut from
her ears one word that he had spoken, when
he drew her tenderly toward him.
“Helen, my datling,” he had said, “a great
trouble bas come to you. Try to be brave.
Ob, if you mother were living now, she
would help you betler than I can. My little
girl, my Helen, the man you love, the man
whom I would have let you marry, Is—is an

_WANTS._

the foot ot the

LOST AND FOUND.

[From Harper’s Monthly Magazine.]

I'm

her^begau

hard, and as she paused a moment at
steps the door above opened
wide, and a tall young man came quickly out

came

railroad.
un

all

THROUGH TRAINS
—OF

Immediately

EASTERN

THE—

RAILROAD.

CHARLES E. HATCH. Gen. Manager
July 21.1874.
y22tt

Feed for Cattle.
of feed for Cattle and Hogs at Casco Brewery, opposite Portland Co.’s Works, Portland
P. McGUNcHY. Prop.

LOTS
Me.

tint

